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at Preston,

Order

and

secrecy

boisterous

character

markable in theit united action is that it is ceive with it added dignity and increased

Rambles.

were secured at Pontefract, but at Preston
a plan was adopted which somewhat restor-

ed again the usual

ISSUED BY THE
FREEWILL

fract and

by no means confined

——

CROSSING THE GREEN MOUNTAINS.
If the reader has never ascended mount~

of

dn English election, and which certainly ains in the cars, he will be surprised to
lifted very largely the newly-woven veil of learn that the ascent is so ‘imperceptible.

secrecy. Each voter at Preston received Before we were aware, the highest point
as he left the polling-place a card upon —the
station
called
“Summit’—was
which was written his number on the regis- reached. I thought the sensation of going
ter and the way he voted. This card was down more obvious. Besides, you look off
handed over either to the Conservative or over the tree tops and down into the valLiberal electioneering agents as the vote leys and can see that your altitude is rapwas for the Conservative or Liberal candi; idly changing. At Rutland we only had
date ; and so throughout'the day at different time to change cars,—which, by the way,

hours the state of the Poll was unofficially

now I think of

it,

we

didn't

have

to

do.

yet with tolerable accuracy announced. It The car that leaves Boston goes directly to
remains to be seen whether such a method Burlington, and [ know not how much
of ascertaining the state of the poll is ille- farther; away off up into Canada or
gal, or, if not contrary to the new law, some where else, I suppose,
whether it will hereafter be suppressed by
Leaving Rutland we passed fine quarries
he regular charges for
money
orders, bank
checks, and Post. Ofice money orders may be desupplementary legislation. There can be of white marble; many . acres of ground
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
no doubt that the feeling is wide-spread in are covered with marble chips. Blocks
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses,
and slabs of all sizes are piled near the
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is this country that secret voting is un-English
received by the Pablisher for their
discontinuance,
and reduces the highest act of an enfran- road. A little distance off rise the white
and until payment of all arrearagesis made
as rechised and independent Briton to a deed of cliffs. ‘From all this white surface the aftquired by law.
:
:
Each subscriber
ys particularly requested to note
mystery and darkness. The new Licensing ernoon sun was- reflected with that painthe date on the 1
1 for the expiration of his subrd what is due for the ensuing
#eripsion, and to for
act is a puzzle to the lawyers,a trouble to the ful, dazzling sensation produced by the
year,P, without
with further reminder from this oflice.
publicans, a grievance to late-hour drinkers, snow.
These are the finest and richest
and a boon to the sober part of the nation. quarries in the United States I believe.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
It lays heavy penalties upon adulteration, At any rate in this region there seems to
1. Any person "who takes a newspaper regularly
upon
encouragements to immorality and be an abundance of beautiful white marfrom the post-oMce—whether directed to his name or
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
drunkenness, and upon disorderly houses. ble. When we passed Middlebury I was
responsible for the payment.
2
AY
It restricts the hours of sale to a shorter fast—well, I may
2. . Ifa person orders hs piper discontinued, he
introduce that fact a
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may concompass—beginning
in the morning with little better, by saying we had to make an
tinue to send it until Jayiuentis made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
six o'clock and ending at night with eleven ; early start; we were to be in the cars at a
eflice or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
and these hours must not be exceeded or quarter past six, and the fear that -we:|
newspapers and periodicals. from the post-offiee, or
overpowered by the local licensing author- should oversleep ourselves kept us awake
removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
Jacie os Boon of intentional fraud.
ities in their granting of licenses without half of the night and anxious and disturbspecial reason. The act has already proved ed the other half, We—that'is, the better
&@* When Agents receive piemums, no percentage
itself of service in quieting the streets in half of us, were up by three o'clock; so as
en moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
large towns after eleven at night and re- the head had happened to fall into an easy
&a We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
ducing the number of cases of drunkenness. and natural position,—when we passed the
them.
1 Of course London is separately considered, location of this famous seat of learding 1
and enjoys the privilege of selling earlier was fast asleep. I was partially aroused
in the morning, and later at night. The by people brushing past me. When I
market-gardeners of the early morning awoke I found the car, which had been well
markets, and theater-goers who seek their filled, nearly empty, so 1 judge that Midhomes about midnight can not be overlook- dlebury is a large place.
ed. The new act is not a Maine Law,nor a
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1872.
We reached Burlington about five o'clock,
“Permissive Prohibitory” measure, but it is and waited an hour for the steamer which
a step in the right direction. Only in a comes up from Whitehall, to take us up
Rest.
"| few places has its enforcement been resist- and across the lake to Plattsburg.
—
——
ed by riotous mobs, and there has nowhere
Burlington is beautifully situated upon
*
Rest is not quitting
heen serious Suey In successfully com- high
land
overlooking lake Champlan.
The busy career;

The Morning Star.

batting violent

Rest is the fitting
Of self to one’s sphere,
’Tis the brook’s motion,
Clear without strife,

s
g

7 Fleeting to ocean,
After this life.
"Tis loving and serving
The highest and best;
"Tis onward, unswerving,
And this is true rest.

v
— Goethe.

——

DERBY, ENGLAND, Sept. 23, 1872,

The summer has farnished a fair crop of
subjects of interest for readers of - news.
The discovery of Livingstone by Mr. Stan“ley,at first regarded with surprise and even
suspicion

and tien

with jealousy,

accepted fact.
The
soviety and its agents

is now

an

Royal geographical
are still quarreling

over the failure of their expedition, but Mr.
Stanley, of whose courage and enterprise
there never was any doubt, is now recognized on all sides as in the main trustworthy
and exactin his statements.
Some of the

published letters of Livingstone have the
American tone and style, and are hardly
after the manner of his earlier

self, but the

influence of conversation with an American
after so

long

a

separation

from

English-

speaking society may account for this peculiarity of phraseology. The publication of
Mr.

Stanley’s

book,

a

few

weeks

hence,

will revive the discussion of its author's
merits, but can not be expacted to do anything else than confirm his claim to be the
fortunate discoverer and helper, after painstaking search,of a noble and lost pioneer of

science, philanthropy and civilization, Mr.
Stanley-by his brave and manly perseverance deserves well of his country, of England, and of the world.

The Geneva award affords general satisfaction to English tax-payers. If it is not
pleasant to have to pay millions where
thousands would have sufficed ten years
ago, it is at least a compensation to have

The

value

of

the act may Le measured “partly by the
forces arrayed against it, and partly by its
quiet acceptance by the people,
The religious world is busy in its own
way, but makes little stir and commotion.
The old Catholics of Europe are cultivating
friendly relations with the Anglo-Catholic
party of our national establishment. At the
Conference or Congress at Cologne several clergymen of the English church, including

English Correspondence.

opposition.

Dr.

Wordsworth

and

Dean

Stanley,

were present. The Church of England is
preparing for Disestablishment by forming
Church Defense Societies, and in some
quarters calling what would in America be
considered ‘‘mass meetings” to rail against
Dissenters and set up their backs and lift up
their voices against the-inevitable swift-coming fate. As soon wan old national institution confesses that it
needs defense
against the nation, its doom ds sealed, it
has pronounced its own sentence of dissolution. The Wesleyans are placing themselves more in sympathy with Nonconformists on the education question ; and are raising such questions amongst

themselves

as

the maintenance of class-meetings and the
admission of lay representations to conference. The Presbyterians of the north can
not agree either

to

be

divided. or

united,

and the cry has gone forth into the: mountains summoning the clans as of old to the
fight. Dr. Begg resolutely opposes amalga
mation between the Free church and the
united’ Presbyterians, and appeals to the
Highlanders to aid in fustrating the scheme,
The Independents are about to hold their
autumnal meeting at Nottingham, and the
Baptists their autumnal meeting at Manchester, Religious congresses usually follow the social science and other

annual de-

monstrations.

Across

the

waters

land-laws,

the

and

American

dwelling,

the

forces

and in imagination

west,

a

dozen

was

I saw

pointed

out,

the contending

armies.
The British made the attack on
Iand and water at the same «time.
The

English officers were fresh from the victories to which Wellington had led them
onthe continent, and, confident

they went forth
farm

house

in the

where

of success,

morning

they

made

from
their

the
head

quarters. That evening their naval and
land forces had suffered defeat and many
of them were borne back and laid to rest
in the farmer's orchard. Their remains
were afterwards removed to the beautiful
cemetery and now rest side by side with
those of the Americans who feli the same
day. White marble slabs mark their resting places. Near by I stood beside the
grave of Lucretia Maria Davidson, the
gifted young poetess, who died before she
was sixteen.—From here we go north to
near

poor man’s

the

miles or more, New York shores are plainly
seen.
Huge piles of lumber extended far
along the shores. The Adirondac isa fine
steamer and bore us so quickly away that
Burlington was soon out of sight.
~ We watched the varied scenery on the
shore till daylight faded away and darkness
settled down upon the lake. In some places the land sloped down green and grassy
to the water's edge, in others the mountains
came boldly out terminating in perpendicular cliffs with the foliage drooping over
them.—In two hours we reached Plattshurg.
The county fair is held here this year, and
to-morrow I expect to visit the grounds.
Next day after to-morrow is the anniversary of the battle of Plattsburg, and will
be duly celebrated with orations and mock
militia parade. From the tower of one
of the churches the position of the British

the

Canada

But little was done at the recent social off westward.
science meetings at Plymouth. The socieOct. 8.
ty is beating about to, find its true line of
work, It meddles with almost everything
except its special business. It discusses
Women
education, crime, prisons, the public health,

to

line,

and

then

strike

Jo M-W.F.

in the Campaign.
ip

—

to women

power?, Can it carry with

heretofore

ers, and

daughters

of this

land,

—

avenge the publicity of their names by the deepening its obligation to a future, truer

Post speaks as follows
and recently deceased
er:

pathy with the Republican party in the
pending presidential contest. She says:
“ Defeat to the editor of the Tribune for
woman's sake. Success-to the silent General
because of the living heroes whom he saved
the country and the dead whom it has not
lost.” Adding:
‘Is not it a significant
comment upen the present training and position
of~yomen that it should strike one
with such &8énse of gstonisbment one day
that one’s political preference can ever be,
can even now be worth mentioning ? And
that it may really be one’s duty to add one’s
name to the list of greater and brighter
which thoughtful Women
have already
formed to wish God-speed to the party which
has saved the Union, and

freed

the

The

slave,

rights which thé other half is bound to respect ? ”
With but two or three exceptions, every
American woman who has public expression has added her name and uttered her
God-speed to the success of the party
which has saved her country. Nor has
this God-speed been uttered only by women of prominence.
Ten
thousand: un(known, lowly homes to-day bear witness
to woman's patriotic loyalty and to her
fidelity to the principles of righteous government.
In New England, where the
mass Republican neetings are held in the
open air, they’ are attended by as many
women as men. Seats are provided for

as

partisans

severe

catarrhal

death.

His

a severe

difficulties

career

caused

is too well

his

known

to-

respect and sorrow, the State Department

was

history

The elections held in Pennsylvania, Ohio
and Indiana last week did not turn out just
as they were expected to. The Republicans hardly expected so great a victory,
and the Liberals had bad no thought of being so badly defeated. * According to’ latest
returns, Pennsylvania has gone Republican
by 85,000 majority, Ohio by 15,000 and Indiana, although claimed by a small majority for the Liberals, may still‘be Republican.

of Methodism

in

America.

THE

His

some

one

legislatures, and there is a large majority
of Republicans in the Congressmen elected..
So if Mr. Greeley ‘should be President, he:
would have a Senate and House both politi-

cally opposed to him.

threatened

merce, the Opera

mounted from his horse and walking up to
said: “Now, sir, you have to
whip me, as you threatened, or stop cursing me; or I will put you in the river, and
the devil,

house,

and

other

large

and important buildings have been completed and were occupied for the first time
on the anniversary of their destruction.
Of course, the occasion would be a joyful
one, and such it was made. Many of the
churches are also either approaching completion or are already finished, and altogether Chicago is beginning to look like her
old self again.
A PARADE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.
The Liberals in Baltimore had ‘a parade
Friday night which resulted iu the murder
of two men and the fatal wounding of a
third. Mr. Greeley was in the city, and
while the procession was on its way to pay
him some respects a company of Republicans on the sidewalk proposed three’ cheers
for Grant & Wilson. Immediately the pe

of the bully

of

But these electio

have settled his chances, and place his election outside of the probabilities, if not possibilities.
‘
ANNIVERSARY OF THE CHICAGO FIRE.
It might strike one that the anniversary
of so horrible an occasion as the Chicago:
fire would be an odd occasion to celebrate.
But the Chicagoans are so - delighted over
the results of the year’s work that they can
do no less than be glad. Both the Tribune
and T¢mes buildings, the Chamber of Com-

to “whip” him, the fighting preacher said,
“Well, sir, I never like to live in dread. If
you really intend -to whip me, come and
"do it now.” The man continuing to menace and bluster, the unterrifiéd Peter dis-

baptize you in the name

ELECTIONS.

All of these states have elected Republican

for

surely you belong to him.” On another
occasion, when Cartwright was preaching
These are the women who, without a mur- before the Nashville Conference, the timemur, gave ‘up father, son, ‘and brother ‘to serving clergyman, whose pulpit he ocfight and die for human freedom. To cupied, seeing General Jackson standing
them the election of Grant means only the in the aisle, leaned over and said in a loud
trinmph of the same principles for which whisper, “General Jackson has come in,
the men of their love fought and perished. General Jackson has-come in.” “Who is
To-day, ifneed be, they would give up General Jackson?” cried Cartwright in a
husband and son again in the same holy voice of thunder; “if he don’t get his soul
cause.
But the thing to them which seems converted, God will damn him as quick as
too bad to be borne is the possible triumph he would a Guinea negro.” In both inof the ideas which, if-ence triumphant, stances the pluck and independence : of the
would destroy the last fragment of repub- man gained for him the esteem and confilican government.
§
dence of themen he confronted.
The perA loudyvoiced, belligerent woman is an son whom he proposed to baptize in the
ugly sight anywhere, be she declaiming name of thé devil supported him the next
on politics, scolding her husband, or rag- year for public office, and Gen. Jackson
ing at her servants.
The
human
race ever afterwards treated him with the greatwill never cease to worship its ideal wom- est consideration and respect.
an. It will never let her go. No matier
Many years ago Rev. Peter Cartwright
what she thinks or belieyes, no less this removed from Tennessee to Illinois, where
woman
is modest,
gentle,
solt-voiced, he continued to labor for the church to the
persuasive, and loving. To be such a last. He did not often visit the east, for

raders made a rush upon those standing on.
the sidewalk, a prominent and weli-known.

Republican being singled out and
once. A policeman who attempted
the perpetrator of this deed had
nearly severed by a blow from an

killed at
to arrest
his arm
ax car-

ried in the procession, and at about the
same time another harmless citizen was
shot becanse he happened to be looking on.

holds of intellectual and spiritual power.
Being such a woman, let it not dannt you,
that taunt of ‘‘unwomanly,”

House, he

you think and utter

yeur

solely

because

thought.

While

he had little toleration for the luxuries

said

he

should

his way to get back again.

you are true to your higher nature, you can

was, therefore,

but

have

His

and

A TALE

to bldze
A

eloquence

little known

by

5

,

¥

at

little walk into the

abandoned.
crew

give

pictures, or

opening

into an-

You secure a depth

of color,

other room.

was‘ soon

swamped

and

a passing

vessel

just

as they

AMENDMENT

DEFEATED.

A republican member. of .the Spanish
Cor{es had the courage lately to offer an
amendment to the address to the King,
praying for the emancipation of slaves held
by Spanish subjects. It was though, that
the well known liberality of the Kite and
his influence in the Cortes might insure

the

passage of the amendment.
But it came
to vote last Wednesday and was defeated
by 161 to 57. Spain must be rich in all
that distinguished the inhumanity of the

dark ages if she can thus affordNo still
oppress human kind.
A DECISION BY THE POPE,
The Pope has heen the recipient of sever-

over

al communications

from

Thiers, in which

the latter strongly counsels the Holy Father to reconsider his determination to leave
Rome for a residence in France. Thiers,
while still adhering to his offer placing a
residenceat Compeigne at the Pope's se
posal, urges that the necessity for the latter
‘exilin,
himself from his pontificate has -

®

dct,

by

EMANCIPATION

Try it.—Regtster.

Self-consecration is not a single

week

One of the boats 1n which the

embarked

rescued

a warm glow, and a spirit of grace and
beauty which,even if your room is very simple and unadorned, will render it attract-

ive.

last

were on the verge of death, being too weak
to stand..: It needs but a thought to picture
the terrible suffering that must have been
endured by the unfortunate sailors.

you,

a bay window, or a door

Boston

of the crew died of &tarvation. The remaining ones, including the captain, were

and you have no idea, if you Ifage never
tried it, what a charming finish they give to
a room, wreathed around

in

her passengers lost, while the other landed
afterwards on a desolate island, where five

—

country will

OF HORROR."

letter received

tells a terrible story of misfortune, distress
and starvation. It seems that the ship
Golden Hind, of Boston, while rounding
Cape Horn, encountered a series of gales,
was driven on a reef, and had to be

east-

never be unwomanly.
What isit to be ern Methodists, but in the West it lingers
womanly ? It is womanly to love much, like the strain of a trumpet, and it will be
Are you to love man only? God forbid. long before his’ name shall be forgotten.
To love one man worthily you must first In the sixty-eight years of his ministry he
love much—honor, truth, justice, freedom, estimated that he had received into the
human nature., You love your country. church no fewer than twelve thousand perYou have suffered for her
sake. You sons.
could die for her—if not as man dies, yet
no less bravely or nobly. You are the
Leaves.
subject of her laws, the recipient of her
This is the season for beautiful leaves.
benefits, the victim of her injustice, As a
human creature, you are all these to your Every day we may expect to see fhe living
country : your countryis all these to you. If green flush crimson like the maple, or
you were a man you could not be more; scarlet like the sumach, or soft brown like
a woman, yoi1 can not be less.
I love my the oak, or golden yellow like the horsecountry. I can suffer for her and through chestnut. Do young readers know what
her. I can be happy or forever miser- beautiful ornaments these leaves, by some
able through her fate. Then let no one called dead, make for theix rooms? They
tell me that I am “unwomanly” if I de- must be nicely dried in books, or between
vote so much power as I may possess to boards—the leaves or papers changed every
what I believe to be her best welfare.
It two or three days—and heavy weights put
is‘ not the triumph of one man, the defeat on that they may lie flat. Some persons
of another, which is at issue,
It is" the press them with a moderately warm flat-iron
tiramph of truth or the victory of false- when they first gather them. Get all the
hood! Is there no moral grandeur in the richest colors you can, and add to them the
sight of ten” thousand disfranchised.
cit- lovely green ferns and brakes which any
—

|
1

|
pes

cy of Stonewall Jackson, and it is affirmed

on good authority that cheers for Jeff Davis
conventionalisms of modern times; and it were mingled freely with shouts for Greeis recorded of him that being assigned a ley. To what a pass have matters come in
:
.
room once on the top floor of the Astor these days !

woman with a clear brain and a true heart,
is'to hold the open s:same to the strong-

8

In the procession. was carried a transparen-

or

fact in the past—a definite thing to be re-

passed

away with the recent crisis infthe

ferred back to;it is not an act, an impulse,
an emotion, a sentiment ; but a principle
brought and laid upon the altar of service,

affairs of the Holy See, and. assures the
Pope of his protection by the French repub-

to be constantly replaced, resanctified, as

the cardinals, has abandoned his intention.
of leaving Rome.
RB

lic. . The Pope has considered the proposal
of Thiers, and, after due deliberation with:

the show-bread of the table before the altar,

:

Ton

®

ey

took

in Washington and many other public
buildings in various parts of the country
being draped in black. He retained his:
mental vigor to the last, and died quietly in
his study, surrounded by his friends and
the implements of his literary labors.

Once it is said, when

one man? Not
at all. They come as
patriots, to show by their presence somewhat of the devotion they feel to the party
to which they owe so much, and which in
ten thousand cases has cost them so much.

he

born in Virginia in 1785, was for a longer
time Presiding Elder of the Methodist
church than any one of his predecessors
or contemporaries, and his missionary labors, entered upon when the region beyond
the Cumberland Mountains was a wilderness, form no inconsiderable part of the

he was ever readyto standup to the defense of his faith against all assailants, and
many
a disorderly sinner has gone down
before Peter Cartwright's strong arm.

fathers, broth-

the

who

when

the American people to need rehearsing
here. If for nothing else, he will'always be
held in remembrance for his tireless efforts
as Secretary of State during Mr. Lincoln's
presidency. The news of his death was
received by the country by every mark of.

of this venerable
Methodist preach-

Cartwright,

since,

\

cold, which induced a fever, and this with:

—prove his doctrine orthodox By apostolic blows and knocks,

ers, and sons. With the deepest enthusiasm, the most perfect decorum
marks
these meetings from beginning to end. Do
these women come from their homes and
sit in these assemblies

Peter

til a week

autobiography, in which he has recorded
the singular experiences of his wonderful
career, has many a strange and deeplyexciting page. At the age of one-andtwenty, he tells us how he struggled with
sinnersat camp-meetings in the woods at
Tennessee, struggled
with them in a
double sense, reproving and chastising
their sins with spiritual and bodily weap‘ons. When ariot was made ‘in meeting,”
as not unfrequently happened, by the godless young reprobates of the frontier, the
sturdy young preacher ‘‘went in” and restored order vi ef armis. Though he did
not seek to
.
|

and ‘considered’ that half the inhabitants
of this ¢ free’ country have yet ungranted

them with their husbands,

Rev.

|

—

DEATH OF WM. H, SEWARD,
This celebrated statesman died at his residence in Auburn, N, Y,, Thursday afternoon. He had been in his usual health un--

without

absolute seclusion of their personal lives, to its highest record than has been its past ?
now find themselves on record with the Our brothers, shake off the grime of your
most pronounced of women orators. Among battles ; nearing victory, lift once more a
the latest of these is Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, white standard spotless to the sun.
the granddaughter and daughter of two
eminent conservative scholars and divines,
Rev. Peter Cartwright.
who, under the threat of her physician's dis—
—
pleasure, ‘‘ lest
a more convenient segson
A correspondent of the N. Y. Evening

never come,” records her testimony of sym-

42

Events of the Week.

it the faith and

prayer and God-speed of the wives, moth-

identified with public platforms and woman
suffrage, Peaceful women of letters, who

The part that women are taking in this
found a settlement of an irritating dispute, poor man’s wages; but a science of society
present
campaign is a noticeable feature of
and to have established a precedent between it does not discuss. Advancing civilization
England and America which will be of ulti- makes the rich richer, the poor poorer ;— it. Both in Boston and in Neéw York enmeetings have been held by
mate advantage to both, and not without it gathers the well-conditioned, the virtuous, thusiasti¢
women,
e speeches and remarks were
its weight in international affairs through- the refined, by themselves, and drives the
certainly
as
senNble
as any that the men
:.... out 'the world. While the war-spirit prevails wretched,
the ignorant, the rude,to herd toXn the. last Independent,
in Europe it is tbo much to expect that pre- gether, apart in a sweltering mass. A have uttered.
Ames expresses her views
texts for war will not readily be found; great gulf separates the rich and the poor Mary Clemnr®r
but complicated entanglements of diplo- in all our great cities to the disadvantage on the subject itself in the following words:
It is a striking fact in the history of
matists, it is now evident, may be unravel- of both; on the one side there is ennui and
ed by courts of arbitration and neéd not weariness of wealth; on the other crime and American politics that for the first time the
necessarily be cut by the sword. It is hop- the bitterness of want, The chasm be- women of this land are recognized and honizens rising up and saying: “We cfn_ help
ed that the clasticity of
~odr revenue will tween yawns wider and deeper every year. ored as a personal and. intellectual power in
It is true, in elect the truth—mot by a single vote; but
give next spring a surplus sufficient to cov- Ought not social science to seek to fill up a Presidential campaign.
former campaigns women have been pro- we can do much by word and deed to deer the fine in which we are condemned ; but this chism.or build a bridge across itP
nounced partisans,
In an inconsequent feot falsehood, and we will!” Is there no
should the prosperity of our commerce
;
THOMAS GOADBY.
way, they have never hesitated to let their moral sublimity in half a nation of free
fall short of this vesult the small addition
preferences be known; while the wife or women, with np present prospect of seto the incomé-tax requisite to raise three
Hate
sin,
but
pity
and
pray
for
sinners;
daughter
of the candidate has always come cured civil or political equality, with no
millions and a quarter sterling will be cheerin for a share of newspaper mention, com- wish for personal emolument or reward,
fully borne,to put at rest forever all conten- “Such were some of you.”
no less declaring: “We love the Repubtion about ¢‘Alabama claims.” The Geneva
How all of us would hate and despise the. mendatory or the opposite. No less, in all lican party. It has saved our country.
previous
history,
woman's
part
in
any
presaward is, let us hope, a new Atlantic cable man who should misuse our gifts as' we
idential campaign has been incidental and We have suffered for its sake ; we are ready
binding England and Ametica together in misuse those of Heaven,
{
1
honorary. Never before has it been an or- to suffer more. To freedom, to justice we
peaceful and friendly bonds. = © ©
Establish
yourself
on
the
broad
and
sound
ganized, responsible, and powerful force, dedicate the power and devotion of our
At home the new acts for voting by ballot
in Parliamentary elections, and for restrict asis of integrity ; conduct your business Now we behold the spectacle of the women brain and heart”? Can the Republican
of ‘this vast country, in public and private, party do less than declare: ‘The wishes
ing thie hours of the sale of intoxicating with intelligence and judgment.
The tricky, deceitful, and dishonest are serving, by word and deed and hy personal of such a class of citizens we are bound to
~liquors in public houses lave engrossed a
large ‘shareof attention. In two ‘elections ravely prosperous;
for when confidence is influence, with scarcely an exception, the respect”? Can it receive the support by
already the ballot has been tried, at Porrte- withdrawn, poverty is likely to follow.
Republican party. What is the more re- “word and deed of scuh women, and not, re-’
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Communications.
The

Church

System

of N.

ot only in strength of thought, but in positiveness: of conviction and in mental and
moral ‘independence... Though hardly at
home in his time or place, he is a power
in his time and place, and in spitgsof them.
He was a doctor of divinity long before he
became a clergyman, and a Harvard.D. D.

Y.

Brooklyn is not so distinctively the city of
churches, as the city of popular churches.
Per contra, is New York the city of caste
churches. . Both, I should think.are pre-eminenf in their respective kinds. The successful and influential churches of Brooklyn are
sach as Beecher's, Cuyler’s, Talmage’s,Duryea's, and Scudder’s. Of what are called:
fashionable or *‘society” churches, like Dr,
Storrs’ and Holy Tiinity, there are few and
not very mighty examples.
“Over there,’

they build great

sheet-iron

tabernacles

fog

congregations of two or three thousand, at
half the cost of brick and stone, and think,
the' buildings **good enough for sinners.”
The fact is that Brooklyn draws off {rom
New York the cream of the middle class,
which everywhere includes the bulk of cul-

tivated as well as serious and

modest

peo-

at that ; but the latter circumstance can

churches, with pastors, Sunday - schools,
and kindred institutions of charity in different parts of the city. One of Dre Crosby’s
original crotchets is an aversion to children
in’ church. - But he earns the right to inh dulge bisiopinion or whim
or whatever it
Ek. oi this subject, by making express provision for the little ones, altogether preferable to long sessions under adult sermons.
He preaches to the children,a whole congre-

sartorial, and favor the best preacher rather
than the most exquisite **set.”
In New York, on the contrary, fashion
sits umpire among churches as well as all

things else, and, if I may be pardoned the
appropriation of the figure, separates*them
as

a

shepherd

divideth

his sheep from the goats. The favorites on
her right hand grow richer and daintier,
more exclusive and inaccessible, year by
year.

Those on

her

left

grow

more

and

‘mor¢ plebeian, or dwindle gradually to
distant appendages, dependences, or poor
relations,

of their fashionable sisters.

The

middle elass of church society diminishes
steadily by these main causes, by emigration to the suburbs, by transmigration more

afternoon.

Dr. Crosby and his people have -tried to
bridge over the chasm between the rich and
the poor, or rather to bring together the ex-

tremes, in the house of God.

And

if any-

body could have done it, they could.

be

artificially

in obedience to any general interest.
a question

vital

to

each family, and

of the

kind

is

are experienced, and each. one shall gather
the fruit of his own sowing, will disclose
infinite -and eternal consequences, growing from small begicnings. The
begin-

Plymouth collection, which has sold 50,000.
Both are published by A. S. Barnes & Co.

New York, Oct. 5.

Vipr

Greatness of Little Things.
—

“| ning of grace

in the

so small and

indistinct

a little

‘I'for 4 long

fire

eternal

partly. covered ‘by insurance. A warning
against filling lamps with kerosene while

:

James used this text to illustrate the extensive mischief dore by an unruly tongue,
It is a very appropriate illustration. As it
was difficult to arrest thé progress of the
so

caused by

it

is difficult

an unbridled

to

stop

tongue.

the

evil

But this

suggests a thought that is true in mature
and grace.
Great results arise from small

It -is
thus

great a matter a little fire kindleth.” “The

fixed

a personal far more than a social concern. art of printing is another illustration of this
People whose supreme good is the style principle. The history of its origin is lost
or less difficult but determined,
into the outer of the most exquisite set and its social in its antiquity. It was certainly known
scognition, of course can not permit their in the days of Job, for he- wished that his
“rings of fashion, or by falling away from
church altogether.
So, the middle class daughters to forfeit caste and all hope of words were printed in a book. The Chia slow process of printing, at a
falling out, the extremes become more ex- marrying within the pale of paradise, by nese had
treme, the churches are generally high caste mingling in any semblance of equality with very early period.
plain, unfashionable people, no matter how
In about 1450,
Guttenberg,
or John
or low caste,churches proper (awfully propJar
their superiors in’ true culture and re- Faust, invented mqyable metal type which
er) or mission chapels, and between them,
where the sound middle class and the solid finement. So, too, people who are superior «ave a new impulse to the art, and so rapcommon ground of society ought to be, to this nonsense, might still be pardoned, idly were copies of the Bible produced,
there is a great gulf fixed. The Baptists at least the mammas, for feeling that they that the monks who had gained considera-'
would compromise their daughters’ pros- ble sims by copying the Scriptures, asthemselves, those plain people, sit on Mursray Hill, the summit- of fashion, in one of pects seriously, by choosing their main cribed the invention to the devil. Since
social sphere among those who are not only then, it has spread into every civilized land,
the most elegant ecclesiastical structures
unfashionable but unpolite and uncultivat- and been brought to such a state of perof that exquisite quarter. This is the old
ed. Is it not quite evident that the interpo- fection, that twenty thousand copies of a
First church, yof Broome and Elizabeth
sition of a strong, preponderant, middle paper printed on both sides at once, are
streets, of Spencer H. Cone and of Kingclass, is indispensable to the proper social struck off in an -hour, and the press now
man Nott. Moving later, the First Baptist
unity, or. integrity, of republican socie- exerts an influence in the world, second
church moved up higher by many degrees
ty ? And here we may as well deduct from only to the pulpit. The principle is true
than its old Broume-street neighbor, the
our overdone compliment to the church of’ in morals and religion. The first step in
Central Presbyterian, Dr. Adams’s, which
Rome, by this much, viz.: that knowing
the path of vice may seem alittle thing,
initiates at Twenty-third street the remarkanothing as she does, of our intimate church but the results may be appalling. The first
ble ecclesiastical series on Madison avenue,
associations, she exacts no sacrifice from
glass of wine is in itself a very small thing,
with one of the most indifferent examples
her best society when she commands it but it may lead to all the misery and degof architecture in the city. Even the Methnever to kneel for a few moments.in contact radation of the inebriate, end in a premature
odists follow the fashion not afar off, with
with her worst. Our problem is very dif- death, and a drunkard's eternity. Taking
their costly Saint Paul's and its churchly
ferent and very difficult.
:
a few dollars from the drawer of his emparsonage, on the adjoining Fourth avenue.
ployer, with a full purpose of replacing it
Now
here,
on
the
line
or
flank
of
MadiTo the last, the Roman Catholic church
before it is missed, may seem to the young
alone spurns social distinetions among wor- son avenue, in proximity and competition
clerk as a trifle, but it may end in disgrace
with
thé
churches
of
social
and
money
shipers, and, with that unaffected sense of
supreme authority that can seem so sublime
’ “when it is in the right, sternly, remands

. ‘all sinners to their knees on level ground.

» Middle class churches linger in the plain-’
; er querters, steadily diminishing, sometimes
“by extinction, oftener by‘ metempsychosis,
either to the higher (like the Broome-street
and Collegiate Dutch churches) or to the
lower forms of

existenc2, like

Lot

Jones's

Epiphany,
or
Cuyler’'s
Market-street.
Among the few that hold out against both
transformations, might be named the old
Allen-street Presbyterian, once Dr. Cheever’s, a most obstinate example, in the

heart

of Neue Deutschland ; the Spring-street Pres-

caste, there are, besides the generous wealth

and ruin.

and culture of Dr. Crosby’s church, and the
similar strength and breadth of both the
Tyngs, two new enterprises inspired by a
strong desire to clasp hands across the
yawning chasm that separates the divisions
of society, and that isolates and nullifies

honesty and robbery, and is often the first
step towards the penitentiary or gallows.
No clearer illustration of this principle
is found than that to which James applies
it. The tongue is a liltle member, yet
boasts great things. Who can tell the sad,

the power of the church, so far as the mase

and perhaps fatal results of one unkind
word?
Fatal to peace and comfort, and

of the community is concerned. I refer to
Mr. Hepworth’s, and Dr. C. S. Robinson's.
Having already referred in a former letter
to Mr. Hepworth’s nascent building on
Madison avenue and Forty-fifth street,.I
will devote the rest of my space to the
“Memorial”

Presbyterian

church,

now

byterian, away down in the plebeian rep- nearly finished, on the corner of Madison
robation of a quarter foredoomed to the | avenue and Fifty-third street, The church
next dry-goods jobbers’ irruption, a charch now worshiping in their lecture room in
this same edifice, is the Eleventh Presbysaid to be one of the most thoroughly . alive
terian church, with a history of thirty years’
and potent for good, of ail the churches in

New

York; and, needless

to

particularize,

the far-down-town. churches, magnificent
Trinity, prayer-fed Fulton street, and the
newly endowed John-street Methodist.
MERCER

STREET.

This is a church of mixed and anomalous
fortunes.
In the cays when Washington
square, hard by, was the center of fon, under Dr. Skinner and afterwards Dr. Prentiss, it was (but for Dr. Spring’s) almost
the cathedral of Presbyterianism. With the
first grand rush for exclusive, unadulterated,
brown-stone streets, Washington square
was abandoved to boarding-hounse keepers,
Dr. Prentiss went abroad for his health and
clerical preservation ;—-and yet Mercer street,
falling to young and winning Robert Booth,
strange to say, did not perish. But the
languishing church of the late Dr. Potts
were fain to join fortunes with the medest
but substantial. parish of Dr. Booth, and
their house being the better and the better

duration, and which was some

years

since

transplanted to Fifty-fifth street. On" Dr.
Robinson’s return from his protracted so-

journ in Paris, and from extensive travel
| in the East, Egypt, &c., this) church

called

him to be their pastor, with the view, to try

the Brooklyn plan in New York.

They

sold their church property, and raised within themselves the necessary proportion of
money to build a church costing altogether
$300,000, and the largest Presbyterian
church in the United States. This for a
church of four hundred members, none
them rich in a Madison avenue sense,

of
is

worth mention.
Just one year ago in
Septegber, ground was broken, and now
a largeNand plain but handsome edifice
adorns the avenue, built of Ohio free-stone,

with a lofty spire on the

corner,

and

spa-

It has in it the

perhaps fatal
to life.
Hard names
‘Which are
May grow to
To murder

On

elements of dis-

For

at {irst, and angry words,
but\noisy breath,
clubs and naked swords,
and to death.

.

the other hand kind words never die.

They are small

things,

and cost

but little,

we

should

be

of

words.

Many a wayward soul -has been brought
to Christ as” trophies of redeeming grace,
by words of love. Many a fainting heart,
weary of disappointed hopes, has been
encouraged by kind words to try again,
and has tried successfully.
;
It is no less true in matters of religion.
In times of serious reflection, when the
spirit of God is pressing the importance
of the new birth upon ‘the conscience, the
decision made on some apparently little
thing, may decide the soul's eternal destiny. An acquaintance of mine, who hag
very recently given his heart to God, told
me that he always meant to be a Christian,

but intended to let no one kmow

it.

friend of his who

for his

conversion,

inquired

that Christians
which

he

was
should

replied,

“I

very anxious
if he

pray
wish

was

A

willing

for him,
they

On

the

to

would.”

small)

or?

7

are not likely to have

nothing wavering.

is like a wave of

things.

Christians

have

their need

and

prayer for the

and

must be learned in its order,

of

a

larger

to

everything

just asin the

growth”

in

that

Let
receive

immediate

vielding

of the

Christ's

sometimes willful and refractory,

and rn
no more progress till they
yield, and learn the lesson of the cross.
Long established churches may become conservative, satisfied with what they have,
aud apparently only anxious to keep that:
but each new ¢hurch has a call to assume
high ground, and Satan always disputes
the position. The.love of power is inherent

gether for itself. It is Dr. Joel Parker’s old
church (yet quite another); standing un~
moved on Fourth avenue, near the Young
Men's Christian Association building, just
aside from the walks consecrated to fashion.
“The pastor is a man much above the times,
%

w
VE,

-

and

with’ this,

can

feel

there

is nothine

had ¢rept over every thing, a sort of pale,
supernatural light; there lay the road plain

before us, and we drove as merrily as
though it had been day. There was nothing supernatural

in it, but it was

to

me

as

if T had beard the voice of the Son of. Man
speaking to me.—S. 8, Times.

child eried out, and said with tears,
1 believe, help thou mine unbelief.”

English practice worthy of imitation on this

ord,
Then

it was that Jesus cast out the devil

and

stored the child.

says

That same Jesus

every Sunday-school teacher,

re-

pleading

day for the
conversion of a
scholar, * If thou canst believe,

to

to-

particular
all things

are possible to him that believeth.”
Do not base your expedtation of the schol-

It

is God

which:

work-

¢th in him, as in you, both to will and to do

bis good pleasure. And God can as easily,
and will as gladly, receive
believing
scholar into his love on the first hour of that
scholar’s admission to the Sunday-school, as

after he has learned a wholggystem of theology, or been instructed for! years in the
words and lessons of Scripture.
Nothing
that yon can do upon qr in that scholar will
increase his fitness for redemption ; but your

Christian” Register

calls

attention

side of the water:
*“ There is an arrangement

to

made

an

in

the

English churches io this matter of singing,

which meets so many difficulties, that we
wonder it has been so seldom attempted in

America. The Sunday-school, or dts best
trained scholars, is made the choir of the
It may be that these trained chilchurch.
dren and thgir teachers lead the singing of
In such an arrangement
the congregation.
those of the children who are trained to
singing together sit together, perhaps in the
very center of the church.

We have

.

heard

the most elaborute music rendered by such
a choir, in a church as old as the Conquest.
The advantage for an arrangement of such
a system is that, as a general rule, it is
easier to get the children together for practice than an equal number of their

seniors,

and that we have in existence the whole
machinery of the Sunday-school, embodying
simple, earnest prayer of faith in his behalf" many of the most intelligent members of
shall be answered as surely as God *‘is the congregation, and those most eager to
faithful that promised,” Delay then no secure expressive and satisfactory methods
longer for any growth of the scholar into of service. No person who has seen the
godliness ; but go ** boldly unto the throne interest—almost universal—taken in the
of grace,” that you ‘* may obtain mercy and very poorest Sunday-school concert, will
find grace * for him from

God,

who

alone

question as to the sympathy

felt

in

a

full

congregation, when a body of children takes
the accepted time” for such intercession, a recognized and essential part in worship.
and such ** boldness in the faith.” When By an arrangement of this kind the smallest
you pray in faith, God will answer in congregation has it in its power to vary conpromptness.
Then, when your scholar is a gregational serviee, often called monotoof

in the human heart, and the exercise
authority may be arbitrary, and rulers may

assume to be “lords over

God's heritage,”

and when this state of things is gaining
ground, bad laws will be executed upon
those who are supposed to be of no particaiar account, and great transgressors fail to
meet their just desert; but it rouses thinking minds, gradually it may be, but all the
more surely, and if true to duty, they protest, a fire

is kindled

and

burns

fiercely,

and the sword is psed now unsparingly on
the influential.
So when the church had become exceedingly corrupt, Luther, an

honest

man, and

one of irom will, protested, and all Europe
was convulsed, and his protest against unrighteousness brought

him into trouble and

has power to change his heart.

*“ Now

trusting believer, your true work of culture
will begin for him. _ From that time he may
“ grow in grace ” through your instruction
in the things of God.
But first intercede believingly for his immediate conversion.—S8.

S. World.

:

PRAISE CHILDREN.
There is an old superstition that praise is too good a thing to
be given to the children; that it is too rich
for their mental and moral digestion.

Some

sition.
Praise is sunshine to a child, and there is
no child that does not need it. It is the

en

praise.

anticipating

such

a

result, tbat

he

thought men only wanted to know their
errors in order to forsake them; and yet
the'result of his efforts, that he perhaps
never saw, as we do, now that the din of
that

battle

is

bushed,

and

its"

smoke

cleared away, was the bringing out of men
from the indolence, or at best mystic contemplation of hermitage, and cloistered
cell, to work in the field assigned them by
God—the world; opening convent doors,
and giving back women, who had vainly
thought to crucify the lusts of the flesh, and
thus prepare a bride for Christ only in solitude to home-life and love;

and the gift

of

air open Bible to the world ; and latest generations

will

have

reason

by threats

to

be thankful,

or flattery, sar-

penalties, Luther

stood

firm to the end.
So when the questions which agitate the
community now, come up, some will shrink
from

their

discussion,

some ignore

them,

You

certainly

can

never

get

a child's best out of him without praise.
Many a sensitive child, we believe, dies of
hunger for kind commendation.
Many a
child starving for the praise that a parent
should give, runs off eagerly after the designing flattery of others.
To withhold praise where it is due, is dishonest, and in the case of a child, such a
course often leaves a stinging sense of injustice, Motives of common justice as well
as

a

regard

for

the

future

>

PuNcruaLiTy,
Be not only there in
time but every time. Have your pupils
know they can rely upon you; that if you
are

not

there,

unless

the

Lord

by

some

special act forbids, you will hereafter find or
make a way to meet them. Let them know,
if your seat is vacant, it is because you are

remember a wonderful woman
generations.

between

her

know

she

will

that neither rain, nor mud,

nor

moral

in-

when

the

smow,

nor

be

there—

weary limbs, nor a slight cold can keep her

away,—gives them confidence in her word,
admiration for her character, dnd tells upon

their future life.

wg

Every little boy should feel, if no one else

is there, my teacher will be.
young lady of wealth and

1 overtook

culture,

a

walking

a mile and one half to a misslon-school, in
the rain and through the spring mud; and
I said: * Does it pay to go so far upon such
a day?”

point

the

She replied:

my

class.”

“I must

And

school-house,

not

disap-

when

we

were

eight

there

entered
bare-

who

taught

.THE WORST Of THE LOT.
In the early
part of the reign of Louis XVI., a German
prince, traveling through France, visited
the arsenal at Toulon, where the galleys
were kept. The commandant, as a compliment to his rank, said he was welcome to set
free any one galley-slave whom he should
choose to select.
,
The prince, willing to make the best use
of the privilege, spoke to many of them in
succession, inquiring why they were condemned to the- galleys. Injustice, oppres-

She

was

one

of the most successful of teachers. But her
success lay in her gift of praising with discrimination.
A bad boy who was a good
scholar got praises for his brilliancy, sandwiched

boys and girls

example

footed boys gathered in one corner, looking
as eager as a nest of young robins for food ;
and one says to the others: * Bully; I
knewed she’d come.
I'll bet we'll be here
every time, now.” Her example that day
gave her words power.
Never disappoint
your class,

school in one village until she had educated
a part of three

While, on the other hand, the

fluence of the teacher's

child,

should influence the parent to give generous
praise for all that deserve it. Of course
there is a difference in the constitution of
children. Some can not bear so much
praise as others, and some need a great
deal.
It should never be indiscriminate. We

abomination

seemed for a while engaged

——

tion.”

of the

for

his

bad behavior, and so was won to a better
some ‘‘hold the truth in unrighteousness,”
life, and we recall a good girl who had no
prophesying with the sweetness of Balaam gift of learning rapidly, but who was saved
and yet fighting against the right, but there from utter despair by the praise she got for
her untiring industry. Into the discouragwill not fail to arise men and women who
ed hearts of the children the praise of the
will not accept dishonorable deliverance, teacher came like sunlight. And the virwho believe ‘‘the blood of the martyrs is tues, like other fruits, can only ripen in the
the seed of the church,” who hear across sunshine.— Edward Eggleston.
the lapse of ages, God’s recognition of Antipas his faithful martyr, and ‘they will
SELF-DENIAL. Do you know what selfdenial means? Perhaps this story will help
stand, waiting in the breach.
ADA.
you understand it.
One morning, as Harry and his parents
The Way of Peace,
were sitting at the breakfast-table, Harry

in a brown

study. * Presently he exclaimed, ** Father,
ious cares during my whole life, and it I have made up my mind not to eat any
more salt mackerel.”
never helped me forward; on the contrary, | ““ Ah! what has brought you to that conthe very things I was most afraid of, have clusion?” asked his father, with a look of
generally proved my best helpers when earnest inquiry.
1 haye often tormented myself

nous, to an indefinite extent.
All the varieties of what are called ‘ vesper services’ are
quite within the power of sucha congrega-

parents are so afraid that a child will grow sick, or some one in your house is dead or
proud, that they never praise-him, and this dying n, Nothing will disorganize and decourse is often disastrous. It is apt to pro- moralize a class sooner than an’ unreliable
duce too much self-assertion,—for
self teacher; no matter how great such a one's
assertion is a legitimate outgrowth of the qualifications, he is a poor teacher. I would
withholding of commendation
to - which
not wish my child to be under such influone is entitled—or to engender a self-dis- ence, for fear he would be made an untrusttrust, or melancholy hopelessness of dispo- worthy man.
-

high reward of one’s struggle to do right.
Thomas Hughes says that you can never
get a man’s best out of
him without

in

|

is

perplexities. - Papal malediction and excommunication ; and nothing is more touching than his assertion, coupled with the
acknowledgment that he had been mistak-

with anx-

and Tune Book having ‘beginning in apparent weakness, and ris- all his holy angels, even, although our
hh
‘861d to the amount of 250,000 copies (to ing in strength and vigor.
blind eyes can not yet perceive them, .
The grain of mustard, the little leaven,
2000 churches) and worn out its electrotype
:
be
:
S.
plates, is about to be issued in a new edition, manifest great results from small beginwith valuable additions but with no changes nings. But the final consummationof all A man’s enemies are those he should enof numbers or arrangement. » The next things, when the catastrophe of the world “Geuvor to make his friends,
|
gus
;
»

hand

could

neither see the horses nor the road.
A little deviation from the track would
plunge us down the terrible declivity, It
was a situation more than usually serieus.
At last I closed my eyes, and prayed as 1
always do when I feel that I have donelal,

Jesus said unto him, ** If thou canst believe,

cious Sunday-school rooms, lecture room,
He was then asked if it might be told in
parlors, &¢.,adjoining. The auditorium is meeting that he desired the prayers of
104 by 78 feet, and 45 feet high, with ex- Christians. At first he thought it would
‘“ Because,” continued Harry, *‘ our Sabthey occurred. All God's dealings with us
tremely spacious and commodious ‘galleries be just as well for his friend not to mention
_bath-school
teacher said we ought to give
are messengers appointed to tell us his will,
placed of the two, Mercer street was at last like those of Dr. Cuyler's church in Brookthat he desired their prayers, but finally if we could but understand it. ‘We are told up something, so that we might have money
in the missionary box.”
sold to Commodore Vanderbilt for Dr. Iyn. It will seat regalarly, 2100 persons in consented that it might be stated as his in the Bible, that when the angels came to to “putWell,
but what has induced my boy to
-810
pews;
the
corresponding
capacity
of
Deens’s non-sectarian Church of the Stranrequest. With him it was the turning the shepherds, bringing them the best news choose salt mackerel as the thing he will give {
gers.”
In this metamorphosis also it is Dr. Cuyler’s church being 1900 seats, and point. He then and there made up his earth ever. heard, “they were sore afraid.” up?” again asked his father.
“Why,”
answered
Harry,
** because
successful and useful, and much affected by that of Mr. Beecher's, about 1800, if I am mind to be a Christian, and was soon re- And is it not often the same with us? But
Southerners, partly from old habit connect- rightly informed. The next question, for ‘joicing in Christ. Trifling as that decis- if we listen rightly, the Lord’s messengers mackerel don’t come very often; and I
like them very much, any how.”
ed with Dr. Prentiss, perhaps, and partly time to answer, is, can they fill it 7 ‘What fon may appear, it had all the elements ever reply in the same words, ‘‘Fedr not.” don’t
Now, do my young readers think there is
from the proximity of the New York Hotel. has been done affords an encouraging of submission to God. A single word And so, do you be still, and let God send any: self-denial in that? I will tell you
Dr. Prentiss, socially well-preserved, and earnest of what may yet be done. Certain- spoken for Christ may save a soul from you what he will. When a dark thunder- what self-denial is.
Little Jenny, who dearly loved oranges,
deservedly well-beloved, but no longer. ly the time has come when hard work death, and prevent a multitude of sins. cloud draws on, it looks black and terrible;
conspicuous, now ministers to the selectest alone:can solve the problem of a successful The planting of Christianity in the world but when it has passed by, the brightest received one just evar so rich in its beautiful
golden color, and plump with ite" delicious
sort of a few—e..g., the Honorable Wm. E. popular church in this city. With memori- was to the Jews a stumbling block, and “rainbow is painted on it. And in like man- juice.. Instead of eating it, shie ran aroun:
Dodge and bis circle—in Thirty-fifth street, al church, the ships are burned behind to the Greeks foolishness. The beginning ner, every aflliction looks quite different be- the corner and gave it to little Emma, who
on Murray Hill. His gifted wife contributes them, for the scale of pew rents, about one- was small, but it has established itself in fore and behind. ‘We must remember that was sick, and whose mother was too poor
more than a minister's wife’s full ‘share to third that of their aristocratic neighbors, the world as the kingdom that shall endure all things come to us back-foremost, so that to buy for her such luxuries. That was
= ‘
the prestige of the connection, by her far- and unavoidably so with 810 pews to fill, when all “other powers shall pass away. we can never see them right in the face, so self-denial.
When
you’
give
away
something
that
‘‘Stépping Heavenward,” cuts them off forever from the favoring in- It has already changed the hearts and lives ag to understand what. they are really like, You really want, that by so doing you may
famed books,
&ec.
fluences
of
caste
and
fashion.
They
must
suc«Flowerof the Family,”
of millions, elevated the character of the. until they are gone by. And never forget make another happy ; or when you give up
ceed by uncompromising devotion to their human race, and promises to fill the whole that heaven reaches down close, quite close something that you are really fond of, that
DR. HOWARD CROSBY'S
work, and the special blessing and favor of earth with the kndWieite of the glory of to the earth, 80 that whoever raises his you may have money for missionary or other
good purpdses, that is self-denial.
-church remains also a noble example of a God, or fail.
‘
;
Christ representing head in a right manner, is sure to find him- | Jesus said, ‘‘ If any man will be my disGod. The parables of
church large, flourishing and rieh, but not
as
it
"1 add in this corner, that Dr. Robinson's the progress of Christianity present
self in heaven, with our gracious God and ciple, let him deny himself.” Ogrrier Dove,
altogether exclusive, and not living alto-

matchless Hymn

my

eyes, for I tried it.

SUNDAY-scHOOL CHOIRS. The value ‘of
music in influencing and instracting our
Sunday-school childreis very great.
The

ar's conversion on in
of
him, by fiithful instruction, to be given and
accepted.
No scholar can be trained into

‘ly, and yet ave held to the task; and *‘chilschool are

driven

| all things are possible to him that believeth.” And straightway the father of the

Ww.

proportiopgd

sea

to Jesus, erying out, * If thou canst do any
thing, have compassion on us and help us,”

Never

exact sciences, each lesson requires and depends upon the preceding one. Children
sometimes throw down the book impatientdren

the

regeneration.

trials

** Ask

scholar’s heart to the Saviour.
When the
father of the child with a dumb spirit came

—

strength,

ually so dark that Fcould not see

more for me to do. I prayed that God
in faith, .would not only save us from evil, but from
wavereth the fears of it.
2
with the
How long I may have been doing it, T do
not that not know, but as I opened my eyes the soft,
any ‘thing white flood of the light of an aurora borealis

of the Lord.” * ** Whatsoeveris not ‘of faith
As sin." » It is a sin against Him: who hus
sent you to that scholar, and who is your
advocate and intercessor with the Father, to
doubt that you shall have an answer'to your

ho?
ry

it.

For he

wind and tossed.
man think that he shall

other

tions will be able to extinguish.

that, unmoved

kind

——.—

should we omita duty because it is small y
or because to us the results appear frifling,
;
My Christian reader, beware of the first
neglect of duty. Its results can not be
foreseen. * Young man, beware of the first
glass, the first profane word, the first dish onest act, fora little matter may kindle a
great fire which no future good resolu-

casm, ridicule and

of

Scholars.

serious doubt

er till the harvestis past and the soul compelled to take up the lamentation, *Iam
not saved.”
And this 1s'the result of,at the beginning,a
slight opposition. to Christ.. How careful

subdued

power

of

of glory?

weight

yet they are a mighty agency for good.
Many a hard and stubborn heart has been

by the

that its reality was

time n matter

hand, the opposition to a religious life may
be small, just enough to keep the soul from
But it grows stronger and deepChrist.

erty is estimated at from $15,000 to £20,000,

flames,

diva
vi
Praying.
for your

may have heen

sults, when the soul shall have finished its.
course, and gone over the river, an heir
of God and joint heir with Christ to an

tion of this text. By filling a kerosene lamp
without extinguishing the blaze, a building
was set on fire, which burned so rapidly,
that ‘six buildings .were consumed before
the destroying element could be controlled,
and several ‘other ‘buildings were with
great difficulty saved. The loss of prop-

the lamp-is burning,

heart

On one side was a deelivity
of four or five
hundred feet, as I well knew, and it was act-

before my

4 According to your faith be it unto you,”
+18 a truth runhing all through the kingdom
and its growth appparently small, but of grace. If you do
not expect an immediwho can describe the magnitude of the re- ate answer to your prayers for scholars. vou

Or

a matter,

S. S. Department, :

the

beginnings.
“Tall oaks from little acorns
grow,” is only an illustration of the almost
uniform course of nature. S
is in the
progress of science 4
8 said, that
the falling Yof
[ to the discovery of
law of gravitation; a law
that pervades every particle of matter,
throughout the universe,and keeps the stars
in their proper places. It is said that the
escaping of steam from a boiling kettle
gave rise to the use of steam, to propel
all kinds of machinery.
*‘Beltold how

Grace

Mission witlf such a man as Ralph Wells in
it, was as well furnished for the effort as a
mission could be.
Such nen took their
membership certificates and their families
over into Grace Mission, and tried to say
the thing should be done. But the elements
could not stick with religious people. Churc
associations make up too large a major part
of social existence, to

book

We have just had a sad and literal illustra-

church, and the activity of his people in
good works is most conspicuous.
They
sustain no less than five organized mission

gation of them, every Sabbath

successful

‘Behold how great
kindleth.” Jumeg 8:5.

slur his uncompromising orthodoxy.
Always identified particularly with young
men, he draws around him the strongest
body of young men in any New York

ple,.
The demands of Brooklyn society,
therefore, lean mote to the mental than the

one from another,

not

most

—

. HOW A PRAYER WAS ANSWERED.

Last

summer, with my wife and children, and a
careful driver, at ten o'clock at night I was
creepingfup a gorge in.the Green Mount-

ains, bebind & pair of high-spirited horses.

sion, false

accusations,

were

assicned

by

one after snother as the-causes of their

be-

ing there. In faet, they were all injured and

ill-treated persons,

At last he came to one who, whet

asked

the same question, answered to this effect:
*‘ Your highness, 1 have no reason. to complain—I have been a very wicked, desperate
wretch. 1 have deserved to be broken alive
on the wheel.
I account it a great mercy
that IT am here,” The prince fixed his eyes
upon him, and said, *‘

You wicked

wretch,

it is a pity you should be placed among so
many honest men. By your own confession,
iy are bad enough to corrupt them all;
ut you shall not stay with then another
day.” Then turning to the officer, he said,
** This is the man, sir, whom I

wish

to

be

er;
released.”
‘Was not this a wise decision? Must not
all who hear the story allow,
that the man
who was sensible of his guilt, and so sub-

missive

to

his

punishment,

was,

in

all

probaly, the most worthy of pardon, and
the most i likely not to abuse it?

:Sense of sin is the first step toward forThere is hope of a man who coneness.

esses his guilt, and feels that punishment
is his desert.

tion of sin, the

And the deeper

more

condition.

hopeful

convic-

the

often

is the

Little

Alice

:

sBemiNDp

Hiping

was one of my

CHriST.

Sabbath-school

scholars,

a

fair-haired, blue-eyed little girl, whose
beautiful face and sweet, winning ways .
made her a favorite with all. Methinks I

( can see now the soft, tender look of her

mild eyes, fixed so earnestly upon me as I
endeavored to impress upon her opening
One day

mind the gospel plan of salvation.

I said to her:
‘¢ Alice, what will you do when

and are called

upon

to stand

you

before

die,

the

judgment-seat of God to answer for all the
.gins done here upon earth? ”

Her face glowed with emotion as she answered :
i
+ Christ died for sinners; I will hide behind him. God will not look at me, He
will look at Christ.”
A
. Beautiful thought to hide behind Christ,
to lose ourselves in him, to rest solely and
entirely upon his finished work for salva-

‘tion !

.

[

¥
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The Refuge.

ho

——

O Lord! how happy is the time
When in thy love I rest,—

‘When from my weariness I climb
Even to thy tender breast!
The night of sorrow endeth there,—

Thou art brighter than the sun;

And in thy pardon and thy care

The heaven of heaven is won.

disregarded—the

Let the world call herself my foe,
Or let the world allure;

I care not for the world—I go
To this dear friend and sure.
And when life’s fiercest storms are sent

ices

ittle ark

ecauseit

is confident,

holds by thee.

When the law threatens endless death
sou goes higher still—

Goeth to Jesus, wounded, slain,
And maketh him her home,

‘Whence he will not go out again,
And where death can not come.

J

I do not fear the wilderness
No
ere thou hiakt bien before—
ay, rather will I
daily press
After thee, near thee, more.
Thou art my food; on thee I lean;
Thou makest my heart sing;

And to thy heavenly pastures green
All thy dear flock dost bring.
And if the gate that opens there
Be dark to other men,
I is not dark to those who share
The heart of Jesus then.
That is not losing much of life
Which is not loging thee,
Who art as present in the strife
As in the victory.

Therefore how happys the time
When in thy love I rest=
When from my weariness I climb
Even to thy tender breast!
Thé night of sorrow endeth there—
Thou art brighter than the sun;
And in thy pardon and thy care
The heaven of heaven is won.
— From the German.
oN

Pulpit

Power.

Some common element of power must
give to the pulpit, as variously represented
by widely
different minds, its hold on the
public. Men study the style and method
of pulpit models, but down deep below
style and method must be some quality far
more

important

tal.

because

more

What to the superficial

there in common

to

fundamen-

observer

Edwards

and

was

White-

field, the one a dramatic orator and word
ainter, the other severely and rigorously
ogical ? What is there in common to Mr.
Spurgeébn and to Mr. Beecher, the one
appealing to the duthorily

of Seripture

for

every assertion, the other an orthodox rationalist? Place Dr.John Hall and Rev:
T. De Witt Talmage on the same platform.
Is there anything akin in these two men?
In their methods, nothing;
his own way has a wonderful

vet each in
hold on the

public heart and conscience.
Theological students analyze the methods and study the rhetoric of favorite
preachers,

and

take

build

on

the

their sermons

pattern

as

thus

are

so cold, so dry, so formal, so fruit-

element in

Upon the awful hill,
Straightway from her consuming breath

My

of affectionateness,

less of any sweet and genial result in actual life, is perhaps owing to our inaptitude
or slowness to conceive of the feminine

Upon life’s wildest sea,

My

want

tenderness and love in our conceptions of
the Deity in his relations to us and our relations to him. The reason why our serv-

models

the

character

of

our

Creator,

afforded;

who had numbered a hundred

years, and in

all probability she was considerably beyond
eighty. From her appearance she belonged

to the peasant class, and there were
true that | of suffering, privation and poverty.

even the tho of doctrine, Itis
there have been no permanently and affirmatively overt preachers that have not
preached Christ and him crucified, but the
forms of doctrinal statement in a Spurgeon
and a Beecher, an Edwards and a Whitefield are widely different. Mr. Beecher in
his recent Yale Lectures on Preaching discloses the true secret of pulpit power:
realize

people.”

God

preseut,

in every Christian
minister himself to

and to present him to the

Christ crucified, the power of God and
the wisdom of God, is still, as in the days
of Paul, the power of the pulpit.
The virtue of an electric wire is not in

the wire but in its connection with the
voltaic battery. The power of the minister is not in the polishof his style, the
pictorialness of his illustrations,

the

fervor

of his manner, the order and arrangement
of his discourse, but in his living connection with God, and his capacity to

act

connecting

and

link

between

human soul. - It is God

God

in the

soul

the

which

no permanently successful minister who
has fucked this element.
:
Mr. Beeeher is an actor and orator by nature; Mr. Payson used few and simple
gestures ;- Whitefield abounded in illustrations; Edwards rarely employed
any;
Spurgeon is a pulpit conversationalist,

argues rarely, but speaks with authority ;
President Finney treats his audience as a
lawyer treats a bench of judges, and argues the problems of truth and duty ecalm-

ly and with little or no appeal to sentiment
or emotion ; Dr, Hall speaks with a rhet<
oric which is at once pure, simple, and
faultless in its
perfect yet seemingly unstudied grace;
Mr. Talmage
is endowed
by nature with a rhetoric brilliant, scintil-

lating, pungent, fragmentary: yet all of
these men are striking examples of genuine
pulpit power, for all of them, though in
widely different ways, habitually impress

their audiences with a sense of divine pres. ence and divine power.
" There is a spiritual power, The books
make little of it, the students do but dimly"
understand and slightly study it; yet itis
‘spiritual power which gives the pulpit its
permanent power,
What the laity want
in their Sabbath service is not learning,
not rhetoric, not new ideas, not startling
entertaining

pictures;

they

want
spiritual
strength, The . mother
.wearied with the cares of the household
wants a God on whom she can cast every |
care; the’ merchant dragged earthward
by

daily

business

wants

that shall carry. him
Fheres the sorrowing

an

inspiration

into
a purer atmoswant divine com-

ort, the tempted divine strength, the fallen

a divine, compassionate up-lifting. Blessed
is that minister who can put the hand of
his parishionét into'the hand of Christ,
and thus turn the eyes of his parishioner
to the
God.

gracious presence of a sympathizing
We, orphaned and alone, are crying

out for our Father.

He

Him meets our want.

that points

-The

look was patient, gentle and

whatever the

us to

lost child does

vot stop to criticise the rhetoric of the
benefactor that guides him to his home.
But if the minister can not do that he

might better spare his labors. His rhetoric
and word painting may serve to pass pleasantly the hour; but they leave the soul as

signs
Her

pathetic,

prescribed “prayer

and

may have

been which she was addressing to the Virgin; it seemed as if her secret longing was
for rest from her

infirmities,

and

removal

from the world. Whether “Our Lady” was
the right person to pray to we presume not
to determine; but we feel no matter of
doubt that something gentle in heaven vibrated and responded to the gentle heart on
earth, and that that poor old Roman Catholic peasant woman, when she drops her
worn and weary body into ‘the grave, and
enters
youth,

into

the

spring-tide

will discover

of

immortal

that gentleness, beauty,

tenderness, sympathy, wisdom and

power,

though shared by all the Marys in heaven,
and by all the spirits of the just made perfect, are shown

in their highest fullness and

intensity in the character

of the Great

ized,

faith,

in

thor,

the

then

do

presence
‘love,

gentleness

sweetest

and

of Christ is real-

gratitude,

humility,

meekness flow

fragrance ‘toward

forth

is. self-seeking and

ambitious he

ed

A

.

bereavements,

bodily or mental

than present troubles,

pain,

cor-

sun,

and

the

sun,

forebodings ‘like mist

If anticipated

before

light.”

A

ir

their au-|

come to God

fectionist school

through

in

our

day

Christ,

to

come to-

fnse to come to Christ but drifts you nearer

to destruction. We would tell you that if
you will not come to Christ, ou can not
see life but the wrath of God
abideth on
you. Ihave read of two men who were
drifting on a barge on the Niagara River
toward the falls. The people on the shore
saw their peril, but were powerless
them.
At last a rope that was

to help
thrown

reached them. ( A shout was heard from
the shore bidding them to lay hold and
jump overboard. One did so and was
saved. The other hesitated until too lite
and was dashed over the falls. Salvation
is offered to us.. Let us accept it. Today is an accepted time ; to-day is a day of
salvation.
As we go hence, let us go thinking of the words of the text, “This is eter-

nul life that they might know Thee the
only true God and Jesus Christ whom thou
hast sent.”

Good

Conscience.
Oe

An Indian, being among his white neigh-

that

the ‘old

nature” is eradicated from the Christian by

bors, asked for a little tobacco, and

them

having

some

loose

in his

PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY,

BR.

6m18

one

of

pocket,

gave him a handful.
The day following,
the Indian came back, inquiring for the
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and in

the countingsroom, have also left their victims disgraced at- the foot of the pulpit
stairs, X lecherous .eye will as soon ruin
the character of a saint as of a sinner. A
rlass of strong drink will make a Christian
drunk just as soon as the lowest tippler of
the dram-shop. Many
of the best people
now living in the church of Jesus Christ
are those who have daily battles to fight
with sensual appetites and with ‘sins that
most easily beset them.” We are fearfully
and wonderfully

made.

of body and spirit in'all

The

combination

of us is such that

each one reacts upon the other in a way
that is most direct, and yet most mysteri-

| trusted to go into certain social circles, ct
even to walk
a
through certain streets in our

.great

cities,

there,”

Paul had his

of us has

Their
;

‘‘hesetting

besetting

sins,

:

sin lurks

Each

:

one

‘“‘constitutional” tendencies to sin

of peace and comfort,
‘‘Face the sun,” is
as good a direction to us as it was to - the

groom of Bucephalus,
Shadows of past sins often fall upon us in
dark -deformity.
It is a temptation of
Satan.

If we

believe in

Christ, those

sins

are all forgiven. God has cast them behind
his back, He has sunk them in the depths
of ‘thé sea. He has removed them as far
as the east is from the west, He has blotted them out. The scarlet has become as
wool, and the crimson as white as snow.
your pardonGhristian, face the sun! Let
ing God shine upon you, ne those. dark
shadows will flee behind you and you will
see them no more.
:
The only way for sinners to escape from
such shadows, deepening evermore, is to
face the sun as it shines in Jesus Christ
with penitence and faith in him, and then
pardon, peace and joy will come, and their

MASS,

gins will be among the things that were.

Shadows of present trial and temptations

are often projected across our path. These
may be driven away, Face the sun, and

“ehive9 from our Heavenly Friend and
Helper will be a promise of help and deliv-

erance. We may by faith in
Christ extract
from every present trial all that makes it
burdensome, and which destroys our peace,
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roding cares, anticipated,

looks as white and clean as an ‘‘angel of

Op
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Providence Wringer.

which always lies just at hand,
Shadows of future earthly ills sometimes
throw gloom over the spirit.
Losses,

human applause. Selfishness is a devil
that wears a hundred disguises; and often

Su-

ous. The ‘flesh? is constantly stealing
silent marches upon ‘‘the spir t.” Vigil
hungry as before.— Chris. Weekly.
‘ance is the price of life! The Christian
who ‘‘lets up” in his watch even for a day,
He that is good will infallibly become may be ruined. The only safegnard with
better, and he that is bad will as certainly many is to keep away absolutely from all
hecome worse; for vice, virtue, and time,
sight and Tong of dangerous temptaare three things that never stand still.
tions. Tt is not every Christian who can be

~ When

ease, and doing as little as he can.

will enable us to see the

his light

likes to flatter hithself that he is working be transmuted into golded glory.—Walch:
for God when he is only working for man and Reflector.

preme.—London Inquirer.

as a

is the secret of true pulpit power.
There
is no other characteristic which successful
ministers have in common,. and there is

paradoxes or

If a man

across

From every temptation

This is a very desirable article when we
and to a notion that piety ought always to tle that never ends this side of Heaven's are weary ; more especially so when we are
be mafily as we call it, and never womanly,
ate. And no Christian is safe unlesshe restless. Even this often fails to lull the
1f, however, any Protestant, believing
in
s continually collaring every evil passion aged and nervous to sleep. The reflection
the superiority of his faith, contemplates of his nature and forcing it down into sub- of having discharged duty faithfully, this
the conversion of the Roman Catholics, he mission.
To do this he needs the ‘whole constitutes the soft pillow.
may be sure that he will make little or- no armor.” Nor can he gain a single success
Whitfield and a pious companion were
progress (especially among women), until without the grace of God. “Thanks be to much annoyed one night at a tavern by a
the defect of his cold system is cured and God who giveth us the victory !"—Evangel- set of gamblers in a room joining their lodgits want supplied; until. by him and his ol,
ing.
Their clamor and blasphemy so exchurch the Supreme comes to be regarded
cited the abhorrence of Whitfield, that he
tenderly as well as reverently, with the afcould not rest.
An Evening Exhortation.
fections as well as the intellect, familiarly
“1 will go and reprove their wickedness,”
:
oo
as well as awfully, as a Father that pitiet
said he.
his children,as a Shepherd that taketh the
His companion remonstrated in vain, He
The shadows of another evening are
lambs in his arms.
If, from conceptions of
went. His reproof seemed to be powerless.
about
settling
around
us,
Eternity
is
neardignity 8d respect, of power, awe and
Returning, he laid down.
majesty associated (and fitly associated) ing. Before us rise two destinies—a desti** And what have you gained by your reny
of
eternal
life,
the
full
joys
of
which
it
with God, a certain order of minds find it
proof,” said his companion.
hath
not
entered
into
the
heart,
of
man
to
hard to supplement any softer or more com, ** A soft pillow,” said he, and soon fell
| monly human element, they ‘will find that conceive, and a destiny of an/ everlasting asleep.
:
abode
with
the
lost,
where
theif
worm
dieth
whatever the effect may be as regards their
not
and
the
fire
is
not
quenched,
where
ersonal religion, they will have very small
A Picture of Repentance.
| influence indeed over the hearts of their there is“weeping and gnashing of teeth.
{ fellow-men; they may teach philosophy, Alas, there is one here who is using all the
| but they will not enkindle piety. They will wiles of his infernal ingenuity to lead us to
If I should give you the picture of repentGod, jthe Holy
| find that what they can not add humanity in ruin. But thanks be to
ance, I would tell jin that she is a virgin,
Spirit
is
here
and
is
striving
with
us.
He
{ general will add, because it instinctively
fair and lovely, and those tears which seem
must, and that if men are forbidden by bids us as we wish to feel our sins forgiven to do violence to her beauty, rather, indeed,
—as
we
wish
to
have
God
for
a
Father—as
philosophy to incorporate piity and soft
grace it. Her
breastis sore
with
the
tenderness into their idea of Supreme Deity, we wish again to see the faces of our saint- strokes of her own penitent hands, which
ed
dead—as
we
wish
for
the
dearest
blessthey will fall back upon some other Deity
ings that man can enjoy, to yield our affec- are always in Moses’ position on the mount,
associated with the Supreme, less wise and
lifted up towards heaven, or the publican's
powerful perhaps,but more gentle and kind. tions at this hour to Christ. I'have read in the temple smiting her bosom. You
of
a
man
who
during
the
battle
of
GettysCan we love the same Being whom we
shall ever see her sitting in the dust, her
honor, reverence, worship and obey ? We burg, lay wounded on the hights overlook- knees bowing, her hands wringing, her
answer, Yes! provided we have presented ing the scene of ba‘tle. As the contending eyes weeping, her lips praying, her heart
tous the loving and lovable qualities of forces surged backward and forward, the beating, her lungs
panting. She thinks
destiny o
this, our country, seemed to
his character.
Many clever people, howevery man’s sin less ‘than her own; every
hang
trembling
in
the
balance,
The
sight
ever, seem practically to answer *“No,” beman’s good deeds more. She ig not gorcause from some cause or other they fail to is said to have been grand and overwhelm- geou a attired ; sackcloth is her garment.
appreciate the sweetness as well as the ing. At this solemn hour it may be, the The windows of all sensesware shut against
lizht of the divine nature.
But poor hu- eternal destiny of some of us is to be fixed. vanity. She bids charity stand as porter at
Let us yield, letus yield our hearts to Christ.
maygity refuses to be baulked in its affections,
her gates, and she gives the poor bread,
and
hence the worship of notre Dame in- There are some here to whom such words do even while her self is fasting.
She would
not
apply.
They
know
by
blessed
expeiristead of notre Dieu.
wash Christ's feet with more tears than did
ence
the
blessedness
of
knowing
Christ.
A short time ago we were walking reverthe woman that had been a sinner; and, if
ently up and down the nave and aisles of Théy know that the greastest blessings that her estate could reach it, would give him a
they
have
come
from
him.
It
is
their
greatthat beautiful little church, situated on the
costlier unction than Mary of Bethany.
top of the lofty hill which overlooks the est joy to work for Him. Some of them, it Mercy comes down like a glorious cherub,
may
be,
have
known
what
it
was
to
have
| lovely valley of the Scine, near Rouen—
and lights on her bosom, with the message
| the Church of Notre Dame de bon Secours. their tears wiped away by Him, as they from God, “I have heard thy prayers, and
have looked for the last. time in this life
| On a common rush-bottomed chair, oppoupon a loved one. They have known what seen thy tears ;”—so dries her cheeks, and
site an image of the Virgin,
sat a very
tells her that she is accepted in Jésus
{ aged French woman.
She was so bent and it was to be cheered and comforted by Christ.—Adams. *
God's
Spirit.
These
would
unite
with
me
| bowed down, so wrinkled and discolored
in bidding those of us who have never
‘by. age, that she might have passed as. one

but it is not rhetoric which carries with it
the conviction of the congregation; it is
uot the stypcture of the sermon; it is not

“The fountain of strength
ministry is the power of the

his own

before its deep shadow falls heavily

the soul.

SS

that must ‘be fought as the boxer fights his
onist.
And our besetting sin is the
&
Gn
i
/
.
one Pag jumps with our inclinations, The
To ussrotestants the worship of the Vir-. man with a craving appetite is the one
gin is a superstition, graceful and beautiful who is in danger of gluttony. Many peoin many of its respects no doubt, but, like ple are so constituted that they can not tamall other superstitions, liable to run into ex- per safely with a single glass of stimulant.
travagance, and to ally “itself with fancies Ardent temperaments may be the most usesocially injurious and absurd,
We’ are, ful and most enjoyable ; but they are: also
therefore; discreet and prudent in not allow- the most dangerous,
Who knows how
ing this element to. creep into our habits of mach of Paul's peril came from this quarreligious worship. Nevertheless we have ter
'
:
something to learn from it; it indicates a
If a man is naturally slothful he always
want, an instinct which we have too long
interprets Providence in favor of taking
Janta
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THE

this Ministers’ Conference, and, whatever
may be said against it, it results in some

sion here.
Itis in a rural district.
The
people are mostly farmers, or are connect-

some authority
seems to be maintained,
loyalty and submission are nurtured, and

whose depth offers facili-

denominational order and
well secured.

ties for commerce, and whose passage to
the sea is unobstructed. There js no censiderable village near by. The dwellings
"are scattered along the road very much as
we find them in the

New

England.

agricultural

The

house

towns

of

But in all essential

Christians

is in

unity

things

hearty

are

this

with

worship

commodation of the attendants. It is full
at the business meetings. It is overcrowded at the evening services. On Sunday,
in spite of the arrangements to hold services at severjl points not far away, the building was literally packed, morning, after-

A. Hartley

company that

who

appeared

tion, are matters which

gathered to hear the gospel.
Some of them
had rode twenty-five miles under a threatening sky to the place of concourse, and
after spending the day in listening to the
word under difficulties, they rode home in
the darkness as if they had bought their privileges cheaply.
And all this suggests what is eminently
hearts

and

at

behalf,

W

is very

All

ample.

meet

a

There is no chilling
right glad welcome.
reserve. There is no half-way hosgitality.
There is no enforced and grudged courtesy.
The very faces have a glad and cheery *‘all
&
hail !” in them when the visitors are greetThe very hand-pressures are warm
= ed.

+ * «with cordiality.
3.

The people know how

to

forsnaltiply kindnesses without ostentation,
“mality or studied effort. The spontaneity of
the welcome and the home-like naturalness
of the kind offices lend the chief charm to
the intercourse and fill the

days

rare

with

enjoyment. There are four of us Yankees
who represent, without any formal appoint-

the

ment,

Baptists

Freewill

of

ac-

———

are now

coming

that

Christ

arose

for

presents” himself

emotion,

fresh

begins to recall the

that

have

and soon he

finds

won-

transpired
itis

‘the

life to

come.

In

in his

Christ

our

doesn’t often suggest itself to

account

us as

that
. with

the

:

of

being

physical sense, and only

is

eyes

are

the

itis

a form

beheld with the natural eye,

that

that the

attention«js rarely taken by voices and
forms that present themselves in any other
way. We have got in the habit of putting
the body féremost inall these relations.
Isn't it about time that we give the soul
a chapce ?

up

|

:

faith,

of like

disci ples,—our

Saviour. We are so accustomed to thinking that only it is » voice that affects the

But we are sure that the brave policy is
safest, and that Providence will open a
way for the heroic faith which knocks at
the door of the future; and for the loyal
love that will not hesitate to take risks in
the name of the Master and for the sake of
souls. Whether the proper path shall hereafter be found to lie in the direction of a
separate denominational life, or lead toward union with other bodies

the

spirit and aim, we look for the Free Baptists of New Brunswick to accept their
providential tasks as fast as they shall be
discovered, and to be a real and growing
power for good in the world.
We have no space in which to speak eof
in detail, or of the special peculpersons;
jarities which distinguish them as a Chris-

Is there no reader of this whose eyes are
holden that they should not see the Lord?
Be sure he is by you. It may be the
world, or a passion,

or

a. pleasure,

or

a

friend,—it may be so many
different
things !—that dulls your spiritual sense and
blinds you to the Saivour’s presence. You
have been minding the body all these years.
Let the soul look now. Does it not see
the outstretched hands, of Christ?

Does

it

not: hear his pleading call? Can your soul
refuse to follow him, choosing rather to
follow the body to death?

Last Week's

Elections.

—

“In one of his recent speeches Mr. Greeley
said, “The eighth of October will settle
the fight on this election, and November
will only re-echo and reverberate the triumph.”
:
He referred to the elections held in several of the states last

week Tuesday, and es-

pecially to that of Pennsylvania.
he

anticipated

a Liberal

Of course

victory.

In

the

State named, the canvass was being pushed
Bro. Libby of N. H. has been
States.”
in the most uncompromising way. Both
among them more than once before now,
parties were employing their best camand he is great in their eyes, on account of
paign talent to effect voting; there were
his office, his character and his -aldermanic
dissensions among the Republicans themphysique. THe rest of us met at first a tian body and as subjects of Queen Victoria, selves; Ex-Governor- Curtin had signified
mass of strange faces ;—they have however or of the noticeable features of this session his intention to support the Greeley ¢ause;
ceased to seem strange now ; they already of Conference. = We have enjoyed the Col. Forney was strongly opposing the Rebear the marks of friendliness and Christian meetings not a little. ‘We have found rev- publican nominee ; and so confident were
kinship in our eyes. The spirit is here erence and love promptly springing up in’ the Liberals of success that they chose to let
that asserts the oneness in Christ Jesus, the heart toward not a few of these fathers
the result in Pennsylvania indicate which
and there is much that bespeaks our essen- and brethren. We have been stirred by way the country would hg likely to goin
‘tial unity in faith and polity. Bros. Bean
on
November.
and Ulmer of Me. are sure of remembering
! That result is not exactiy as had been
and being remembered, and the editor has for example, like that of replenishing an
Where even the most hopeful
prophesied.
added considerably to his list of personal exhausted mission treasury. We have been had expected no more than ten or fifteen
. lifted by the fervor which animates their
.and cherished friends.
thousand majority, there is a full majority
The Conference exercises are interesting. prayers, by the heroism which they put inthirty thousand. All the Congressmen
of
They serve to bring out what is peculiar to effort, by the broader plans which they
and more than three fourths of
large,
at
to the body which it represents. There is a lay out for future work, and by the strong
by districts, are Republicans;
elected
those
prompt, direct, energetic, practical, com- and vital faith with which they reach forth
officers are chosen by
minor
many
and
mon-sense quality which never disappears, to grasp the promised victories of the the same party, in a way which kas haidly
and which it is grateful to see. There is future.
happened before in the ‘Keystone State.
very little to suggest cant, sham, pretense or
These people do not overmake-believe.

exalt a surface etiquette.

Mere proprieties

get no great share of attention. They do
not care to stop at the seeming ; they go on

The Lord has graciously prospered them in

the past ; his favor is manifestly resting upon them to-day ; and we fervently pray for a
larger gift of blessing to fall upon

them as

they gird themselves for the tasks to which
to seek the real. They prize things above the future summons them, These days of
words. They at once strike through the Christian
intercourse with them will not
rind and husk to find the core and kernel. fail todd to the sunny memories which
Show goes for little with them save as it keep the soul luminous amid the shadows
Perhaps there
stands for solid substance.
that beset its way, and temper the somber
is a little prejudice here and there against
experiences of life with a gladness that has
polish, ae if it were: proof that there is its source above the world.
nothing of it except veneering and varnish.
There may be a little needless dread of
finish and culture in ‘some

minds

here,

grace.

The Present, Christ.

as

though these were substitutes for vigor and

But these brethren are not alone in

their distrust, nor without some apology for
' it, perhaps. We have seen it nearer Bome ;
and we have known men in the pulpit who
had little ieft when their scholarly garb and
their "Mterary and social proprieties had

How often we repeat the experidnce of
the disciples on their way to Emmaus!

The Saviour was with them but they knew

burlesque the idea of preaching and to scoff they are as unconscious of his presence
‘at the promise of the Spirit. But both they as the disciples were. Do they regret the
and we are at least on the way to a wiser presence nud ravages of sin? Iv is Christ.
whispering those regrets to the soul. Do
charity and a larger freedom.
they
look ujom suffering with compassion ?
We beg pardon for this brief forgetfulIt
is
the
saiue voice speaking its still small
ness of our text. We were speaking of

: of their Conference.
some 7,000 mombes
>

:

: ——

:

1

than 40 orda ni

Jioantiaton

The C

delegates, embra

”

Brunswick,

and

The body embraces
0 churches,
and 3 few

which

words.
child

Do they pass a ragged,

upon

the street,

and

neglected

immediately

begin to plan a home for that child and
those like it? It is the pitying Christ put-

Does
the criminal in his cell; recall better days,

body of ting the good thought in the heart,

voted

the

at

same

time,

very little to do with it.

These

The first examination will be held in Boston,conducted by some member or members

of the College Faculty, and will be upon
such topics as active life requires the most
knowledge of. The subjects to be taken up

at the first examination,

the Faculty in a short time, In accordance
with English precedent, certificates will. be

given by Harvard to those who pass an examination, and certificates of honor to
those who pass with credit. These certificates will show wherein and in what degree
candidates have displayed proficiency, and
they may, therefore, be expected to render
practical assistance to women who are or
who intendto be

but defeat

reasonably expect?

can the

only to Become

pro-

question to be met
masses themselves,
nearly as they would
paigners on each side

and
and
bave
had

answered by the
answered very
done if the camstayed at home.

Took at the fesult. Can anything be plainer than that Greeleyism is considered only
a pretense by the people ?
But the campaign is not done. While the
results of these elections will cheer one
party with a new enthusiasm, they will
set the other to work like despairing heroes. We have probably just begun to witness all the accompaniments of a campaign,

well

as

to

permanent, but to grow

in-

——Tue Lecture SEAsON. The time of
lectures has already come, and most of the
popular courses are now under way. Besides the foreign lecturers, whom we uoticed last week, and who are already or soon
of

will be at work, a host

is

talent

home

giving nightly treats to appreciative audiIt would be needless to say that’
bad turned a relentless hand toward them. | for service, and were not continually re- ences.
and Gough are speaking
minding you of gingerbread animals that Wendell Phillips
How different is the case to-day. The
Rev.
-somewhere about every evening.
heavens seem.to extend an open hand, and could be crushed in the hand.
lecture,—
new
a
with
appears
Murray
Mr.
even in October the fields wear a June | Let us not seem to deny. that there is anyCreed ;” James T. Fields does the same,
greenness. Fruit and vegetables fill the | thing of this kind at our fairs now# All the “My
about ‘Masters of the Situation,”
talking
cellars, and hay and.grain come in abun- | farm products maybe as weli represented,
like all the other efforts of that able
is
which
dantly. There is, indeed, some complaint | but there is only the admiring owner te look
man ; Mrs. Livermore discourses
popular’
and
The concern is
of too much rain to suit potatoes, and the | at and appreciate them.
vs. Free Love ;” and the Cam“Marriage
on
farmers in the West have had a difficglty | managed to meet the interests of another
have listened to George Macpeople
bridge
from the same cause in harvesting their | class of people ; the jockeys quarter is the
in his first appearance before an
Donald
focal point; there is where the band is stawheat.
But there is no reasonable ground
American audience. Geo. William Curtis
of complaint. There will be no starving of tioned, and thither the crowd surges.
is gracing politics with one of his finished
|
Well,
a
fleet
horse
is
an
excellent
thing.
cattle this coming winter, neither must
literary efforts on that topic, and various
they'be disposed of at bankrupt prices.to | They are good as far as they go; but the
talent is selling its goods to the pubother
difficulty is, they are so overtrained that
meet the exigencies of a barren season.
With such speakers as these in the
Fire is mot devastating the land. Chicago they can’t go far.” On a mile track they lic.
and with the variety of topics that
field,
is being rapidly rebuilt. Some of her most may be able to win their owners a little
with, the American people are
deal
they
they
substantial buildings were completed last money, but aside from that, what are
if they are not
really good for? . And as for beauty, which, themselves to be sblamed
week, and made ready for occupancy on
standard. In
higher
a
to
up
coming
yearly
Wednesday, just a year from the time they along with perfection, we expect to see demention a course
will
we
connection,
this
were destroyed. The city is beginning to veloped at industrial fairs, they are certainly
of free lectures for women, on popular and
the reverse.
resemble itself again, and nature is already
by James T.Will not the farmers see to it that they important topics, arranged
kindly healing the scars that were made at
promise
They
rescue their fairs from these disreputable Fields, and given'in{Boston.
Peshtigo.
must
profit
great
and
attended,
well
be
to
If we look into the Church we find equal associations forth-with? The fast young
certainly
come
from
them,
cause of rejoicing. Revivals are reported men of thé age can hardly have a game of
SE
from various quarters, and a newer life base ball, even, without making of it a
Probably the
seemsto be quickening’ the whole moral mere gambling operation. Are the sturdy ——THE GREAT CHARITY.
world. Japan is stepping into the advanc- sons of nature going off in the same way? greatest charity of the age has been that
ing ranks of Christian civilization, Ger- We trust not. At any rate they should re- bestowed at Chicagé. The Relief and Aid
many is rebuking the insolence and arro- lieve us of the necessity of using a misno- society of that eity has just published a
gance of Catholicism in her borders, and mer. Either let them make their gather- statement showing that the total charitable
some of the noblest sons of that church are ings agricultural fairs indeed, or else in- distributions have thus far amounted tobreaking the chains of an old and wicked sist that the only name which fits them be $5,500,444.06. The amounts received and
superstition. There is much in Italy to be attached at once.
distributed by other societies foots up to
glad over. Even in Rome the gospel is
$439,704.50. The miscellaneous sums coupreached to eager listeners, and various
tributed to individuals and for specific obCurrent Topics.
The
Protestant charities are operating unhinjects are estimated at $500,000.
dered. From mission fields, both at home ——BiBLE REVISION. The work of revis- amounts furnished by Cincinnati, Milwauand abroad, come good reports, The work ing the Bible,—the English version of it,— kee, St. Louis, and other cities, and expendis prosecuted more vigorously. The wants “is going on rapidly in England, as it has ed by special committees, foot up to $504,and dispositions of many classes in heathen
What other
Total, 86,944,256.50.
been doing for some time, and now a com- 552.
like this?
countries are being better understood, and mittee of American
record
a
to
point
can
revisers has been country
the methods of teaching adapted thereto. formed. The committee was organized on Any other country may thank its star that
At home many of our churches have been the fourth of the present month, and con- it has had mo such occasion of charity as
gathering in useful members,—recruiting sists of some of our ablest scholars, repre- Chicago presented, but that doesn’t detract
for the real work of winter. Ministers senting the leading literary institutions and from the rarity of this one. A year ago,
have come back from their vacations,
imreligious
denominations of the
United: sitting in ashes, because fate was against
proved in body as wal as in spirit, and ‘are States. Dr. Schaff, of the Union Theologi- her. To-day, sitting in her own refurnishentering upon the year’s work. with vigor cal Seminary of New York, who has been ed home, because her friends and herself
and earnestness.
the principal agent in forming the Ameri- were stronger than fute.
—

On

the

whole,

there

will

be

reason

enough for thanksgiving.
And the sooner
we are allowed to go about it the better.
Why must the governors keep us waiting
till November has chilled if not frozen us
before they let us spread our thanksgiving
feasts ? Just now, with the freshness of
all these autumn blessings animating and

:

can committee, has been

chosen

president,

and among the members of the committee
are such eminent men as ex-President Woolsey of New Haven, Dr. Ezra Abbott of
Cambridge, Professors Day and Hadley of
New Haven, Professors Hodge and Green
of Princeton, Dr. Calvin Stowe of Hartford

inspiring us, and with the conveniences for

Agricultural Fairs.

In Maine,in Vermont,

canvassing. The pros and cons have been
stated in every man’s hearing; every sentiment has been appealed to—let us ‘admit
it—Dy which it was thought possible to win
avote; if there has been baseness on one
side so there has on the other; if the Republicans have canvassed fairly, the Liberals have perhaps equaled them in this respect ; so that, on the whole, it has been a

as

to something larger and better.

| test. How was it a few years ago? The
| farmers themselves held fairs then.
They
| brought out big swine, and big sheep, and
| beets that you could hardly look over, and
cago was disappearing in smoke and ashes, | pumpkins that you had to walk around, in
and at nearly the same time the region about | order to see the whole of them, and cern
Peshtigo was being licked up by a tongue of | that would pass almost anywhere for gold
flame. = People’s hearts almost failed them, | beads, and other things equally wonderful.
and they began to look up to the skies to see | They brought horses, too; but they were
if they had not become brass,as though God | steeds instead of racers; built and trained

reformers,

in each of these three states~which voted last week, there has been no lack of

teachers,

stimulate honorable competition among
lovers of learning for its own sake, and. to
raise the standard of scholarship in girls’
schools, public or private. The benefits of
such examinations are obvious, and we
hope they may be so well patronized as not

| ing all the discredit of these scores of agria

the books to be

consulted, the degree of proficiency required to simply pass, and that required to
pass with honor, will allbe announcéd by

gatherings

| cultural races that we wish to utter

classes of cafididates,—~those below
those above eighteen years of age.’

two
and

| are managed by parties as little interested in
| agriculture as they are in the surface of the
|| moon, except that there may be some. per| sonal profit got out of it. But we mean no
| disrespect to these managers... We
care

was no hay. At least, but a small amount
of either, and even that the grasshoppers were remorselessly devouring.
Still
worse,a plague of fire was destroying"whole
counties in the West. It was only a year
ago last Tuesday and Wednesday that Chi-

of

examination

The plan*conterplates the

Now, we don't believe that the bucolic
| mind is so utterly absorbed in racing as all
| this would indicate. Indeed, it has but

We have taken some care to study the reports of the various agricultural fairs that
have been held this autumn,

partly to

out ‘what the farmers have been
past summer, but chiefly

to

find

doing

find

the

out

how

the results of their labor have compared

——PryMourH CHURCH COMMEMORATIVE
Exercises.
Last week was devoted by
Mr. Beecher and his church to exercises
commemorative of its twenty-fifth anniversary.

A

sermon,

prepared

for

the

occa-

gion, was preached by Mr.
Beecher, addresses weré delivered by ditt persons

with those of previous years. We have found | at different gatherings duricg the week,
out neither. The most that we can gather the Sabbath-gchool children took an approis that it has been an extra year for horses, priate part, there were prayer-meetings,
and that all the farmers have turned horse- singing and praise-meetings, reunions of
jockeys.
:
all the persons who had ‘ever belonged {o
To be explicit, at the same time speaking the church or the Sabbath-school, and varionly from

individual

experience,

agricul-

tural fairs are a misnomer.
They have degenerated to mere horse-trots. The chief
concern of the locating committees has

ous other exercises of a religious and con-

gratulatory nature,
gurvivor

of

the

It is stated that every
twenty-one

persons

by

was a,good race-coui38, and we fail to learn

whom the church was organized was present, and participated in the ceremony of the
Lord’s supper; which closed the week's ex-

of even one, of

ercises.

seemed Lo be to appoint

them where

any importance,

been held outside of the

board

trotting park.

there

that

has

fence of a
;

Take the daily papers and look up the re-

ports of these fairs.

Trom

the Maine fair

——THE

the

that

OF

QUESTION

Now

PAYMENT.

Geneva. tribunal

award-

has

so” much

money,

there is considerable questioning

to know

ed

the

United

States

The treaty

when it will be paid.

ex-

limit

pires in one year from its announcements
and it is believed in official eircles that the
Anxaward will be paid within that time.
jous shipmasters are wondering whether
they will be summoned to Europe to get

Probably, however, the money will be paid
to the Department of State, but as there

is no law for the disposal of it, legislation
by Congress becomes necessary for _ that
In the meantime, let the sons of
purpose.

Neptune patiently wait,

—— INTERESTING

Discoveries.

‘We

re-

years

soago by the reported discovery of the
intant
impor
g
bearin
stone,
e
Moabit
called
The sume expedition which
scriptions.
made that discovery has beer pushing its
researches further, and according to a re-

port recently read before the British Asso-

ciation, it has discovered on the borders of*
the desert east-south:east from Heshbon the
ruins of a magnificent palace in an excellent
A quadrangular
state of preservation,
wall of freestone, 510 feet on each side, en-

closes a brick palace.

On either side of the

only entrance is an architectural

front

of .

carved work 180 feet long, and 17 feet high.

This

ornamental front displays

animals,

birds, flowers and men, chiseled with great

delicacy, and eight chambers with yaulted
roofs still remain. This palace is believed

Mr. Beecher has served a long

to have been crectedabout the end of the
Sea
sixth century. The basin of the Dead

and important pastorate, and so long as the
gratitude is genuine it can hardly be too

that while the western side is a desert of

demonstrative oveg-thegreat results of his
work.

en

4

their money, or whether a living agent of _.
the Queen will come and bring it to them.

member the interest awakened a few

——

or pret
Ei

in vogue among the English Universities,
and calculated to serve very useful ends.

and Professor W. P. Warren of Boston.
The committee has been divided into two
family gatherings much greater than they companies, one on the Old Testament and
will be six weeks hence, we could fill a day
one on the New Testament, corresponding
unusually full with gratitude, But it was to ‘the English organization, Professor
mostly with the autumn harvest, that we Green beihg chairman of -the former and
meant to concern ourself.
It must be a Dr. Woolsey chairman of the latter. Both
hard human heart that isn’t moved with companies will hold monthly meetings in
gratitude in view of the abundance with the Bible liouse in New York.
What is
which we are blessed; and we should even
the precise relation of the American to the
though they were, and after such pander- expe:t to see the dumb animals clapping
English committee does not appear, but
ing to the old Rebel interests as it is easy to their hoofs for joy, if they had the faculty" that American scholarship is to have a
detect in many of the Liberal speeches, if of comparing the well-filled mows of to-day share in this great work is certainly gratifyno different results than these can be with (he meager ones of last October.
ing.

has gone against the Coalitionists by some
fifteen thousand, and Indiana 1s doubtful,
though probably a Democrat Governor only
i
is elected.
As polities go, and we.acknowledge they
don’t always go to suit everybody,this ought
to settle the question of the next president.
After such appeals to the honesty and good
sense of the Northérn people, specious

shown, what

it not. They felt a strange sort of emotion
while the stranger talked with them.
They even told him of the
wonderful
things that had lately come to pass there,
we
now
Even
them.
from
dropped away
and wondered that they were new to him.
have a few among Freewill Baptists who
All
along that journey they had the rich’
facts,
will insist, against both logic and
blessing
of his presence, but realized not
Seminary
al
Theologic
that the College and
the
fact.
«i
are the natural enemiesof the church, that:
Christ
dwells
among
us
to-day,”
and oftthat
learning digs the grave of piety, and
en
walks
with
men
as
they
joarney,
but
to.
is
t
manuscrip
from
sermon
to read a

the Free Baptists of New

Ohio,

the question of admitting women we don’t

But last Wednesday her overseers
know.
voted to hold hereafter a series of annual
examinations for that sex, similar to those

er does his money, «nd the fields were as arid | nothing about them.
It is the farmers that
as the desert. There was no fruit; there we care about, and it is against their bear-

that

holden that we should not recognize

ple of history repeating itself. It is a matter that can not be ignored. It must be
grappled with. It can not be put off. The
most enterprising and earnest men among
them insist that it shall be promptly and
resolutely dealt with, and everybody perceives that it is to offer a problem not easy
of solution.

os Wonts,
or notResusanoss
Harvard College
is ashamed Wieler
of the
position recently taken by her officers on

the shed,
There is real interest in only one
feature of the fair, and that is the racing.

ht)

"The President has just issued a proclamation, appointing the twenty-eighth day of
next November as a day of national thanksLet us see what there will be to
giving.
give thanks for,
The season-has been abundantly prolific.
Rain and sunshine have been propitious,
and plenty fills the land. A year ago, people were talking of famine and starvation.
The clouds had held back their rain as a mis-

such a scene afterwards we do not always
state it just as Luke did, and perhaps it

so nearly as it forced itself upon us thirty
years since, that it seems a striking exam-

hospitable

comers

us,

is walking by him, and discoursing to him
of

Lewiston,

among them almost precisely as they have
heretofore come up among us. The lastmentioned topic is forcing itself upon them

homes are the rule here, If the meetinghouse is limited in its capacity, the soulroom

so,

He

derful things

. of the sermon through the open doors or Rev. J. T. Parsons who was welcomed at
windows; while not ‘a few, despairing of Buffalo, and Rev. J. McLeod who greeted
getting a share even of the droppings of the us at Hillsdale. They have never failed to
sanctuary, reluctantly left for home or for meet Freewill Baptist visitors with open
some other place of worship. The preach- hands and hearts. They are busy with
er for the afternoon economized time and more or Jess of the same practical quesstrength
by
climbing into
the pulpit tions that have asked a solution at our
through a window,—and ivas then dealt hands.
Church extension, the
division
with, not as a thief and a robber, but as and expenditure of pastoral
labor, the
though he were a true shepherd.
It was a support of preachers,and ministerial educa-

warm

with

lips. Théy have sent a delegate to each of. _a parallel case’; but certainly they are very
our later Gen. Conferences.
Many of our much alike.
The difficulty with us is very similar to
readers will ggatefully remember Rev. G.

noon and evening ; a hundred persons were

- -true,—that

heart.

unusual

among themselves, Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Phil-

gathered outside trying to catch a sentence

quiet, patient, eager, earnest

walking

from the grave where its sins had put him,
of { and begins to awake in it thoughts of endthe less life. The person experiences the

and gladly recognized.
Their theology is
almost identical with ours. Their church
polity is very similar. Their spirit brings
out clearly the family likeness. They cooperate with us in the Foreign Mission
work, by sustaining, with funds raised

where the Conference holds its sessions is
small,—too small for the comfortable ac-

us,

and it is always

Freewill Biptists, and the unity is cordially

of

seeking

fairly some

body

accord

iour

quainting us with his mission, and inviting
us to a higher sphere.
It is no uncommon thing to be on the
road to Emmaus.
It is only yesterday,

eT

El

s—

but he comes to lighten it, and no- heart tire from the contest. But that isn’t like horse-racing, and but little else. Visit the
so wicked but he sometimes visits it.
him. He will fight it out, and although fairs, and you get about the same impresWhat is every better thought that ever there can be no reasonable hope of success, sion that you do from the papers. Here
came to the mind, but the inner sense hear- ‘he will nevertheless keep at it.
about the Judge's stand, both forenoon and
ing and answering the pleading of the " But this is a fine opportunity for thinking afternoon, is a dense, excited, profane,eager
Saviour? We need not go to Jerusalem to people to pause and view the situation, throng, watching some exciting race and
worship.: The temple of God is always There are many who have been hesitating betting on their favorite animals.
Over
over us, and even if we would we. can: not during the past months, as to which way
there in another quarter of the ground,
go out of it. ‘With senses fine enough, we they would vote. These elections show, where stock is on exhibition, you find bur a
might bear the sermon,.and the prayer, how Greeley and Grant, for it amounts to meager crowd, and not very enthusiastic at
and the songs of praise, and the organ peal, that, are estimated by those who best know
that. It is nearly the same around the taand the devout response continually as- them and have been told the~most about bles of fancy articles, and where the various
cending to the Most High. We bow our- them. If the facts are worth anything, let articles of mechanical industry are on exselves and make the effort to worhsip God: them have their proper weight. Every hibition. The display of fruit and flowers
that is when we. seek him, and call for man’s vote is his own ,and so is the right to
is hardly noticed, and it must be a wondercare and help. We go about our work, use it. Therefore, look at the matter canful big squash, or any other vegetable prodand experience
a wish perhaps to do bet- didly, decide conscientiously, and "vote acuct, that wins
even a passing
glance,
ter, or to see others doing better, or that cordingly.
| There is a trial of draft-cattle advertised for
there were less wretchedness in the Sond,
two o'clock, but there is nobody to witness
and fewer suffering ones: that is the SavThe Autumn Thanksgiving.
it, and of course the oxen are put back in

ohvious and practical advantages.
Without sacrificing individual liberty, a whole-

ed with the branches of business that usually flourish along the banks of a greal stream,
whose sources run up into the heavilytimbered regions,

i
!
3
ness torchlicht
'
Shi
\
g
hear
processions{and
to witness
ey at
speeches, and all es
the rest. They/ 4 may say, he
Dover, and the Nev
New Tausbite
England. fair
as they do, that Mr. Greeley is about t6 re- | Lowell, there come elaborate reports
of
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laymen,
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bers,
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| which there are seven, each holding a meet| ing during the year, Its business is-simiWEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16. 1872.
lar to that which occupies pur own Triennial Conference, though it deals more with
————
GEORGE T. DAY, Editor,
details. There ave organizations for promoting the interests of temperance, nhssions,education, S. schools, &ec., and public
A= All communications designed for publication
meetings are held for the consideration of
hould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
these topies in connection with the meeting
business, remfitances of money, &c., should be ad
dressed to the Publisher,
of Conference.
:
The Ministers’ Conference is a separate
body, but meets in connection with the othEditorial Correspondence.
er.
Every minister in the denomination .is
a
expected to be present and report his work
LixcoLw, N. B., Oct. 8.
We are among the New Brunswickers. for the year. Cases of discipline, &c., that
Lincoln is a ‘town bordering on the St. come up in this last-mentioned body, are
The
John river, half a dozen miles below the | dealt with in an authoritative way.
city of Fredericton. ‘The Free Baptist Gen- clerical element, as such, has more power
Practically, there is a bit of
eral Conference, embracing the churches of than witq us.
Episcopacy
in
the work and methods of
sesin
is
Province,
the
in
denomination
this
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| wish
It numbers not far from 60 mems he were living them over ¢again, , and
2
resoive to do better in the future
‘meets annually.
Its delegates
re ? ‘Christ
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¥
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are appointed by the District Conferences,of is even there, for there is no place “so dark
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ROCKINHAM Q, M. will hold its next session with
the church in Candia, Oct. 80, 31.
»
4
J.. FULLONTON, Clerk,

Pilgrimages are now “en regle in-France:
The various holy places throughout the country
are crowded with visitors, who come from all

SUTTON, Vt. The Lord having recently adextremity of the Dead Sea, and other curi-/ ded to the membership of the Sutton church quarters, The Grotto of Lourdes, where an
ous discoveries are made which we haven't 83 souls, and having, during the past several apparition of the Virgin is said to have recently
room here to mention. It is hoped there years, blessed the entire parish with peace and appeared, has been visited between the first of

first of this month is the centenary of the

Among the events
birth of Coleridge.
which will commemorate the day, will be
Williams,
the reissue, by Messrs. Ho& lt
of .the Biographia Literaria.
Edition
This edition, which has long been out of
print, is the one prepared by the author's
family, and enriched by a vast quantity of
biographical matter which is not contained
in any edition recently accessible. It will
be eminently

Colby.

church are cordially invited to be present.
such who will write, stating their name

end of a pleasant return yoyage, and overflowing with the most sunny and grateful
memories of his tour and Christian associations and experiences among his brethren
in America. Our readers will heartily join
in the expressions of gratitude over his visit
the

as in

wish

and prayer that he may be long’ spared to
labor with his eminent fervor and effectiveness in the cause of our common Master.

Ordination.

Bro: C. W. Griffin, late a graduate of the Lewiston Theological school, was publicly set apart
to the work of the Lord’s Ministry at the F. BupThursday,
in Albany, Vt., on
church
tist

Denominational News and Notes.
mee

There are just now seyeral features of in-

terest in our church Yolen this State and

vicinity to which. it is fitting that attention
should be called. Prominent among these
is the large number of
NEW PASTORS,
the meeting of the Assoof
At the time
in June there were, in the churches

comprising this body, no less than seven or
eight vacant pastorates. either actual or prospective. Some of these were among the
most important in the Association. To-day
they are all filled except that of the new

church at Fall River.- Soon after the meet-

ing of the Association, Rev. S. D. Church
commenced labor at Blackstone, where the

pastorate had been vacant for nearly a year.
Rev. James Boyd also commenced labor at
Taunton about the same time, taking the
place of Rev. W. T. Smith. In August Rev.
C. S. Perkins, recently of the Park St.
church, Providence, accepted a call to the

\

BowDpOIN Q. M.—Held

the

eastern

MINISTERS'

MEETING.

trust,

we

also,

but

For some fime past the Free Baptist min-.
isters in Providence have held a meeting in
the vestry of the Roger Williams church.
These meetings were suspended during the
heated term.

tation

pastor

E.

~ GIBSON Q. M.—Held

of the

be held in

Monday following

the first Sabbath in each month. It is the
design that at these meetings the pastors
may present reports from their respective |
fields of labor and also discuss topics ineiOur ministers from
dental to their work.
far and near have a cordial invitation to be
present at these meetings.
THREE

DAYS'

MEETINGS.

In accordance with
Association,
the Ex.

gi"

the direction of the
Committee of that

body have just made assignments for Three
Days’ Meetings, to.basheld durivg-the present autumn and coming winter. As might
have been expected this was in some respects
a delicate and difficult task, but

it was

un-

dertaken and performed with the confident
expectation that both- pastors and churches
would cheerfully acqniesce in the decisions
of the Committee

who have sought to have

in view the wants of the whole field, and
have made assignments accordingly. The
programme presented in another column
means work, and that most emphatically.
Some of these meetings, especially in the
country churches,should be held next month,
and if the interest is such as to warrant it,

they should

be protracted.

LAPHAM
than last.

of students

is not

only larger, but they are also older and pregent more strength, especially religious
strength. This school, without a superior

of its grade

in our’ denomination in New

England, is doing a good work, but it ought

to be doing a better work.

It needs more

sympathy and more patronage. The character and advantages of ‘the school are such!

as to demand bothof these things.
cation is healthy and beautiful.

Its lo-

Its teachers

have culture and experience. Parents, guardians and all concerned. may rest assured
that every

want,

moral,

intellectual

and

physical, of those sent here will be provided

for conscientiously and faithfully.
North

Sept.

with

session

mony

and

dispatch.

Several

were

ministers

The preachpresent from other Q. Meetings.
ing was good, and the social meetings interest1a
ing. Collection liberal,
: Vext session with first Ossipee and Wakefield
J. CHICK, Clerk.
‘church, Nov. 1-3.
ErLsworTH Q. M.—Held its September session with the Mariaville church, Sept. 20—22. In
consequence of a severe rainstorm the first day
of the session, the attendance was small, but it
was one of considerable interest, The preaching was spiritual, and to the point. The social
| meetings were quite interesting,
Sermons were
preached by Rev’s O. R. Wilson (Methodist, A.
Gray, Benj. Penney, Jr., W. Ginnand E. Harding.” The
collection
for
Foreign
Missions
Missions $20.00.
to $12.00; Home
amounted
Bro. Fred-Sanders was chosen a committee to
locate the December session, Rev. A Gray was
chosen delegate to the Prospect Q. M.
0. W. YOUNG, Clerk.
SHIAWASSEE Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church of Bath.
Next session with the church of Duplain at
Elsie, Nov. 2, 8.
IRA ALLEN, Clerk.

al

Tg.
M. B,

Scituate, Octs

;

and

Dunjee; Smith

By

rl

RAL

Kirby—J 8 Lesher—C F
W Moten—8 Newell-T

Forwarded,

pledge of Four Mile Grove ch,

Rev H 8 Limbocker,

A friend of missions,

10.00

SILAS

$188.14
CURTIS, Treas.

Special Notices.
AND

SUMMER

as-

MAINE

DOVER

MISCELLANY.

A new lecture on

was recently given by the Rev. W.
New York.
-

R.

ROAD.

in

The

Pope's

brother—Count Joseph
in

«

Arr.

The Unitarians of Chicago have resolved to

erect a chapelas a mentorial to thefwife

of Rob-

erat Laird Collier, recently deceased:
The Rev. Mr. Landrum, a Baptist minister,
dropped dead in his pulpit at Rover, Bedford
County, Tenn., Bunday before last.

The various religious denominations in
delphia take to practical benevolence inthe

ha,

Philaway

12.30

:

10.45
11.00
11.05

3.00
317
322

11.30

3.52

7.01

4.04

17.15

11.17

Duiham,.

Alton,

«

Parmington,

“
«

ian
Gonie,

An.

Dover,

«

10.2

7.30
7.30

10.55
11.00

755

11.13

146

for Laconia.

Life of Wm. Bur.

double

Sorin

OIL

CLoTH

CARPETS, for two

yard, at Crowell’s new Carpet Hall,

sends his “FAMILY
FPHYSICIAN,”
9
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction'to Dr. 8. 8S, FITCH & SON,
Broadway, New yok.
1y18

Street,

shillings

per

387 Washington

Boston,

LOW PRICED INGRAIN CARPETS, from (2 to 75 cts.
at Crowell’s Carpet Hall, Boston.
SoLip ENGLISH BRUSSELS for
Crowell’s Carpet Hall, Boston.

York

Co, Me.,

Q. M.

$2 per yard,
4t41

M. will conyene

with

Bankers
+

Drown, all

of N.

Oct.

2,

and Brokess,

work

Mr.

Geo.

& C0,
N. Y.

and Gold Board.

cinl Agency in New York.
N. B.—Pamphlet on * Wall
| tions,” free on applwation,

Street
A

$20

0
wt V ple, of either sex, young or old, make more money at
for us in their spare moments or all the time than atanything

1ydl

OMETHING NEW!
&,
PAYSON'S INDELIBLE
INK
AND
;
BRIGGS? MARKING PEN.
M In a Portable Case. Cannot tip over. Always ready
Never fails. Sold % all Prue:
ny

,

BIGLOW

&

sent free to any

MAIN,

address.

ers

* FOR
M.S

.

Price, $1.50.- Specimen cop‘the * singing” public.
ies sent, for the present, post-paid, for $1.25.
A Perfect Success! The printers can not keep
pace with the demand! Ditson & Co’s

L

Sent, post-

& CO., Boston.

With complete case of TYPE, for marking Linen,
CARDS, EXVELOPES, ete. A perfect little GEM. Price,

and its Operai
1y Bh

NE

CIRCLE.

& Co, 37 Park Row,
N. Y.[3m37
Ladies

or

Gentlemen,

to

History of Christianity,”

by

AddressB. B. RUSSELL, Publisher,
4

William. Bowes
Travels Around the World.
With many fine illustrations; large octavo.
A great
book for Agents.
=old only by subscription.
For
full particulars, ap ly to the Publishers,
D. APPLE-

TON & CO., 549 and 551 Broadway, New York.

EMPLOYMENT.
MONEY can be made by Agents

MORE
vassing

for

Xouman’s

SFUL articles.
)
AVIS,
356 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

Dictionary

of

4t40

in can.
Every

Day
Wants, containing '20,000--Receipts in
every Department of Human Effort, than in any other
ossible way. From #25 to $40 a week insured. Iv
s for every Housekeeper, Farmer, Trade and Profession. For the Sick and Well. A veliable book
of permanent value to every wide-awake progressive person. It-sells itself. ‘Extra terms. Profits
allowed more than double money. Address, F. M.
REED, 139 Eighth Street, New York.
13t38
A GREAT
OFFER.— HORACE
WATERS,
148 Broadway. New York,will jlisposs ot ONE
HUNDRED
PIANOS, MELODEONS and ORGANSof six first-class
makers,

including

Waters’s.

at Extremely

Low.

Prices for

cash,or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
installments, New 7 octavedirst-class PIANOS.all mod
ern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready anew kind
of PARLOR ORGA N, the most beautiful style and
perfect
tone ever made,
Illustrated Catalogues mailed, Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and Sunday - school Music
Books.
»
1393

tf39

The Novelty Hand Stamp,
WORKER, and other
Address,
Sint2

BIBLE,

HOME

Joston, Mass.

compil-

ers, Mesers. L. O. EMERSON, of Boston, and H. R.
PALMER, of Chicago, are perhaps the most skillful
men of their time in ada pting music to the wants of

0. DITSON

lor “The

| no competition.

Abund-

C. Hi. DITSON & CO. New York.

THE

1 book for every hotugéhold in the land—the theme
| is sublime and exciting
Exclusive territory with

Exant Material. Sacred and Secular, for practice.
cellent set of Metrical Tunes, in large clear print and
Unusually good
great advantage.
not crowded :—a

in Cloth.

THE

{ one volume, the only work of the kind in this country

Our New COLLECTION OF MUSIC FOR CHOIRS, CONIt can not be exVENTIONS and SINGING SCHOOLS.
celled in quality, and intends to lead in circulation.

2.50 in Boards, $3.00
paid, for the retail price.

COMMENTATOR

ON

WANTED--AGENTS.

THE STANDARD!

utive price of

for Cobbin’s

Rev. John 8. C. Abbott, illustrated.
Kighteen hundred years of the World’s most wonderful history in

fall in the

The

wanted

Goodspeed

canvass

Standard in the Van!

Set Pieces, &c.

& CO..

1200 pages, 250 Engravings.
The best enterprise of
the year for agents.
Every
family will have it.
Nothing like it now
published.
For circulars address

Publishers,

Merits.—Short Theory.

by F. H. STODDARD

3m34

CHILD'S

42tf

of the

wanted

Agents

425 BROOME STREET, NEW YORK,
756 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Some

ists and
Stationers. GEO. C.
GOODWIN
CO.. Ag’ts, Boston.
POWERS PAPER
8 CO., Springfield, Mass. Traveling Canvass-

63 Fulton S8t., N. Y.

Assisted ly Dr, LOWELL MASON,
contuins 100 large pages. Price, $1.50; yer dozen,
$13 50
&One copy for examination will be sent,
post-paid,’on receipt of $1.25.
Pages

3m4l

rer dar! A~ents wanted! All classes of working peo-

BOOKS

8. Frost

[a

70 Broadway,

Member of Stock Exchange

t

else, Particulars free. Address G, Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

81.00; post-paid, $1.25; SAMPLES Free. Agents wantREFERENCES. —Jay Cooke & 0.. Mechanics Bank. ‘| od
for this.
Also. for WEBSTER’S
BUTTON HOLE
ing Association, or any Banking ITouse or Comner-

.

‘

&. A.

RANDALH. FOOTE

the Orange

$H

of Bolton,

To-Speculate Successfully.

church, commencing Friday, Noy. 1,at 1 o'clock, P.
those
M. Opening sermon by. Rev. J. C. Steele.
Al wishcoming by rail, will stop at Solon station.
please
will
meeting
of
place
the
te
ce
ing.conveyan
A general atwrite J. C. Steele: Chagrin Falls, O.
R. R. WALTERS, Clerk.
tendanice is desived.
-

D.

HOW

Npv. 13, 14, one week lat
with the churely fri Lyman,
er than the usual time. Ministers’ conference, TuesP. SMITH, Clerk.
day, at 3 o’clock, Py.

CLEVELAND Q.

by Rev.

W. Doane and Miss Elizabeth Percy, of Troy, Vt.

session

its Nov.

Aug. 28,

Address

“DOMESTIC”
8. M. Co,
* New York.

By JOHANN
STRAUSS]!
=
It is a large book [of 230 pages, full sheet music
Stiles; Mr.
size], filled with the best Strauss Music, Waltzes
Miss Kllen
Polkas, Quadrilles, &c., including those performed
Morey, of | jn this country, under t he direction of the great comProvidence,R. I, and Migs Ellen Drown, of Newport.
poser.
.
pug. 25, My H. 8. Nott, of Potton, P. Q., and Miss A.
About $40.00 worth of music are included in
B.
Whitney, of Derby, Vt. -Sept. 18,Mr. J. T. Regan,
the “ Gems ” which are, however, sold for the diminand Miss

with the Canaan and
Conference Tuesday,
E. SMITH, Clerk.

wilk-hold

Vt.,

“ti, Frank York and Mrs. Ann Cole, both
at
Vt.
In Newport, Vt., July 4, by Rev. S. W.
e, of St. Armons, P. Q., and
1 0. KE, Bri
Gallop, of Troy, Vt. Aug. 21, Mr. George

Notices and Appointments,
WEARE Q. M. will convene
Orange church, Oct. 20—81.
at 2 o'clock, PM.
>

Janesville,

everywhere.

™

Gems of Strauss!

MARRIED
In

invention.

Agents wanted

By THEO'F. SEWARD and CHESTER G. ALLEN,

collection of a,

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

Street, Boston.

the

THE CORONATION

of excellence, are respectfully invited to
rear of

Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N. H,

ex-

unparalleled in
the history of

All other Church Music Books, of whatever degree |

A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press. The price has been reduced from $1 00 to
7h cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of
that sum.
This little volume should he‘in every Freewill Baptist home, and would not fail to have & good influence
apon the readers of our Sabbath School Libraries.
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.

prices, at Crowell’s new

presents a Teoord of success

vention,

Specinien

==

Answers this
question, and

1S THE BEST ADAPTED FOR USE IN YOUR
ri
y

The

Froor OIL Croras of high enameled finish, in
wide sheefs and narrow widths, at manufacturers’
prices, at Crowell’s new Carpet Hall, Marble Building, 387 Washington Street, Boston.
7
CARPETS,

Wednes-

This in-

voice comprises many desirable patterns, slightly
imperfect in weaving, not injuring the appearance or
durability. worth $1,50, will be sold for $1.00, at
Crowell’s new Carpet Hall, Marble
Building, 387
Washington St., Boston.

KIDDERMINSTER

Mondays,

days and Fridays for Alton,
in season to connect
with trains for Boston and Portland.
Leave Gonic
every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford.
Leave alton Sally for Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East-Rochester, with trains each way.
WM. MERRITT, Supt.

Building, 387 Washington Street, Boston.

AND

and Saturdays

,

RETURNING,— Leave: Laconia

sold everywhere for $1.87 per yard. Will be cut up
to suit customers for $1.00 per yard. The invoice
comprises 20 different pattéras,in large and small
figures. CO. H. Crowell’s new Carpet Hall, Marble

»

+0 | Choir, Singing School,' or Musical®Con-

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays

MACHINE?

“DOMESTIC

5,05

2.00

18" THE TEST

THE “LIGHT RUNNING" §

29
a
This is the opinion of hundreds who are well qualis
4.47 | ified to judge, and ‘who have carefully examined it.

10.45

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

'

Insurance.

VERYBODY

WHICH

:
<

for Life

BRANCH OFFICE, PHILADELPHIA, PA, where
the business of the Company is transacted.
4641

g

MUSIC
CHURCH
NEW
THE
PUBLISHED THIS SEASON,

415

7.12. 10.38

ng

Boston.

Stages

67

.
ALL

uz

giving

liberal and continuous Commissions. will be
made in all parts of the coun
with efficient
and reliable men who propose to canvass per-

Friend Street.

:

Vice-President, Washington.

M. BUTLER, Secretary.

sonally

7.09

P.M.

645
1013A
5.3

"New Durham,

82

Executive Com.

Contracts direct with the Company,

Warehouse,
and

Chairman Finance and

H. D. COOKE,

NEW ENGLAND CARPET C0,

6.45

350

11.40

eave Alton " Bay,

Liver

COOKE

JOHN

Customers calling early in the day, before the rush

78, 80

$1,090,032 34

COMPANY.

EMERSON W. PEET, Vice-Rresident and Actuary.

commences, will have the best chance of selection.

6.08
626 | OF
631

3.36

1137

Alton Bay,

JAY

That has been offered for years.

New

STOCK

re

$2,313,168 69
1,223,136 35

:
Spesis! Features,
gd
Security, Low
Rates, No Dividend Delusions.
OFFICERS.
E. A. ROLLINS, President, Philadelphia.

the best opportunity to purchase

3.5

and made of pure wool—no shoddy,—the same as are

Mastai

one

P.M.

“830

Feains for Pover.
AN

Sinigag-

Cléveland, with a population of about
hundred thousand, has ninety-five churches.

New

A STRONG

Second building trom Hanover St., Boston.

.

Farmington,

Surplus (security additional to Reinsurance Fund),

At a Low Price,

76,

1872.

and Saturdays
for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.

pit and Front Seats, by a Back-pewman.”

Ferretti—died recently at his home
lia, Italy.

¢

¢“

*

A curious book has appeared in England,” entitled * A voice from the Back Pews to the Pul-

Dover,
Gonic,
Rochester,

Total Liabilities, July 31st, 1872,

CARPETS,

R. R.

Bay.

A.M.

FOURTH ANNUAL STATEMENT.
Total Assets, July 31st. 1872,

FINE AND HIGH GRADE GOODS,

1832.

CARPETS—T'he cheapest lot in the market—100 rolls
of Superfines for $1 per yard. These carpets are superfine, 2-ply,of bright colors and modern styles,

Carpet Hall, 387 Washington

Alger

*
¢“
¢

ing out sale of the N. E. Carpet Co., Boston.

tra heavy qualities, at low

;
The Future of Humanity”

for Alton

Leave Boston,

General.

80.

ARRANGEMENT,

Trains

Particular attention is called to our

This presents

WINNIPISEOGEE

SUMMER

Car-

Hemp

Life Ins. Co. of theD. C.U. §. of A.

Chartered by Special Act of Congress, 1868.

Mattings all sorts.

and
g

N. XY.

WASHINGTON,

prices.
of bright colors and durable
three-plys, for 50 cts. per yard,
for 2 Shillings per yard.
high grades, from 1 to 20 yards

and Office Carpets, Dundee
om 25 cents up.
ay
i

ROSE & CO, 53 Broadway,

Nationat

all Goods,

in this sale.

RAIL

ARRANGEMENT,

&

J, 1B.

Which are among the really Cheapest Stock we offer

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. POMPOM,
5.50 8.00 11.20 5.14. 6.08; and on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.40,
=

A&¥~ Purchasers of Carpetings are referred to the
advertisement in to-day’s paper, of the great clear-

for $1.00 per yard.

warrant it to cuye.

hit42

a
f
for 25 cents to the highest
grades,—all under price;

10.00

Warner, N H,

Concord, N. H.

Sold by all Druggists.

ENGLISH TAPESTRIES

He roared for Centaur Liniment.

Now as the poor horse, lame and sore,
With crippled knee limps to our door,
And begs for Centaur Liniment;
And the docile sheep on a thousand hills,
Die by the million—the screw worm kills,
(All saved by Centaur Liniment;) »
We hear it shouted from West to East,
ing man and yeighing beast,
“ Pass on the Centaur Liniment!”
This remarkgblgarticle is for sale by all Druggists’
in every village, farish and hamlet, in America. We

each, ab 142s than cost of production.
y
13.50 | Over 1000 Crumb Cloths with borders, at about half

3.85 | Church
pet.
16.32
2.00

or “ Biliousness,” and nothing will cure so speedily
and permanently as Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery.

But Centaur Liniment.

1130

16.00 |

.

When the car crushed old Tilden’s arm
"Twas saved from amputation by this charm,
The Centaur Liniment ;
And when Barnum’s lion, Uncle Ben,
Broke his Jeg in that dismal den,

Two-ply Ingrains, 50 cents to $1.

NS Y B Coleman

fluid—gives nights of rest,

What is it soothes, for what can we call,

| English Tapestries, from 95 cents up.

Three-plys at very low
A variety of Carpets,
texture, resembling
Solid Floor Oil Cloths
7.30 | Over 1000 remnants, of

of a broken breast,

:
But Centaur Liniment;
And when chilblains sting or hot stam scalds,

Usually found in a first-class warehouse, including
every article in our cit stock.
Solid English Brussels, from $1.75 up.

Walnut (‘reek Q M, Ill, per
Dinsmore.
Col Baptist people, Dover, I11, per D G Holmes,
hod
Col Rock River Q M, 111,
°
*
Rev O W Bryant, Four Mile Grove, Ill,

promoting

suffering from Torpid

Flows the lagteal

Elegant

And

11,
10.00

The typographical excellence of the work

are

and

BRUSSELS,
TAPESTRIES,
3-PLYS,
* INGRAINS,
OIL-CLOTHS,

Q M. Io,Til,perperE DTibbetts,
Van Buren
Col
C Baptist
ch. Dekalb,
G Holmes.

“The Coronation,” as being the last book to which

conditions, preventing its falling off and
its healthy growth.
hoe

Excepting Centaur Liniment;

price.
Over 2000 Rugs and Mats, of high grade, cheap.
Differeot Individuals at Y M,
*
« 10.00 | Sheet Oil Cloths, to cover floors in one entire piece;
all cut stock, at a sacrifice.
Hillsdale th, Mich, S 8 to con. Rev R Woodworth & 5
wife L. M’s, per
ase,
8
Upwards of 100 different patterns of Stair Carpets
FA

in

the late Dr. Lowell Mason contributed his active

What renders reptiles tooth and sting of bees,

9.00
Agency City y ch. Io, per. E Dudley,y
N Indiana ¥ M, How Patch ch, Ind, per A H Chase, EC
Wolf Lake ch,

a

interest

Hearts to thank, instead of eyes to weep,~,
)
Only,
Centaur Liniment.

close out the same, as our entire room is imperatively needed for our wholesale business.

Received.

:

good-by without a tear,
. Why! Centaur Liniment;

Causes the cripple to walk. the lame to leap,

Is thrown upon the market at a great sacrifice, to

Sec.

Ch in Lowell, Mass, per L & Howe,

BOSTON
special

NY,

Bids gout

CARPETS,

and Phelon;
West
Green-

EXPRESS.
D Lothrop & Co, Boston, Mass, (2)
=
ee
Home Mission.
Wheatland ch, Wis, per G H Hubbard,

Chorus.
a

Free-

(1s3),—Revs. Stetson
Revs. Mariner and

3Y MAIL.
:
4
.
Rev A D Smith, Laconia, N H,

o

About 125 pages are devoted to the anthem depart-

feel

(tieorgiaville),—Revs,

Rich

Palmerton—D Perry—Q Pitts—W Phillips—J. Rich—P
Saw et-9 Sargent—E W Sutton--A I) Smith—B Townsen
W Thomas— F L Wiley—S E Warner,
Books

OF OVER

Assuages the pangs

Davis’

Jones ~N A Jenne—C
fok—A
Lothrop—J W Mountfoot—O

STOCK

Comprising a Varied Assortment of

D H Adams—J) Bart'ett—L P Bickford—O Bailey—G 8
Blake—S Curtis—8 Cllley—H D Cole—M_F Champlin—M
Chandler—S M Cook—GCrabtree—8 W Elwell—O H Gallup—D 8 Guernsey —=M B Goye—dJ T Gibbens—J H GreeHand—J 8 Hart—A A Hills—A.8
ley—J M Guthie~
Houghton—C Heard—S F Hy t—N Hobson--J W Inger-

ment, which includes every variety, from the simple
Sentence, Introit or Motet to the Grand Anthem and
doubtless,

~ keNTArpr2

Harmless as the bite of fleas,

(Greenville),—Revs.

Letters

CUT

HoLT,

What hear we now from West to East,
Confounding man, befriending beast,
But Centaur Liniment ?
What is it cures our many pains,
And limbers up severest strains,
But Centaur Liniment ?—
That knocks Rheumatism out of gear,

IN VALUE,

Rich; Park St,

Per order of Ex. Com.,
:
. M. BREWSTER,

ticular and peculiar meters in use in some churches.

will,

eld

ENTIRE

Vial

|.

$100,000

and

wich,—Revs. J.Boyd and Stetson; Warwich Central,
—Revs. Heath
and Shippee;
Waterford, ~Revs.
Phillips and Freeman.
Churches are requested to correspond with the
ministers assigned to them respectively, and with
them arrsnge the time for holding the meetings.
This should
be attended to at .once, as there is no
time to be lost,

it

such

OUR

Dunjee

Church

D.
Boyd; Tivecton,—Revs. Mariner
Warren,—Revs. Wallace and Fierce;

uses of vul

in

8t.,—Revs.D. Boyd and

and Phelon ; Smithfield

:

inserted,

Mills, ~Revs.

man and
Bradbury; Taunton
and Patt; Tauton (Weir St.),

is evinced in adapting the work to all the odd, par-

a-PLY

RELIGIOUS

The German Lutherans are the first to complete the rebuilding of a church edifice in Chica-

INSTITUTE

lhberally

:—Barneyville,-~Revs.

Carolina

row; Pond

new and valuable tunes, possessing in an eminent
degree the eleménts of lasting popularity, great care

tongue coated, you

strengthening of the

The number

its

Will nd¢ each

opened this year with much better prospects

been

meetings

—Revs. Church and Davis; Greenwich 8t.,—Revs.
Wallace and J. Boyd;
Rehoboth.—Revs. Mariner
d

manner as to be easy of access to the chorister, In
the methodical arrangement of the large number of

sistance

WOLFBORO' Q. M.—Held its Sept. session at
Effingham Falls. The weather was favorable
and the conference business was done with har-

be attended with large results in the salvaand the

Brunswick

Brunswick,

have

Walker:

Patt; Farnumsville,—Revs. Bradbury and Richardson pJohnston.—Revs Pierce and Burlingame; Mashaug,—Revs. Heath and Mariner; New Shoreham,—
vs. Davidson and Shippee; North Scituate,—Revs.
Heath and Burlirgame;
Olneyville,—~Revs. Phillips
and Drewster; Pascoag,—Revs.
Brewster and Perkins; Pawtucket,—Revs.
drow and Rich; Providence,—Roger
Williams,—Revs. Perkins and Wood-

to the clase-teacher, and make it both popular and
useful among pupils. The book contains also. much
music of a higher class, especially and most admirably adapted to the wants of choirs and the church
service. The standard hymn tunes, the grand old
favorites,

days’

and

It wasa season of interest
Thompson church.
and refreshing from the presence of the Lord.
IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO USE Hale's Honey of
Rev. H. S. Ball, from Owego Q. M., was present | Horehound and Tar as a Cough cure, but it is best
excellent
an
with
us
favored
and
on the Sabbath
Jt was voted in conférence that the to have recourse to it in the early stages of pulmonsermon.
Gibson.Q. M. withdraw the hand, of fellowship nary disease, so as to secure immediate and permanent
Resolutions relief and avoid danger. Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue.
from the West Windsor church.
were passed indorsing all genuine temperance Sold by all Druggists.
effort, and urging its claims upon tine attention ... Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,
of ministers and the Sunday-school.
Next session with West Lenox church, conIf you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have {frequent
ference commencing Nov, 1, at 7, P. M.
headache, mouth tastes bad, poor appetite, and
A.D. CORSE, CleWR.

- and all pray and labor that these efforts may
tion of souls
churches ?

three

.

Al Letters to be addressed to WALTER

The Executive Committee of the Rhode Island As-

sociation to whom the work was committed by the
Association have made following assignments for

or

tunes and easier anthems, can not fail to commend

Post Office, London.

AT A SACRIFICE.

Rhode Island Association.
THREE DAYS’ MEETING.

to devote
work

Orders to be made payuble at the Cornwall Road

4t11

Carpets at Retail.

Gardiner City, 1st Gardiner; 3rd Gardi- and the superior manner in which it is bound, are
Village,
W. Gardiner, W. Gardiner Center, Halner,
Y. IndeIsland, worthy of especial commendation.—N.
Litchfield, Orr's
Harpswell,
lowell,
:
1st Richmond, Richmoud Village, pendent,
‘ Phipsburg,
Each of the
Richmond Corner and Topsham.
Trains leave Dover for Portlan |,
above churches are requested to decide, whether
The Human Hair. Many persons abuse this
AM.
AM.
P.M.
P.M.
or not they approve of the plan proposed, and, delicate and beautiful ornament, by burning it with
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
10.10 10.45
if so, to ask for letters, as recommended, and alcoholic washes and plastering it with grease, which
and Friday at 8.10 ,p. Mm.
whether they ask for letters or not, to report the has no affinity for the skin, and is not absorbed.
action of the church to the next session of the
Burnett's
('ocoaine,
a
compound
of
Cocoanut
Oil,
|
.
Trains leave for Alton Bay.
Q. M., which is to be holden with the Lewiston
etc., is unrivaledas a dressing for the hair,—is read10.45 A. M., 3.00 and 6.08%. M.
Maine street church, the 8d Tuesday in Dec.
A. M. JONES, Clerk.
ily.absorbed, and is peculiarly adapted to its various

the vestry of the Roger Williams church, at
on

1st

Bowdoinham,

Sold by all Druggists.

Notice.

-

Many

Nov.

viving of saints and the conversion of sinners.
'
:
PASTOR.

the strong stirring character of many of the church

Q.

the Edgecomb

Thurs..evening

7. Those coming by rail will get off at Gobleville, on
the Kalamazoo and So. Haven R. R. We ask the
prayers of all, that the Lord will bless us in the re-

Mason, published by Biglow & Main, New York.
“The Coronation ” bears throughout abundant evidence of careful and conscientious work, and seems
to be much above the average ot its class.
The
methodical arrangement of exercises for singing.
school practice, the lively and charming glees, and

Voted that the clerk be requested to notify the
of this action, and to state which
churches
ortion.
churches are included in the eastern
The churches are,—Augusta, Bath, Corliss St.,
Bowdoin, Bowdoinham,
N. Street, 1st
Bath,

remotely met with those in the city and or-

10 1-2 o'clock, A. Mm.,

with

session

yf
two-thirds

session of the Q. M.

Roger Williams church, pastors living more
eanized a Ministers’ Meeting, to

About

a new Q. M., and that the WaterM. forming
ville Q. M. be divided and unite with the Anson
After considerable discusand the new Q. M.
sion the following resolutions were passed :
Resolved, 1. That this Q. M. approve of the
plan proposed by the Y. M. Committee to change
the limits of the Q. M’s.
92. To carry into effect the plan proposed, we
recommend to the churches on the eastern line
of division to ask for letters of dismission. from
this Q. M., and unite with the Edgecomb QM,
Q. M. as proposed.
and form a new
the churches be requested to take
3. That
action on this question, and report at the next

On their resumption, by invi-

of Rev. A. H. Heath,

its Sept.

portion to unite with

Waverly F.B.church. heginning

CHURCH
MUSIC.
Prominent among the various books of music for
choirs and singing schools, published this season,
we notice “The Coronation,” by Theo. F. Seward
and Chester G. Allen, assisted by the late Dr. Lowell

plan to change the limits of the Q. M’s, so as to
make them more equal. This committee reportdividing the Bowdoin Q. M.
ed in favor of
north and south near the center, and for the

sons of Rev. S. G. Woodrow, formerly from

complete,

church.

°

session of the M, C. Yearly Meeting a committee
was ¢hosen, one from each Q. M., to report some

vacant eight months previous by the ‘removal of Rev. R. Woodworth to Hillsdale.
The Park St. church, Providence, the Olneyville church and the- Pawtucket church
have respectively secured pastors in the per-

well-nigh
strong.

Lisbon

Notice.
There will he a three days’ meeting held with the

canized rubber,

The meetings
re represented,
the churches
w#re spiritual and more than usually
throughout
Some indications of revival were
interesting,/
manifest. Gorresponding Delegates were pres¢umberland, Edgecomb, Quisfield and
ent from
Q. M’s and their labors added not a
Waterville
At the last
little to the interest of the meeting.

pastorate of the church at Greenville, made

England but more recently of the Close
Communion Baptists in this country, Rev.
W. F. Davis, late of Andover Theological
Seminary, and Rev. D. Boyd, late of Rockland, Me. All these pastors are now at
work in their respective fields. One or two
of them have been already installed and
others wiil be soon. The accession of these
brethren not only makes our working force

2d

intend

tration of the varied and important

Quarterly Meetings.

in

A. K. MOULTON, B. F. HERRICK. J. B. PAGS;8. D.

KNOWLTON’S UNIVERSAL BATH, now offered
for sale by the agent in this city, is a very unique
and admirable thing, portable, light, easily fitted
for use in any room, economizing water, time
and money, and adding greatly to the convenience
and comfort of a bath. It is another fine illus-

g

been

BATES, T. H, DRAKE, O. BLAKE, .J. C. STEELE, JOHN
AsnmLEY, B. F. ZELL, A. M. BIMONTON, J. F'. TUFTS,
6, wl
:

REV. FRANCIS VINTON, D.D., late of Trinity
Church, New York, and Professor in the General
Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopalinn Church, was sured for $10,000 in the
National Life Insurance Co. of the United States
of America,

REV. E. KNOWLTON has resigned the Pastoral
care of the church at So. Montville, Me., from
and after the first of November, and has acceptof the Rockland
ed a call to the pastorate
church, to commence at the ahove named time.
wi

who

themselves wholly to some form of lay
to the ministry.

prayer, by Rev. T. P. Moulton; Charge to candidate, by Rev. F, L. Wiley; Hand of fellowship,
"by Rev. E. C. Smalley; Address to church, by
| Rev. Isaac Hyatt; Welcome to the fiéld, by Rev.
A. A. Smith, Cong. ; Benediction, by the candi¥. L. WILEY, Clerk of Council.
date.

has

chains 2 dollars
rooches 2 dollars,

This celebrated” medicine has won a deservedly
high reputation as an alleviator of pain and a preserver of health. Ft has become a household remedy, from the fact that it gives immediate and permanent relief, It is a purely vegetable preparation,
made from the best and purest materials, safe to keep
and to use in every family. It is recommended by
physicians and persons of all classes, and to-day,
after a Fublic trial of thirty years—the average life of
man—it stands unrivalled and unexceled, spreading
its usefulness over.teh wide world. Its large and increasing sale affords positive evidence of i
enduring fame. We do not deem it necessary to say much
in its favor as one small bottle will do more to convince you of its Efioncy than all the advertisements
in the ‘world. Give if one fair trial and you would
not be without it for ten times its cost.
Directions accompany each bottle.

.

composed only of those

Consecrating

home

sion will be at the will of the convention.

as follows :—

were

exercises

Sermon, by Rev. D. MH. Adams;

Rhode Island Intelligence.

ciation

The

26.

‘Sept.

of labor, including

Baptist minister from abroad. The length of the ses-

Mr. Talmage’s ‘ Tabernacle Free College,”
for thé training of Christian men and women,
begins its annual session on the second Tuesday
evening in November,
The
students
of the
College, which number about 500, are divided
into two sections, The general section embracesall the members.
They attend the general
lectures, take notes, and give analyses of what
they hear. The training section embraces all
who, in addition to the general lectures, attend
on the regular professors.
It is divided into
three classes. The junior class embraces the
new members who wish to take a full course,
the senior class includes those who have been
one year in the college, and the specidl class is

Post Office shall receive a circular of invitation,
a printed catalogue of our present membership,
a programme of the Reunion Exercises and—
when published—a copy of the church history.
Come if you can, brethren and sisters, but in
any case, write immediately, addressing,
F. L. WILEY.
Sutton, Vt.

field

A programme of ‘essays and sermons

ion service, and with his own hands administered to them the elements.
If a Baptist preacher in this country should do such a thing he
wouldbe incontinently turned out of the de-

All
and

of our

art arranged, which will materially add to the inerests of the meeting. The meeting will open Wednesday evenidg, Oct. 28, with a sermon from an able

only received them cordially, but invited the
to sit with him on the platforin at the commun-

nomination.

wants

mission, evangelistic, and -Sunday-school work. A
hearty invitation is éxténded to
Liberal Baptists
of other bodies to meet us with their counsels.

Dr. Alden, of South Boston, and Dr, Wellman,
of Newton, two Congregational ministers, attended Mr. Spurgeon’s church when they were in
London,
and, after the services, introduced
themselves to the preacher.
Mr, Spurgeon not

which each and all members of the church, both
present and former, 80 far as heard from, shall
Closing service, the administra
be represented.
tion of the Lord’s Sapper.
All absent and former members of the Sutton

Dr. Burns, dated off Queenstown, Sept.
28, announces that he was approaching the

to the

by

pic-nics on a grand scale,

at

meeting,

There will be a recognition

made

the railway companies for the accommodation of
pilgrims, The devotees, with their baskets of
provisions, crowd the trains, a chattering and
laughing crowd, and the pilgrimages are only

of the Sutton church will be read
Colby, a relative of Eld. John

“minute history
by Bro. J. W.

A note from Rev.

and his safe return, as well

account of the admirable arrangements

Ak

Woodman, the oldest of the former pastors living, will deliver an address on the * Rise and
Progress of the F. B, Denomination.” A thirty

worth having.

Dr. Burs AT HoME.

to

and sermons on assigned subjects,by former pastorsof the church, ‘interspersed with meetings
Rev. Jonathan
social, and meetings devotional.

of the American

% in handsome library style,

praise

:

Therefore, the church has voted to call a
Reunion Meeting to be held at their meeting
house on the 12th, 13th and 14th of Névember
next. “I'he exercises fill consist of addresses

The twenty-

A CENTENARY MEMORIAL.

and

DEAR BRETHREN: After mutual consultation and
extended correspondence, we invite you to meet in
Mass Convention at Marion, O, for the purpose of
mutual counsel and organized effort with reference

ses

wighty God.

Free ‘Baptist Convention,

a

fuvor, and for thanksgiving

!

may require.
anufacturin,

A

in the

was

Goods that jhox

a

phere

than

genuineness

case of the Moabite stone.

to per-

parts of the United States and

kind of

hk

their

mn _all

To the Free Baptists of the Ohio Y. Ms.

May and the first of September by 95,000 pil
grims. The odd
azette quotes a glowing

general prosperity, it seems fitting that a time
be set apar’ for the special recognition of divine

Purchasing Agency will send

any

a

for doubt concerning

may be less room

THE Home

sons residing

Canada

ep

trees grow luxuriantly towards the northern

ei

Palm

and trees.

covered with smali-plants

4
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MORNING

;

as

CHAR

ESTABLISHED

Welch
El
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SAWS

&

1830.

i?

Griffiths

Manufacturers of
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Superior to all others.

WEVERY
SAW WARRANTED.
|
Axes, Files, Belting, &c.
Send for Price List and Circulars,
J
A Boston, Mass., and Detroit, Michigan.
Sm.
»
'
3
)
PASAY

a

J

Just then Teddy awoke
hause afire?” Toddles

fie
| Father brought in some
day, but

Only the Baby.

was

called

sugar-cane

out

before

one

he

could

show the children how to peel it, and after
trying their little teeth on its smooth,
bard surface, they flung it down
and
* couldn’t see where people got any sugar
"| out of that.
But they changed their minds
after they had been taught that all the

Qh

They have only lost the baby,
The little, little one,
Who came when the April blossoms
Were smiling to the sun!

As frail and sweet as a flower
‘The wind might blow away,
It grew in the golden sunshine
When April wore to May.

sweetness ofthat, as well as of many
{ other things, lay inside and. underneath
| a stiff hard covering.

Then summer brought her roses,
Her butterflies and bees,
And her birds to sing for the baby,

|

| others

* As the baby on my breast.”

| ly

Such hopes as hovered o’er it,
Such happy dreams as wove
Their silver-threaded fancies
Through the mother’s brooding love !
Though all were dear and déarest,
Yet were their fond hearts set
On the tiny, helpless darling; The precious household pet.

discovered

on

halved,

while

some

were

whole.

she

asked

her

friend,

the

landlady,

| if she might have ‘some of those lemons,
| please ;’ and when the answer came with
the usual

hearty

chuckle,

* Yes,

law!

As

many as you want, chile,’ Toddles took
quite a number from the dish and went
off quietly onsthe piazza

arf

began

opera-

tions by squeezing and rubbing the sour
juice on the front of her hair. Some of
the acid, it is true, did get into her eyes

Now by the snowy ribbon
That flutters from the door,
By windows closed and curtained,
Lest the merry sun in pour,
I know that mid the shadows
Of a dim and darkened room
They are weeping o'er the broken bud
That never more may bloom.

and hurt, but what matter, when her hair
would look so smooti{’hnd smell, better

than it

did from the,

bay-rum

anointings

even. Judy happened to stroll

a)

|
|
|
|

Wee hands like crumpled rose-leaves,
Restless and round and fair,
Are folded still on the little breast,
As still as™ sdint’s at prayer!
.~And throjigh her grief the mother
Shivers with sudden pain,
That the angels first shall see them
Restless and round again.

that

way

and found the little girl so busy that she
started with fright at her voice. Spite of
speedy and vigorous washings the bair
did look slightly streaked, but in a short
time its color all came back.
About three o'clock

in

the

day

a

num-

| ber of women and girls go through the
| streets balancing on their heads wooden
| trays, which are filled with all sorts of

Ah me! a little baby
Leaves an aching blank of space, «
When God stoops down and takes it.
From an earthly dwelling-place |
Speak by-and-by of Heaven;
For the shadowed home to-day,
A flower, a kiss, a silent tear,
And softly come away.

| delicious

cakes

and

tarts;

and

when

| they cry out * Sweet bread, he-yo-ah,’ it
| seems as if every one in town went right
{ to work eating cake and sweet bread.’
| How

our little

friends

Night.

wooden shed, and
| sold, from a ship’s

needle.

Placing the little bats gll in a row,
Ready for church on the morrow
gyou know ;
Washing wee faces and little black
fists,
Getting them ready and fitto be kissed;
Putting them into clean garments and white ;
That is what mothers are doing to-night.
Spying out holes in the little worn hose,
Laying by shoes that are worn through the

And

makes

to

watch

for,

in it everything was
anchor to a cambric

the

fruits

and

our mouths water

just

flowers! It
to

| the kinds that we know of, but
| eaten

toes,

Looking o’er garments so faded and thin—
Who but a mother knows where to begin?
Changing a button to make it look right—
That is what mothers are doing to-night.
Calling the iittle ones all round her chair,
Hearing them lisp forth their soft.evening prayer,
Telling them stories of Jesus of old,

Who Joves to gather the lambs to His fold;

Watching, they listen with childish delight—
* That is wkat mothers are doing to-night.

fresh

Anxious to know if the children are warm,
Tucking the blanket round each little form;
Kissing each little face rosy and bright—

mangoes

and

think

they made in town,

there

was

of

if we

had

sops

and

sour

custard apples, I don’t know what
our mouths would have been in.
Among
the many new {riends

state
that

one

family

that stood highest in their love and re[ spect. This family consisted of the Portuguese Minister and his. wife, a great,
funny monkey, and a grand, large parlor
organ.
‘ You never heard of a moikey
and
a parlor organ being called people?
Well, I didn’t mean to call them exactly
people, although I'm afraid the children
would see no reason for leaving them ont

of that

Creeping so softly to take a last peep,

After the little ones all are asleep;

That is what mothers are doing to-night.

used

"the women and listen for their ery.
Almost every morning they would go
| with mother and-Judy for a walk through
| the market. This was held under a long

— Harper's Bazar.

class,

because

you

see,

they

In Town.

till father

town

could

nearly

leave

his

two
on

a

first,

whenever

Toddles

would

and

dubbed

the

good

Mrs.

Min-

ister

ever

never

would

after,

to
at

lady, to ¢ play, please, a little,”

‘no

to-be-forgotten
ride home. But
these
two weeks were just crowded with evepts,
that the little ‘people never forgot. They

were staying at a hotel,

which

was

not a

bit like the ** Fifth Avenue,” or the *‘ New
York,” or the ¢ Grand Hotel.”
But it was

a large wooden building, built in what
learned people call a rambling style. It
seemed
to the children that every hall
“opened into a room, and every room had a
door that opened again iito another hall.

The

landlady was black,

and

wore

a

gay turban, She said ¢ Yeth, Missy,’ and
rolled her eyes at Toddles, and laughed
and chuckled so at -her that she asked
Judy one day if there was anything the
matter with the old lady, and when Judy
said, quietly, ‘No, I guess it’s only her
way,” Toddles thought she had certainly
the queerest ¢ way’ of any one she ever
saw.

Teddy went out one day with a silver
half dollar in his pocket,

and

seeing

fine oranges, he thought

he would

some

buy a

few. So he drew out his portemonnaie,
and asked the old market woman to give
him ¢ fifty cents worth.’ His big black eyes
grew larger and larger, when he saw her
fill
a great

basket,

too

heavy

for

carry.

What a prize that was!

not get

them

home

himself;

him

He
and

to

could
he had

no more money with which to hire any
one, but he thought the oranges were too
good a bargain to be lost, so he turned to
a boy standing

will

help me

near,

and

said,

‘If

carry this basket to

hotel over there, my mother will pay

you

that

refused,

sit down

but

Mrs.

readily,

Minister

and

send

rails,

and

of

course, unless the engineer could be warned

How to Make a Kite.

in season, the express

tn
Prof. Peabody, of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College, tells the boys in the
Bright Sule how to make a kite that will’
fly.
_ Among
the various kinds, the ‘three
stick kite” is probably the surest for the
beginner. Get three light, thin, straight
sticks of cedar, pine, or similar wood;

train,

which

would

be along in half an hour, would be dashed
to utter ruin,
John’s heart seemed for a moment to stop
beating, while his head grew dizzy. Only
for a moment.
The safety of hundreds,
their salvation from a fearful death, depended upon him alone, for there was no time to

call upon others for assistance.
With wonderful rapidity he at once gathsmooth them, and let them be about half ‘red together a pile of brushwood, tossed: it
an inch wide by an eighth thick; perhaps on the track, and set fire to it, which was
a little more.
Make two ‘of them thirty an easy thing for him to do, as he had
inches long, and the third twenty inches. matches in his vest-pocket, and the light
Mark
a point ten inches from the end of material was as tinder, Then he watched
each of the long sticks, and’ in the middle it, so carefully, so steadily, gathering more
of the short ope; cross the three sticks at and more, and heaping them on, and keepthese points,
and tie them firmly with ing the flames high and bright.
twine. Cut notches lengthwise, across the
As he heard at last the shrill whistle of
ends of the sticks, and tie a strong twine the engine, his heart seemed to stop beat-

from end to end, making the outline of an

ing, and his head was so dizzy that he hard-

irregular six-sided figure, of which the
bottom may be sixteen inches long; the

ly realized that he was

sides about

which bound him as with a spell.

eighteen - and one-half;

shoulders eleven, and the top

eight

the

inches.

These numbers may vary; itis necessury
only that the oorresponding sides should
be exactly alike or the kite will not be well
balanced. This finishes the frame.
Now lay down a sheet of strong, light
paper, place the frame upon it, and cut
the paper about two inches larger than the
frame all around.
Fold the outside over
the strings, and paste down with good
boiled flour paste, cutting out the corners
where they over-lap.
y
The next thing is to hang the kite.

awake;

it seemed

some awful dream—a nightmare,

indeed,

By a wild effort he broke from the agony
which embraced him, and starting ahead

of

the fire, ran boldly along the track, waving
his hat and shouting at the top of his voice.
There was a careful engineer on the train ;

one who realized the precious value

of the

human beings confided to hig care; and so,
on the alert for accidents, he caught the
glimpse of John’s fire as soon as he turned
the distant curve, and the short,
sharp

corner five

whistle nerved every brakeman to do his
duty with electric rapidity. The train came
to a dead stop a few rods from the scene of
the miscreant’s
work; the passengers

inches along the sticks; make a small
hole on each side of the stick through the
paper, and tie in the ends of a string, which

rushed
to
ascertain
the
gause
of
the sudden detention, and you may guess,
little ones, how their faces whitened when

shall

they saw from what a terrible accident they
had been saved. You may guess, too,
their gratitude to God, and also to the young
lad who, under him, had been their saviour

Measure.

from

each

measure,

lower

when

tied, about

fourteen

inches from stick to stick. This is the
lower loop. In like manner tie an upper
loop

about

eight

inches

long,

to” points

about three inches from the upper end of
the same stick. Remember to have the

from-such a sudden and fearful death.

loops on the

ister, who

side on

face

which

of the kite, that

the

sticks

are

is,

the

not’ seen.

Join the middles of the two loops

by a

string about, twenty inches long; this is
the. belly-band.
Hang the kite by the
belly-band over your finger, and hold it
so that when one end of the kite touches
the floor, the other may be about a foot
above it, there is the place to tie the line,
making it so fast that it will not slip.
When the kite floats

in

the

air,

it

should

““ Let us pray,” said a white-headed minwas one

of

the

crowd,

and

in-

on

the

stantly men, women, children knelt

rough grass of that wild forest, and joined
with him in Hanks to the All-Father and to
the humble instrument of the blessed deed.
“ What would you like best of all, my
boy? ” said he afterward, as with the hundreds of others he went up to John, and

took the boy’s hands and thanked
senally ~~
“To gd to school, sir,” was

him

the

per-

prompt

lie at an angle of about forty-five degrees;
if it stands too straight,”the string is fast-

reply.

ened too

and instantly he went about with uncovered

low on the belly-band ; if too flat,

the string is not low enough,
The kite must have a tail to balance it.
If the tail is too heavy, the kite will not
raise it: if too light, as is usually the case,

the kite will not **stand” steadily,
but will
dive from * side to side. Whenever “does

*¢ And go you shall,” said the-aged man;
.

.

out

it should

be

taken

in,

and

more

weight added to the'tail. Cut pieces of writing paper, four inche wide and six or
eight long; fold back and forth, fan like,

saying only, *‘ The boy would like best
all to go to school.”
And how many, many crisp bank-notes
and bright eagles found their way into the
preacher’s hat! Enough to educate him,
too, for that was
héart.

the

darling

wish

of his

ism.

and fasten to the middle
smooth, close, well spun
best—ahd costs most—not
weight will make it ‘‘sag,”
the kite will fly away with

of it. Choosea
string, linen is
too large, or its
or too small, or
it, Finally. don't

only, perhaps,in a lifetime ; but opportunities
to do good come every day, and in many of

try to fly a kite when

the wind don’t

on

day they all went

their

return

to

the

shopping,

hotel,

and

father

said

that the children might each seleet some
one thing that they had seen in the store,
and that -he would buy it for them the
next day.
4
.
Teddy,
boy-like, was undecided
between a large fowling-piece and a fishingrod, jointed and reeled, that

shut

up

in

a

case. /He consulted Judy, privately, and
she gave as her experience ‘that the fishing-rod was more fun than the heavy
gun,” adding with an air of diplomatic
indifference,

¢ Just

as

you

like,

though,

Teddy ; but
a rod's less bother, it doesn’t
have to be loaded, you see; and so unsuspecting Teddy fell into the snare, and the

blow.
i
Now, just as each-of your good mothers
thinks she has a recipe for making cookies,
which she thinks is a little better than any
other, fo every boy who has experience in
kite-making, thinks his way is rather the
best, and quite likely he may find fault
with some of our proportions. Ifso, he
has perfect liberty to change them to his
liking. The inpertant items are: the kite
must be truly made so that one side may
just balance the other ; it must hang at the
proper angle to the wind; and the tail
must be rightly proportioned in weight to
the size of the kite.
\
If the

kite

think which

don’t

behave

of these

chrefully attended

well

items

to,

at first,

have not been

and

correct.

Don’t

give up at the first trial.

A Boy’s

Heroism.

rod was soon his.
Toddles, it seems, had thought of the
rod too, but she said, when she: and Judy
talked the matter over,
There isn't any
use in having two rods in one family. I
can have Teddy’s, if I want it. I don’t
know whether I'll have a plain gold ring,

like Exfima Rogers!s in New
splendid

big tip-cart.

rings, anyhow?

You

York,

What's
can

only

or that

the fun

of

wear’em;

and somehow anything ‘like that always
lose themselves, I'll have the tip-cart;’
and

she

did have

it,

and

the

ring

too;

and what is more, that ring didn’t lose itself, for she wore it for many, many
years after the tip-cart was all scattered and
broken—who knows where ?
The next day they

were

to leave

town,

and start on that ride up home to the plantation.

When
the

Le

father and
children

mother went

again

before

in

to

going

to

sleep, they
saw something bulky
the sheet, and on raising it, they

under
found

that Teddy had the new rod, case and
all, pressed tightly to his side, while the
little plump hand that

held

her new tip-cart,

the

had

the

handle

glitter

of

of

Ted-

‘They

must have

got up

“Oh dear,” sighed John Allen, as he clos-

ed the Sabbath-school library book, ¢ how 1
wish I had a chance ‘to do something
heroic! T am sick and tired of this humdrum life out here in the woods. Nothing
to do but te drive the cows away in the
morning
and - drive them
back. at
night—chop down trees and: cut them
up

for

fire-wood—plow,

harrow,

sow,

hoe, and so on to the end. If something
only would happen once in a while!”
“ When you have lived to be as old as [
am,” said his grandfather,

a

white-headed

man on the verge of the grave, ‘you will
learn that there is heroism in every-day life
that is quite as sublime as those rare acts
which are heralded from one end of the
country to the other.”
:
“Yes, I shppose you are right, grandpa—
of course

you

are;

but

I would

like

to

do one of those rare acts myself, It would
seem to make a ‘great man of me, and I
kuow it would make me very happy, too.”
He took down his old straw hat as he
spoke, and started off to the woods to hunt
up the cows.
He found ull but

which
which
bring
ishing

one,

a

favorite

heifer,

belonged entireiy to himself, and
he was calculating would some day
him a nice gum of mon.y toward finhis education. So, after driving the

DICTIONARY

OF THE

\

BIBLE, comprising

its

Aliriquities, Biography, Geography, and Natural. History, with numerous on
and

LL. D.

Smith,

William

by

Edited

maps.

Boston: D.Lothrop & Co. 1872. octavo. pp. 778.
To bring within reach of the masses of the
people, who can neither explore as travelers nor
search as scholars, the specific knowledge which
shall make the Scriptures speak to the readerin
our own land and time as it spoke to those who
dwelt in the sacred lands daring the centuries
which witnessed the events it describes, and
who made up a part of the life With which it

deals,—this is the great want of religious minds
and the great aim of a Dictionary of the Bible.
Among

the many eminent

men who have

en-

tered this fieldsof effort, ind sought to render the
learning of many lands and ages available to the

biblical student, Dr. William Smith, of Loddon,
is everywhere

acknowledged

as

chief.

He

is

conceded, on all hands, to be the most learned
and critical lexicographer

scholars who are

in the

whole cirele of

born to the inheritance of En-

glish speech.
In the preparation of his great
work, the Dictionary of the Bible,he availed
himself not only of his own large and varied at-

tainments, but drew upon the learning of nearly

one

hundred

eminent

nearly every political
result

large

is seen

ina

scholars; representing

division of Europe.
massive

octavo

The

work, filling

three

white ; the reverse of the scene was too ter-

rible to think of.
¢¢ 1t was not luck, my son,” said

old

Mr.

Allen, solemnly ; *‘ not luck, but your opportunity ; one given by God to test your heroSuch do not often come, my boy ; once

them there is a heroism which, in the

of God, is as sublime as that

of yours

nae

By FE, < Burpund, author of
Is,”

ete.

B

Brothers, 1872. 16mo. PP. 200, Don; : Rohe 44ig
Burnand’s humor and pleasantrieshis
, keen

hits

and

wholesome

Jollity, can

out interé§t and effect,

never

be withe

They season the more ,

serious work and experiences of the world so
ns

to make them

freslity palatable, they ought to

help digestion, render sleep more refresifing, and

add to.the quantity and improve the Mhality of
lite, His first volume seemed to us finer than

anything which has followed it, perhaps in part
because it opened anew vein, But its succes-

sors have all been taking and pleasant, and this
last book holds all the qualities that made them
effective,
Itis a humor that constantly comes

upon one by surprises and around unexpected
corners, aud he is not to be envied who meets it
with a scowl

makes another

and an

Series,” which
popularity,

elongated face,

The

reached

degree

look

addition to the * Handy Volume
has

a

good

of

ISTER ELEANOR’S BROOD. By Mrs.8.B. Phelps.
Boston: D, Lothrop & Co. Dover, N. H.:
T. Day & Co. 1872, 16mo, pp. 334, A, G.

Another of the exc®llent and attractive juve-

niles which these publishers are constantly sending forth to instruct, stimulate and cheer.
It is

a picture from real life which is here skillfully
painted, and one can bardly help having the eyes
grow moist, and the heart swell with apprecin.
tion of womanly and Christian heroism, and being stimulated to patient and earnest work, as
the narrative is followed. Eleanor is a minis.

velumes, and which, in point of ter’s wife,.and
her brood is a large family of chilthoroughness and value, stands in the world
dren, made up as such families usually are, of
without a peer, and almost without a rival.
It varied elements, and imposing constant care and
is a monument of learning, of labor, of painstakcompelling a resort to various . expedients to
ing, of critical ability, and of practical skill, and
make the ends of the year meet, and especially
such it must remain for many years to come.
to manage such a household with a masterful paBut this original work is too large, too full,
tience, wisdom and faith.
Tt is a noble wos
too critical, and too expensive to meet the wants
that is portrayed, and she does her work ina
of the great mass of the people.
Much contained
way that brings success, and makes the lesson of
in itis of special interest only to scholars, for
| her life one of blessing, power and victory,
critical scholarship can alone appreciate many of
its subtile and exhaustive discussions.
An atTHE CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY comes promptly,
tempt to master or follow them would often
plague the average reader far more than it would aud brings something really significant in its arprofit him. - He would soon tire of what taxed | ticles. The papers are rather too lengthyto ad| mit of desirable variety, and the popular element,
without teaching.
This fact was at once recognized, and not a few hands were soon busy in | =—understanding the word ** popular” in its best
“the efidrt to prepare such an abridgment of the | sense, ~is rather conspicuous by its absence. But
original work as would meet the wants of the | every one of its five principal papers is worthy
average student of the Bible, Dr. Smith was | of a careful reading.—American Civilization is
one of the first to perceive the wait, and-he gave { dealt with in a manner rathér=unsatisfactory.
The title promises considerably more than is
himself to the task of preparing an abridgment,
in a single volume, of moderate proportions and | found, and the discussion is partial, it does not
price. This he did, putting
into the effort the | strike down a great way, and the dogmatism is
same careful and conscientious labor which dis- | not hidden.—The second article gives us some
tinguished bis original undertaking,
His smaller | very fair, and now and then some forcible, critiwork was at once hailed in England with mark- | cism of Dale's Judaic Baptism, though the tusk
ed satisfaction find approval, and large importa- undertaken is not very thoroughly wrought out.
tions were found necessary to meet the calls for | —The Philosophy of * Getting Religion” discussit in America.
It has been popular in the high- | es the extreme developments which cluster about
est sense of that word in every branch of the | the ** anxious seat,” and the more marked expeChristian Church among us, unless the Roman
riences that distinguish the Methodist revival
Catholic must be made an eXception; and the | meetings, from the standpoint of the Disciples,
favor it has found was never before so great as | Most of the strictures are just, the descriptions
it is to-day.
| are not exaggerated, and though the philosophy
may not be wholly adequate to account for the
This edition, bearing the imprint of an enterprising American publishing Louse, is one whose ! phenomena, and too much distrust is thrown
merits are many and obvious.
Itis a reprint, | over striking eases of eonversion, yet the article
| Without a single omission, of the abridgment
is not uncalled for nor untimely.—The paper on
prepared by Dr. Smith’ own hand. It treats the Vatican. Council and the Old Catholics is
every subject which is dealt with in the larger
very instructive, and its exhibition of the apparwork, and treats it with a concise fullness that | ent cowardice of the members who so edrnestly
leaves almost uothing to be desired by the aver- | opposed the dogma of infallibility while it was
aze reader.
It contuins a considerable number | under discussion, and then aequiesced in or opof important additions to the work as prepared | enly indorsed it after it was affirmed, is set forth
| by Dr. Smith, and these additions do not a little | calmly but faithfully.
The writer hopes less
|
pt
:
its value, as some of them

been collected

:

bring to | from the direct

since Dr..

Smith’s

labors on

| ger than

"

x
efforts of Hyacinthe and Dollin-

many others, and

less than we find it
Education for
‘practical and thought-

the | gratefulto. anticipate.—Collegiate

work ended.
1t bas been carefully revised while
passing through the press,so as to make it as
nearly free as possible from errors,more or less of
| which had crept into the abridgment as it came
| from Dr. Smith’s hauds. Its typography is es-

pecially legible.

inches long to the lower corners of the kite,

did
and

A

VY

of | the reader’s aid items of information that have

an
accompaniment.
Whatever
she
for their amusement, she did promptly

the

——

Zitevary Review.

head among the crowd, holding his hat and | to increase

which you may tie to the end of the tail.
If the strips are of colored tissue paper, all
the gayer.
Tie a string” about twenty

Teddy took dren, she said,

and

several

and quivered and sobbed till the whole
house was filled with the great melodies,
that set the children’s hearts throbbing

through

wherehe got all the money.’
dles’s new ring.
!
* "Though they ate just as many oranges as
When
Judy
came
in
and
saw the child that night, most of the fruit
morning,

wretch had removed

bunch of them by the middle, fold the. ends
together and tie again, making:a tassel,

you.’ kiss

Toddles was waiting for him on the piazza, and when she saw him coming, she
called out, ‘ Teddy's bought a cart load
of oranges. He. and a boy is bringing
them in a basket. Oh my! I wonder

fear.—
:

air,

One

never-

for

““ Wasn't it lucky !” said he the next day
to his grandfather as he rehearsed for the
and tie three inches apart on a string, until, fourteenth time what he meant to do hereyou have made three or four yards. Then after; ¢ wasn't it lucky that ‘little Brin’
cut a quantity of strips half an inch wide, strayed away? else I shouldn’t have gone
and twelve or fourteen inches long; tie the back—else—" he shut his eyes and turned

weeks,

plantation

longer, and then they started

bed

cool parlor, and

kindly, and in that ‘cheerful giver’ sort
of
spirit, that made her blessed in the
There was a great deal of interest in
:
that curious old South American town, sight of the children.
It’s a cheering thing to know, that when
The little people and Judy went sightseeing all the morning till it grew too the Lord said he loved a cheerful giver,
hot to be out of doors, and then they he didn’t mean money only, but he gave
came back to the hotel to talk over the ¢ loveth’ such a blessedly wide margin, that
curious
scenes they hdd witnessed, and it takes in the ‘ all things’ that we can do
in his name.
to lay plans for the afternoon.
They staid in

to

3h
barnyard, he went
missing animal,
the railway track he
turned pale, Some

that,

note after note that went

Family Circle.

and we brought them
Selected.

* Is the
might”

rest of the cows in the
back to search for the
As he was crossing
stopped suddenly and

both occupied such important niches in
the house. The organ stood in the great
ask ¢ Mrs. Minister’ (as she, unable
master the hard foreign name) had

+

Kneeling down gently beside the white bed,
Lowly and meekly she bows down her head,
Praying as only a mother can pray,
“ God guide and keep them from going astray.”

The

Toddles

| She thought that, as they smelled so nice
and fresh, she would astonish Judy by
| perfuming her hair with them. According-

Is half so sweet,” eried the-mother,

Saturday

evening

{the tables in. the dining-room dishes of
| lemons. S6me were cut into little pieces,

Up in the rocking trees.
“ No bud in all the garden,
No birdling in the nest,

¢

That

and said
said ‘it

-

oct.

i"

a
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Its"Jdustrations are numerous

and of great value, consisting of excellent maps,
twenty-four large full puge engravings on wood
and steel, many of them executed with rare skill,
and more than one hundred smaller wood cuts,
which serve to throw great light upon the statements in the text.
It is bound up'in a neat and
substantial style, is of convenient size, and sold
at a price which forbids complaint, and puts it
within the reach of those whose means are so
limited as to compel them to the practice of a rigid economy.
It is a rare treasury of knowledge,
and it is offered to the very poor to whom the
Great, Master preached the gospel, and whose
enjoyment of the privilege of hearing it was adduced as a proof that it wasa message from
heaven,

sight

last

| the People contains many

| ful suggestions, but the author's method is not
| sure to find embodiment in the American college
| just yet.

The following extracts will very fairly

| exhibit the writer's idea of making the advantag| es of the college accessible to a great number of
| young men who should be ready to mix remunerative labor with the brain-work of the student :
** Suppose, for example, that our college year
|

| should

commence

on

the

20th of October,

and

| continue in a solid term—interrupted only by a
| vacation during the holiday week—until the 1st
| abMiy. This would give us twenty-six and two| thirds. aveeks, or just two-thirds of the forty
|| weeks’ time of the common college year; and this
two-thirds will become three-fourths, if we allow
| only a half holiday besides Sunday per week, in-’
stead of the whole holiday whigh is usually tak| en. "And without the holiday vacation, the term
| might commence on the 25th of October, or even
| a8 late as the first of November, add still include
| time to accomplish from
two-thirds to threefourths of the work of the common college year:
since, by the usual method, a week is practically
lost in assigning and commencing the studies at

STUDIES OF (CHARACTER FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT.
‘By Thomas Guthrie, D. D.
New
evening ; or is it harder, my sgm, to do a
York : Robert Carter& Brothers. 1872. 12m. | the beginning of the three different terms, aud
pp. 436. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
[in conducting examinations af their close. But
little act of kindness to a sinfuléddoy or man
than to save the lives of hundreds
?"— Guid- TALES OF THE WARRIOR JUDGES: A Sunday | whatever arrangement of the calendar might, in
Book for Boys.
By J. B. Macduff, D. D. | | this respect, be thought desirable, there is no
ing Star.
:
Mr
Same Publishers, &c. 1873. 18mo. pp. 218,
| doubt that at least two-thirds of the study of the
TouToU AND PussY. By Joanna H. Mathews, tommon college year may be conveniently accomauthor of * The Bessie
‘plished, leaving unoccupied the months of May,
Books,” ete.
8
Publishers. 1872. 16mo. Pp. 243,
:
ame
June, July, August, September, and nearly if
Qe.
KITTY’S ROBINS. Same Author and Publishers. not quite, the whole of October—the months durLittle Johnny Rawson had just run over
1872. 16mo. pp. 230,
ing which crops in our northern latitudes are
the hill after a butterfly—such a large, yelThey are real books, as are nearly all those is- sown or plated, cultivated and harvested, and
low one, with brown on its wings—and no- suing from this House, whose titles are thus two-thirds of all the work of "the farm and dairy
:
performed.
body noticed that Johnny had gone. His given,
Dr. Guthrie has put his marked and eminent
Such an arrangement on the part of a sufficient
father and mother were startirg for a drive,
qualities as a religious writer in this new volnumber of our colleges, if it would not at once
and Rover, the gréat, black, shaggy dog,
ume, and he has chosen a fitting field for his pen.
accomplish the desired object.of muking collegistood ready to run behind the carriage, as
Sixteen of the prominent personages who figure
ate education accessible to all our worthy and inhe always did.
in the Old Testament narrative are here brought
telligent young men, would at least be a most
before us, a fine analysis of each character is important step in the right direction.
Johnny ran after the butterfly till he was
Young
given, the several incidents that illustrate the
men entirely dependent upon their own exertired of running, and the pretty creature
view taken are brought forward in every case
tions, if capable and energetic, might easily earn
was tired of being chased; then it flew high until
a distinct and impressive portrait is set be- enough during the period of labor to support
‘up in the air, and the little boy gave up all fore us, The principle
s exemplified and the les- themselves at college during the‘period of study ;
‘hope of catching if.
sons taught are most effectively drawn out and
and half the intelligent farmers’
s
of any
As he turned to go home, he spied a applied, and every page offers something fresh northern state might /be in college during the
beautiful pond-lily growing in the brook, so and stimulating. The glowing, fervid, pictur- months least available/for farm labor, without senear the bank that he thought he could get esque, eloquent and kindling style of the author rious detriment to the interests of business at
is something which every one of his volumes exhome, And the plan proposed would be availait with a stick. So he found a crooked
hibits and which every one of his readers is forcble for any course of study, whether academic,
stick, and reached out with it to catch the
ed to recognize and confess, and it appears her:
scientific, literary, or professional,
pond-lily. He was such a little boy, and he In some of its best aspects and connections, The | It is true that it would take fiveor six years by
volume, regarded as a literary production, has
had such a little stick; that he could not
this method to accomplish the four years’ study
reach far enough to throw his weight over much to commend it to any reader of taste and of the usual, course; but with, two-thirds of the
the edge of the bank, and down he went in- appreciation; but to reverent students of the business year regularly at his disposal, the stuBible, and especially to clergymen who desire to
dent would scarcely consider the time devoted to
to the water.
make the highest use of every part of the ‘sacred
80 noble a purpose as in any sense a sacrifice op
In the meantime his fathér and mother oracles-in their work of preaching, it will
loss, But, if it were thought desirable, a four
prove
had driven off, and Rover ran behind, ashe
especially valuable.
years’ course upon the same plan might be so arIn the Tales of. the Warrior Judges, Dr. Mac- ranged as to include all the essential eleme nts of
always did. After they had gone a little
duff has sought, and with a very good degree of # high general culture,
In the regular curricuway, Rover left the carriage and ran back,
to make certain of the historical portions
lum of our best colleges, one-third of four years’
no one knew why. He ran down the hill success,
of the Old Testament history, plain, life-like, sig- ‘time, including the last year and a half of preparu-to the brook, and jumped in, just as John- nificant and attractive to boys, who love
martial
tion, is devoted to the study of the Greek lanny screamed for help to the people half a exploits,and who can be stirred into ready sym- guage. This language is of little practical value
mile off, who couldn’t possibly hear him.
pathy with what is truly heroic and noble.
The
to ordinary students, and passes rapidly from the
Rover was a strong dog, and he took hold style has not all the simplicity, pith and nat- memory of graduates ufter legving college, in a
of the little boy's clothes and pulled him up uralvess that could bé desired; it now and then great majority of instances. In organizing a
on to dry land, before he had been hurt at falls unconsciously into the pulpit groove; but course of study, therefore, for the purposes of
on the whole the work is well done, and the
general education, the Greek might very propall. He cried a little because he was frightbook ought to win the attention and awaken the
erly be omitted, and the four years’ course we
ened, then he went back to the house for interest of young readers in the Scripture narra- propose would be equal, in sll ‘other respects, to
dry clothing, and" was not a bit the worse
tives, and be a substitute for more or less of the
the usual four years! course. The boy who
for the wetting.
should commence his preparatory studies at the
weak and doubtful fiction that so superabounds.
The two juveniles, by the author of the Bessie age of fourteen or fifteen years, besides laboring
Who sent Rover back just in time to pull
Books, begin a new series to be known as the
during the whele of each working season upon
Johnny Rawson out of the water?”
:

‘Who Sent Him?

“Kitty and

Who takes care of all of us every day?
A

The blossom can not tell what

becomes

of its odor, and no man can tell what becomes of his

influence

and

example,

Lulu Books.”

quite yoling readers, and are

that

roll away from him and go beyond hig ‘ken
on their perilous mission.

They

are

meant for

his father’s farm, might graduate at twenty-one,

brimful of zest, vi-

with an education which would make life differ-

vacity, entertainment and real child-nature.
They are hardly inferior in any respect to those
peculiarly

‘taking volumes

+ Prudy and Dotty

they possess

which

Dimple so widely

some high

have

made

known, and

merits which

these vol-

umes lack: The wee ones will welcome them
with shouts and clapping of the hands.

!

ent to him ever after, whatever his occupation.or

profession, and hi

4'different and a nobler

being.”

‘

This Quarterly is a credit to its managers and
to the religious denomination it represents, us

well 0s a real addition to our higher literature.—
Cincinnati: W, T, Moore,

a
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N OCTOBER
The

New

York

W oman.

What kind of a-being is the typical New

The

Streets

York woman ?

of Venice.

—

water evidently regard

—

Venice is a compact city, about seven
miles in circuit, and perfectly accessible

in all its

parts.

buildings

principal

Its

Our neighbors

are of marble or of light-colored stone, and
the remainder are of brick covered with
mastic.
Italy is so rich in marbles and
other building stones that.these materials
were the cheapest which could ‘be used.
No wooden\houses are seen in Venice.
The prevailing-color of all it8 houses is
white, thus giving to the city a cheerful
appearance, In addition to the Grand
Canal, there are a hundred and forty-seven
“other canals intersecting all parts of the
city as well as esch other, and affording

across

the

her as something

very different from the typical Englishwoman ; and they form their judgments not so
much by what they know of thé New York

Woman at home,us by what they see of her

abroad. They find her extravagant in her
tastes, something more than med
in
her bearing, ‘‘loud” in her dress, and superficial in her education and accomplishments
—if she has any, Now we do not admit
that a woman who can be thus characterized ig the type of... New

York

womanhood.

streets

and

Sfoares.

Their narrow streets afford the desired protection, and enable them to keep in a.tem_
perature substanially uniform.
The picture thus given of the streets of
the streets interpreventing a too

kind in its motives, it is cruel in its results.
The whole system of boardinz-house and
hotel life is vicious.
To live in public, to

which

great compactness of habitations. There
are two hundred and ninety-four of these
squares scattered throughout the city, affording pleasant sites for residences and
churches.” The streets cross the branch
canals by means of three hundred and
eighty-seven bridges, mostly of stone, consisting of a single

arch,

with

Every

a roadway

rood of land

in Venice can be reached on foot,

provided

the person knows the way—a matter of no
slight difficulty with
a stranger. The
.streets are a labyrinth for a time, with so
many crooks and turns, and with so few
opportunities to-consult landmarks,

that

it

be on dress parade every day, to be always
part and parcel of a gossiping multitude,
to live. aimlessly year after year, with
thoughts concentrated upon one’s person
and one’s selfish delights, to be perpetually
without a routine of healthy duty, is to take
the broadest-and briefest road to the degradation of all that is admirable and lovable
in womanhood.
It is to make, by the most
natural process, that.gay, gaudy, loud,
frivolous, pretentious, vain, intriguing, unsatisfied, and unhappy creature which - the
Englishman knows as ‘“The New York Wo-

man."—Dr. J. G. Holland.

is not uncommon to go round "and round a
particular place without finding it, until a
street boy is picked up as a guide. The
very

smallest

of

these

urchins,

however,

will go, not straight to the spot, for that is
impossible, but on the angles of incidence
and reflection, which, when

repeated

often

enough, will finally light upon the place.
"The streets of Venice are silent as compared with those of other cities. There is
neither
a horse nor carriage, nor even a
.hand-cart to be seen in any thoroughfare.
It is a quiet,

noiseless

city, free

from

the

dust and din and rattle which are so incessant in large cities, Aud yet its streets

are thronged

They are absorbed in work from ear-

ly until late, and leave their idle wives,
cooped up in rooms that cost them no care,

16 is modified

Veaice is rather uninviting.

graded into low steps.

idle.

to get rid of the lingering time as they can.
Is it kind to do this, or is it cruel? If it is

very much by the numerous squgres
relieve the closeness of
secting them, as well as

women ; but American men are not apt to be

throughout

the

day,

and

present the same picture of amimated life
as-those of other cities. Packages and

small burdens are cariied by hand,

or in

y

Body-Snatching in Corea.
The most extraordinary and original
expedition of modern times was conceived
and executed recently by a fugitive French
priest. It reminds on\of
the wild schemes
and exploits of the olé
aneers.
It is known to most o
readers that
two of the deepest and strongest sentiments of the Oriental mind are the reverence for the persons of sovereigns and for
the remains of the dead. It is the common
belief that the spirits of departed kindred
hover continually around the family, and
each household and clan observes
its
numerous, affectionate and indispensable
rites

of duty

toward

them, and

of corre-

'ing the governmentto

make a treaty with

in a marble

basin,

is so

limpid

and

pure

the

well-known

Signor

Alessandro

tellani, but which reliéson the

of ,many artists,

travels is too

“i

-

;

3365

the Danube will some day
good fortune on its bosom.

be borne

to

The basinof the river contains, it is estimated, some
two hundred
and. seventy
thousand square miles, while in direct - distance from source tb moyth is about one
thousand miles, and its complete length,

including
five

all its windings,

hundred

miles.

The

fully twenty-

Danube

flows,

in its innumerable sinuosities,to every point
of the compass, though ifs general course
is from west to east. It goes northeast
to Ratisbon, in Bavaria; then
southeast
to Waitzen, in Hungary; makes a sudden
bend there nearly due south to its conjunction with the Drave, in Sclavonia, whence
it runs southeastto Belgrade, in Servia;
continues its general eastern course to its
confluence with the Bereska, and extends

SALLY

learned men of Europe

and

other

America,

all

of whom have been strongly urging the
speedy commencement of an undertaking
which has already been too long delayed.
It is not as a commercial or a financial
work is

to be

execu-

than the immense gain sure to acerue from
it to art and history—to archaeological
knowledge in all its branches. The Society

LAURA, wife of Jesse

Government

would,

Deacon

died

years.

or

an en-

terprise which will certainly experience nolack of support in the sequel.
.

Daylight

Fireworks.

—

ANNIE R., daughter of the late Cyrus and
Jane C. Sanborn, died in Manchester, Sept. 10,
of consumption, aged 17 years and 9 months.

The Japanese have fireworks made expressly to be let off by daylight. A recent
festival in Japan,at which a display of these
scribed in the
second day was
of the ingenious
manufacture of

Yokohama Herald:
The
occupied with exhibition
daylight fireworks, of
which the Japanese appear

to be

masters.

the

sole

As

usual,

bombs

ing high in the air,
various colored jets

discharged sometimes
of smoke, and some-

paper,

which

unfolded

arachutes of great bulk
esign.

and

themselves

and

into

Academies,

fish, which

atmosphere

to

sméké

figures,

amusing.

could

suggest.

however,

One of the most

tempted was a cuttle-fish,

were

the

frequently

with

J. 8. BROWN,

A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.

Miss MARY

|.

atof

hegi

but while it lasted it was pe rfect,

Latin and Greek,
.
French (extra), .
.
Instruction on Piano or Organ,

Obituaries.

uaries published in the Morning

wishing obitdo

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to fen cents a line,to insure an insertion,
Brevity is specially important.

MosES MERRILL, ESQ.,

of his

-

.

-

-

«*

-

.

-

7.00
750

+

8.00
3.00
10.00

.
.

-

-

«

.

.

-

£5.00

+

-

-

-

2.00

.

-

6.00
1.50

-

Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
1.50
A@r-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; mn clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
its ar-of the

at Great Falls,

admired hill scenery of Vermont.

The Lyn~

is

but

temptations which tend to divert the attention
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars,

address

Lyndon Center, or I. W.

LAPHAM
oy

the

SANBORN,

Lyndonville.
yndon Center, Vt., 1872.

a

and

Principal

at

Secretary,

at

:
31

the

southeastern extremity of Wallachia, it

Fans TERM will commence on Monday,
2.

North

Aug.,

.

G. H. RICKER,
Seituate, R. I., July 12, 1872.

MAINE

CENTRAL

-

Explorations of the Tiber.
—

One of the first results

of the new Tife

JANE, wife of Joseph

of heart disease,in Hollis,

50 years and 10 months.

Dyer,

by the

days before

Me.,

J. CHICK.

died

ME.

Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872.

June

24,

aged

convert

ed “about 32 years ago, was baptized by Rev. O.
M. Kenny, and united with
Hollis church, and
was one of our most reliable members, always
interested in the prosperity of the church and
in caring for the ministers of Christ, who always
received a cordial welcome to her home.
Her
work is done and her end was peace. Husband
children, the church and the community will

arising in Rome as a consequence of the
downfall of the Temporal Power; willbe long feel their-loss, which to her is gain.
‘
P. SMITH.
the realization of a scheme which has long
been in contemplation,
the Papal Government

but which under
might,
perhaps,

committingto the Tiber the spoils whi

Bro. C.:P. SHELDON died

in Altona,

N. Y.,

year ago he became

a member

F.

and
his family an
A discourse on the

occasion of the funeral was preached by Rev. E.

B. Fuller.

8. W. COWELL.

Mgrs. ELECTA CRAIN died in Dayton, Cattaraugus Co., N, Y., Sept. 20, aged 76 years and

4 months,
face.

Mother Crain died with cancer in the

For the past eighteen

great sufferer,

months

she was

She was a consistent member

|,

account of sickness.

Wood

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.00
Room, rent, per term, from
$2.00
to 4.00
* Board, per week, in private families,
3.00

“

wa

clubs,

commence

varies

at

the

from $1.60

to

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
-,
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
;

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE,

AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO,, WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to
peculiar advantages.
For
send for a Circular to

students important and
particular information,

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

GREEN

MOUNTAIN
WATERBURY

a

of

the Freewill Baptist church, and she died in the
full triumph of living faith in her Redeemer.
There was a large and attentive audience of
neighbors and members of the church at her old

SEMINARY.

CENTER,

Penmanship,

VT.

Department.

E.C. Janith, Mee, E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie
Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield. '
Calendar:

FALL TERM, 18 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.

WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens
. 8; 1872.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1878.

Board may be obtained in private families at $8.50
pe week, or rooms may be ob
ed for sglf-boardng at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes.
Special

attention
given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in
Musio.
;
For further particulars, address the Principal.

SEMINARY.

The FALL TERM of this institution will open A
26. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, in
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
has

just been enlarged.

with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments a
experienced teachers.
The School is one of the

-| largest and best in the State.

'erms moderate.

$10.00
1.00
1.50
1.00

fifteen lessons

1

Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term

at the regular rates.
:
A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Ozlalogue ape. to
terre: WM.
REED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1872.

HILLSDALE

.

COLLEGE.

F ACULTY $

REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
¢“ RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
“
SPENCER J. FOWLER, A.M. Prof. Mathe.
matics and Nat. Philosophy.
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.M., Prof. Ancient Lan\

HIRAM

ages.

Go LLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat, Science,

F. WAYLAND DUNN,
Belles Lettres.

A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric
.

and

A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Departm’nt
and

.

A

March 20—Spring Term begins.
June 20—Commencement.
September 4—Fall Term begins.
r December = Winter Term | egin,
or College Catalogue a
0
.
Lp. REY OLDS{
Sec, ¢ Treas.

SEMINARY.

WILLIAM

H. COTTON,

A. B., Prinéipal.

The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, -Common

English,

commence

-

-

-

-

«

$400
«500

Higher English,
where
en
5 50)
Classical,
=
+
is
21600
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.

=

—

i,

For further particulars address the Principal, or

THOMAS TUTTLEsM. D., President.
Northwood.
N. H., Aug, 12, 1812.
~
oon

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
FALL TERM begins Monday, Aug. 19, 1872.
LG JORDAN, A. B,, Principal, with three Assistants.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in

schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in - Latin and Greek.
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and

Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c.
The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advan-

NEW

A.M. JONES,

HAMPTON

Sec.

INSTITUTION.

A. M., Principal,

with

eight

Four terms of

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
|
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term loses January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.

Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
Bummer Term begins April 28, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
E.C, PEWTS, Sec. Trustees.
New-Hampton,

TES
_*The

N, H., July 22, 1872.

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

next Term of this school will commence Aug.

22, 1872. The Faculty for the next year
as follows :

Rev. O.

is organized

B. CHENEY, D. D., President.

Rev. J. Fullonton,

r

D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

.
History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Rutler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,

Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor
Moral Philosophy.

of Mental

and

Rev.J, A. Howe, A. M., Proteseor of Systematic
Theology.
Thomas S. Rich, Professor of Hebrew.

Two Courses ot study are
prescribed; one embracing and the other omitting the ancient lan-

8 Liberal
er

aid is rendered to those needing it.

Lewiston,

Me., July 16, 1872.

EVANSVILLE
This institution 18 under

J.

J. BUTLER,

Sec.

SEMINARY,
the

control

of the

Wis-

oonsin Yearly Meeting, and: has been in successful
operacion for three years, The coming year promises more
enlarged usefulness.
The village of
Evansville is fluely located, and few
places in the
‘West surpass
fluences.

it

point of moral and
:

-

religious in-

De-

CALENDAR:

I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial

and for business.
The Musie Department

2.00

Expenses are reasonable.
.
Prof. JACOBS will have charge of the Music
partment.
.

Faculty:

WHITESTOWN

.

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
i
_
adtes,

De-

Carving.

Half terms

e price of board, in clubs,

WEST

close Nov.

EXPENSES.

C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.

Baptist church in Ellenburgh, when first organized. This
le church
has lost a tower of
strength, thé
community a highly esteemed

business man and citizen,
affable and reliable friend.

and

beginning and middle of the term.

his re-

of the

Associate in Normal

r
Teacher of Drawing, Paint-

MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship and BookKeeping.
whey
No deduction for less than half a term, except on

81

ligion being directed and controlled by a thought~
ful judgment
and sound,
manly
principle.

One

A. FORBES,

partment.
Mise ADDIE SAWYER,

Pittsfield, Maine.

Sept. 9, aged 88 years. The subject of our notice
was
a native of Vermont, where he spent his
life until 12 years ago, when he removed to
Altona.
Near the outbreak of the Rebellion he
entered his country’s service, remaining about
13 months, during which time
he lost his health
and speech ; neither of which he recovered, until
near four weeks before his death, when his
speech returned to the great surprise of all.
Nevertheless, with these vital losses, he found
Christ to the everlasting joy of his heart. For

ten years he lived a consistent Christian

Miss CLARA

COLLEGE.

associates,
Six regular courses for both’ sexes.
ten weeks each.

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, AcademJo) dug Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 10
weeks.

ing, Wax-work

suddenly

Sister D. was

RIDGEVILLE

a ; Jhie : Fay. Tru will begin Aug: :20 and

A.B. MESERVEY,

PRIN.

INSTITUTE,

PITTSFIELD,

$500 to Great Falls F. Baptist society. His remains were brought to Ossipee for interment.

.

For particular information address the Principal,—
I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.
WARREN Foss, Sec.

are invaluable.

B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
to Orsova. There it takes an abrupt turn his death he commended himself to the mercy of GEORGE,
REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal Departto the southeast and enters the
Turkish God through Christ, and felt that hg found mercy
ment.
AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French and
provinces, forming the boundary between and pardon and was happy. His public lega- MRS. Mathematics.
ates
College,
and
Wallachia and Bulgaria. At Rassova, at cies were $1,000 to
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
flows almost directly north to Galetz, in
Moldavia, where it again bends to. the
southeast, and eighty miles further empties
into the Black Sea.—Junius Henri Browne.

bine to offer the best inducements to those
desirin
a thorough academical education that the schoo
has presented for years-

tages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions

INSTITUTE.

Complete courses of study for both sexes.

disease of which he died. - He Jhprehiends
the
result from nearly the first, yet
he had a strong
desireto live.
He suffered
‘much bitterness of
spirit in consequence of his state of mind, and
reproached himself for his folly in
getting the

4 or 5

tinued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, com-

Tuition, $28.00 a year.

The new, commodious building, ample in
rangements, recently
erected for the use
versally

But about one year ago he was attacked

Some

-

.

-

donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad,

rofession of religion in 1840, and was baptized
eh the writer.
He appeared to enjoy his mind
for several years; but possessing an active business talent, an impulsive temperament, and
strong disposition to acquire, all these things
seemed to choke the word, so that it became unfruitful.
Occasionally he would come out, however, and Sopent determined,to live, but temptation would
by and by get the better of him.

world before Christ.

.

«

ten minutes walk trom the Institution.
It is thus
easily accessible from alk parts of the country, and
at the same time remoyv
from the activities and

made

Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at rea-

NORTHWOOD

any single

life. - He

Tuition from $3.50 to $5.06.

sonable ratgs. Board in private families from $2.50
to
$3.00.
The op ition of a permanent teacher, and the con-

The FALE TERM of eleven weeks wil
on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 4, 1872. *

School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and ‘is in the midst of the uni-

of bronchial consumption,
Aug. 29, aged 58 years
and 10 months.
He was born in Acton, Me.,
was a son of Asa Merrill of that place, who was
a minister of our denomination for a number of
years before his death.
Bro. M. settled in
Ossipee more than 35 years ago, where he lived

most of the remainder

der the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Jyincipal of Gréely Institute, Cumberland Center,
e.

ecember 3. 1872.

LOCATION :

Not more than a

died

-

-

Instruetion on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

Star, who

Nat-

March 6, 1873.

Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),

Persous

and

and Rhetoric.

TUITION ;
Common English,
Higher English

N. H.

CALENDAR, 1872.

CALENDAN:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins
Wugust 27, 1872.

Primary Studies,

CENTER,

The Fall Term of this Institution will commence
Tuesday, Aug. 20, and continue eleven weeks, un-

Finite

E. MOREY, Music.

‘Winter Term of 13 weeks,

ACADEMY,

STRAFFORD

MELVILLE
W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and Vocal Music.
*
JENNIE de 1a MONTAIGN, Teacher of French.

Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begind

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

French

ural Science.

thick, fuliginous black, and arms of lighter
hues. Of course the illusion was very brief,
the wind not allowing the smoke to remain
undisturbed for more than a few seconds;

To

AUSTIN

abv

2, 1872.

"

Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Mathematicp

most

a body

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
WILTON, Iowa.

W. A, DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO, B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Miss Lizzig CALLEY, Preceptress,

The

Board of Trustees.

Commences its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers.

Faculty :

they took the shape of cottages, temples,
human beings, magnified crests of daimios,
trees and flowers—almost anything that a

imagination

WILTON

Pres.”

ALEX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin, Com. Department.

&c.

LYNDON

birds, that hovered kite-like and motionless

for an incredibly long time. - Occasionally

Music.

M. E. SHEPARD,

H. LAURA ROWE,

the ground ; or snakes, which writhed themselves away over the tree-tops; or great

lively

months

symmetrical

They were sometimes

swam leisurely through the

a few

ARTHUR ELwOOD,
son of Daniel “W. and
Lizzie A. Horner, was drowned
in Tuftonborough, Aug. 14, aged 3 years,
He was a very
beautiful and promising child, and a sweet little
singer.
We hope to join him in singing
praises
in the kingdom of Heaven.
B. & C.

which, explod-

packages of wire

religion

before
her death, and so enjoyed the support and
consolations of divine grace in the last hour,
which enabled her to rejoice and triumph over
death and the grave.
She was lovely in life, and
now that she has passed away, her memory
is
blessed.
N. L. &.

these

consisted mostly of

times closely-folded

The departed embraced

is thus de-

Vocal

Send for Circular.
J. 8. GARDINER,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 2, 1872.

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb, 28.
For particulars, address

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

AGRICULTURAL
OF

COLLEGE

PENNSYLVANIA.

Open to both sexes. Three
AGRICULTURAL,

full courses of study :
y
PS

SCIENTIFIC

and

-

CLASSICAL.

Ten Professors and Instructors.

Not sectarian,but

Location can

in healthfulneds,

thoroughly Christian.
not

be

surpasse

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $176 for Dotlege ear of 40 weeks,
including Tuition, Boarding,
Was
, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture.

For Catalogue or further information,

Principal.

°

For further information apply to the Principal.

D. pro-

and faithful in the blessed cause of her Master.
‘We trust that by her earnest prayers and Christian example, many
have been
brought to the
Saviour.
Husband,
children and friends deeply
feel their loss, but they think of her as only gone
a little while before them, and waiting their
| coming.
8S. WHEELER.

E—

ingenuous toys were exhibited,

M. L. CHANDLER,

in Troy,

Sister

could, find, no remedy; and many of the
contrivances by which our own engineers
have laid the foundations of the Thames
embankment will find their application ‘in
exensive operations which are to be carMRS. ABIGAIL B., wile of Benj. 8. Hillman,
ried on along the banks and in the bed of
in New Sharon, Maine, July 26, aged 70
the Roman river. Encouragement to the: died
your: and 6 months.
Sister Hillman
gave her
Italian Society in this fly great national
eart to Christ in 1840, was baptized
Rev.
undertaking comes in
daily from every Josiah Keene, and united with the Free Baptist
quarter, and a Parisian banking-house of church _ in * Farmington. Change of residence
es caused change in church connecalmost boundless wealth and munificence severa
but always with that of her choice. She
has volunteered funds to defray the first tion,
was one of the excellent of the earth, devoted
expenses, 0 as to give the start to

-

The FALL TERM of this Institution will open Aug.
28, 1872. The Erddowment Fund is almost secured,
and will be raised the present year. A new Classical and Scientific course of study has
A
and classes in the same will be formed at once.
e
Seminary has been repaired at much expense. New
Teachers have been employed, and no pains will be
spared to make the school one of the
best. We are
now prepared to fit young Ladies and Gentlemen for
College in the most thorough manner. Good accommodation for board. Mt. Partington, one of the new
teachers, has spent nearly two years in Europe,
and
. on his return enters upon the Joaition of
her of
Mod«rn Languages in this Institution. Free tuition
to Teachers. Teachers’ class formed at the opening
of the Fall term.
Facurry,
W. P. MORGAN, A. M., Gréek and Latin.
W. P. MELCHER, A. B., Mathematics and Greek.
H. E. PARK, A. M., Natural Sciences and Philosophy.
Yaw PORTER, L. A., English Language and Literaure,
FREDERICK PARTINGTON, German and French,
| EVELYNE PIERCE, Instrumental Music,

fessed faith in Christ at the age of 18 years, was
baptized by Rev. Leland
Huntley, and united
with
the
M.
E.
church remaining
with
them about 8 years, when she joined
the
F. Baptist church in Franklin, Vt., where she
remained a worthy member until death concluded her Christian course.
Her death was very
sudden and unexpected.
She leaves a companion, several children and other near relations to
mourn their loss, but not without hope.
May
the God of all grace comfort their grief-stricken
hearts and prepare them for a happy reunion in
heaven,
S. W. 8.

with a view to protect the city fiom those
periodical inundations of the Tiber against
Papal

of the late

Dorson,

Vt., Sept. 16th, aged 62

reckons, of course, on the aid of the other
company, which has lately been
. formed
whiclf'the

WHITE, widow

Taylor’ Little, of Hatley, P. Q., died September 4, aged about
80, after a life of more
than ordinary usefulness.
She embraced religion when quite young, and was a devoted member of the church nearly fifty years,
She toiled
faithfully by the side of her husband, and our
church and the school district and our Home
und Foreign Mission Societies,
were liberally
remembered in their last will. In life they were
benevolent indeed, and now though dead we
seem
to be looking for annual “visits reminding
us of their good will to esmen, They rest from
their labors and their works follow them,
]
C. HEARD.

Cas-

and

that I could not help drinking from it, as single square can well be afforded to
is the custom of those who visit the place. obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
An old German ‘tradition .declares; that he
who slakes his thirst at the fountain-head of

BETSEY V. WAKEMAN
died Sept. 25, aged
nearly 52, She was born in Brandon, Rutland
Co.,
Vt.,, moved with her parents to Vestal,
Broome Co, N. Y., in her youth, where she
resided until a few years ago, when she with her
family came to Tuscarora.
She was a faithful
member of the F. Baptist church for many years,
and at the time of her death a member of the
Tuscarora church.
She died triumphant; her
last worl was ** Glory,”
Thus in three days we
buricdtwo excellent sisters, but our loss is their
gain,
B. COGSWELL,

co-operation

antiquaries,

gpeculation that the

ies

PIKE SEMINARY:

Italian association, at the head of which is

fall into the
promised as a more must otherwise inevitably
foreign powers. He
Tiber will have
tangible inducement thatthe party would -plunderer’s hands. “The
narrow for friendship; too crooked for sither find a deposit of money and valua- its own share” is a common saying among ‘residence in Otto, who laid her to rest by the
dove; too rugged for honesty; and too
es with the body, or be able’ to: gjtain a the Romans at the present day, and the gide of her companion, who went before her
dark for conscience.
large sum of money for the ransom of the universal receptacle of all that islost has some six years; Mother Crain leaves one
inunda- daughter, (the last of four children) who lies at
been further enriched by fires,
All callings may be noble, and the ore ‘royal remains.
the point of death.
. Com.
owever incredible, it is a fact, that to tions, wrecking of galleys laden with the
God callsus tois the noblest for us—and
world,
mediseval
and
SALLY
BisHOP
died
at
the
house
of
her sonancient
‘What makes anything good is its being perform this scoundrel mission he enlisted wealth of the
n-law, Bro. Thomas Hughs, in Rush, N. Y.,
temples and
ruined
of
materials
the
and
several.
persons
of
some
means,
who
hired
given by God.
2

The road that ambition

img

1872. |

"16,

they added a couple of boats seized by
force on the coast of Corea. The force
consisted of Sia Europeans and Americans, depths. But the Tiber flows over, if not as
twenty Manilla. men, and a hundred Chi- vast and rich, at least as interesting a
nese sailors, in addition to the regular variety of Old World relics, all lying uncrews of the vessels. This buccaneering disturbéd under fathoms of alluvial soil
force steamed up the river forty miles, then which has buried them for ages, and only
landed at a point indicated
.by the French awaiting the enterprising generation which
priest,
and
under his guidance
marched will lay these long-forgotten treasures into
rapidly across the country to “the place of the light of day.
the royal tomb. They set themselves with
The scheme of a thorough excavation on
all the speed possible to: throwing down the hed of the Tiber, with a view to call
the stone edifice and digging down to the the river to account and pur it *‘in
liquidabody.
The whole
country as they
had tion,” compelling it to disgorge -its ill-gotpasded, however,” was roused and in pur- ten gains, has now been taken up by an

sponding benefit
to the worshipers. So debaskets, or upon the back; but larger par- vout is
the regard for the mortal remains
cels, merchandise, and bulky materials are of the departed that they are kept in the never have gone beyond the limitsof a
transported by gondola or barge. The house often for many years before the most wild and vague chimerical project—we
residences, factories, and warehouses upon favorable and acceptable place can be de- | mean the exploration of the bed of the Tithe canals have a connection with the street cided upon, and their tombs are visited by ber. The Italians, who now: for the first
as well as ‘entrances from the canal. réligious processions, and repaired and time since Constantine, feel as if the great
Business appears to be transacted with beautified, and sacrifices and worship offer- city were indeed their own, have an almost
reasonable convenience, povwithisteniling od to the spirits, each spring and fall sea- boundless, yet not exaggerated, idea of the
the anomalous conditions under which it is son.
The seutiment is vastly intensified artistic, archseelogical, and other treasures
done. The peoplé seem to be busily en- and hightened in the case of the death buried under the yellow sands which the
gaged at something, although the number and interment of a sovereign. He who river has accumulated on the spot for
of idlers is large, . Venice has a much larg- has claimed to be of divine origin, and re- the last 8,000 ‘years. Every: revolution,
er number of the latter class than it can quired honors almost divine while living, they say,had to pay tribute to the river. It
€ the statues
afford to keep. They gather in the squares i
really as a national deity aft-- was the Tiber which received
hiped
and market-laces, or lounge
upon the er
y ) | of an unpopular Emperor, his armor, and
ie
og
death,
quays, In this land of sunshine and cheap
Now this French Romanist priest had a even his diadem and other insignia, even
polenta the smallest amount . of industry fine scheme in view, in which he engaged ‘when the hody was not flung into its waaffordsa subsistence.” “What should be a a number of Americans and Germans. It ters. In more calamitous times, when
blessing to the peopleis an” actual detri- was to take advantage of this religious "Alario, Genseric, Attila, or in later ages
ment under a land system now prevalent reverence for a dead monarch, and fit out the Norman, the Swabian, the Austrian
in Italy, as iniquitous in principle as it is an expedition which would go to the thundered at the gates, the inhabitants,
destructive of national prosperity, because tomb of the late King of Corea and seize ‘hopeless for their lives, had no other means
it removes all stimulus to indostry.—Harand hold the body as a means of compell- of baffling the invader's cupidity than b
per's Magazine.

a

most
expeditious way ‘of clearing the
ground, We may imagine what wonders
would gladden our eyes if we could bid the
ocean restore whatever it hides in its

The world
does not hold better women,
than are to be found in great numbers in suit. By fhe time they had reached a
this much defamed city; but the English- massive sarcophagus, whose great stone
man does not see them, for they jealously cover they were unable to lift, they were
guardgheir society when he comes hepe, assailed with such fury as to be compelled
all the advantages of light, ventilation, and
and when they travel they are unobtrusive
corner lots, gained
in other cities by and do not attract his attention, The aver- to retreat. They fought their way back
to their vessels and down the river, with
means of streets and avenues. These age traveling Englishman in New York some
bloodshed on both sides,
sanals undoubtedly circumseribe the orig- knows just as little of the best society of
The whole affair made such a disturbance
inal islands, as well as indicate their po- New York as the average traveling. Ameriat Shanghai as to require a: consular trisition, by occupying the channels between
can does of the best society of London.
al before the Consul-(zeneral of the United
them, the remainder of the water area havYet the Englishman has an apology in
Jenkins, an
ing been recovered by eresting walls of what be sees, and, perhaps, in all’ that he States, Mr. F. W. Seward.
escaped punishment under covmasonry upcn piles along the line of these sees, for the severity of his Judgment. American,
er of a plea that he was only a passenger
canals, and filling
in behind with earth There is a type of womanhood, in New
and not a responsible party. Others conbrought from the nearest islands or the York— and it has, alas! far too many rep- cerned
could not be prosecuted for various
mainland.
These walls
are usually of resentatives—of which every American, reasons. ‘‘ And so,” says Mr. Seward in
blocks of granite, laid in courses, upon everywhere, has reason to be ashamed. The his official despatch home on the subject,
which the buildings along the canals rose same type can be. found in all the large ‘¢ the persons who set on foot this disgracead their immediate foundations. The pas- cities of the country, but it exists in its per- ful expedition will go clear.” And he lasenger in a gondola finds himself between fection here. It lives in hotels and board- ments that ‘“ an offense which can not but
parallel rows of houses rising from the wa- ing-houses ; it travels, it haunts the fashion- grievously
interfere with efforts to open
ter three, four, and five stories high, with able watering-places ; it is prominent at the
relations with Corea will remain unrewindows upon the canal the same as a opera and the ball ; in short, it is wherever dressed.”—Galazy.
street,
and
with a front-door opening
it can show itself and its clothes. It reupon a flight of stone steps descending into joices over a notice of itself in the Evening
The Danube.
the water, These branch
canals are from Chatterbox, or the Weekly Milk and Water,
ten to thirty feet wide, with an average as among the proudest and the most gratewidth not exceeding fifteen feet. They are ful of its social achievements. Its grand
The Danube is unquestionably beautiful,
short, and often crooked, but all alike are first question is: ‘‘Wherewithal shall I be though not at all blue, as Strauss’s popular
swept
out daily by the tides, which keep clothed?” and when that is answered as waltz has limned it. Its descent, properly
the water pure and clear. It is in virtue of well as it can be, the next is: “How and made, is as instructive as it is pleasurable,
the salt-waterand the tide that Venice is where can I show my clothes so as to at- for it introduces you to many curious and
habitable as well as healthy. There is not,
the most men, distress the greatest charming cities, to great diversity of sceneprobably, an acre of land within its limits tract
ry, to numerous
interesting
characters
number of women, and make the most
not totrehed by some one of these canals. stunning social sensation?” We have no and strangely different nationalities.
They may be likened to the streets ofa fear of exaggerating in this characterization.
The Danube includes almost all that is
medieval city, which run wherever a street We have seen these women at home and remarkable in the other riyers of the Conwas supposed to be necessary, without re- away; and their presumption, boldness, tinent. Inthe first place, it represents to
gard to width or curvature.
: vanity, idleness, display, and lack of all no- an American what it ¢laims to be.
It is
It must not be supposed that the Vene- ble and womanly aims are a disgrace to the not a creek nor an insignificant stream,
tians were insensible to the advantages of city which produces them, and the country | like the Rubicon, the-Tiber, or the Arno;
streets of solid earth covered with
pi
it really contains water, and a vast volume
after whose name they call themselves.
e
ment. Ther
are twenty-one
hundred and
Of course there is a sufficient cause for of it, and would be regarded as a respectaninety-four such streets in Venice, as the production of this type of woman, and ble river even in this land of large ideas
uniqueas its canals, and used even more
it is to be found in her circumstances and and splendid distances. Much larger than
constantly. They are narrow, short, and way of life. It is prevalent among the the Volga, the Vestula, or the Dnieper,
many of them crooked, but they penetrate nouveauxr riches—among those of humble and with every advantage of scenery,—
every part of the city. A large proportion beginnings and insufficient breeding and possessing the soft charm and quiet loveof them are mere lanes, from six to seven education.
iness of the Moselle, with more than the
It is fostered in boarding-houses
feet wide, between houses rising four and and hotels—those hotbeds of SJealousy and
bold outline of the Elbe, added to the beaufive stories on either side. The widest of personal and-social rivalry anll aimless idle- i and the grandeur of the Rhine,—the
them do not exceed twenty-five feet, and nds.
anube easily outstrips its rivals, and rolls
The woman who finds herself housed
the average width is probably less than ten. and clothed and fed and
petted and furnish- through its broad channels majestic, gloriAnother peculiarity is their shortness in a ed with money for artificial as well as real ous, and trinmphant, after all its windings
straight line, It would be difficult to find wants, without the lifting of a finger, or and interruptions, to lose itself in the
in Venice a single straight street fifteen the burden of a care, and without the cult- waves of the Euxine Sea. - Though far more
hundred feet in length. They terminate ure of head or heart that leads her to seek tortuous and broken in its course, it is
abruptly, and turn at a right angle, or at for the higher satisfactions: of womanhood, the Mississippi of the Continent, vividany other
conceivable
angle, or run on
becomese in the most natural way precisely ly recalling in many parts the Father of
curves, All these streets, however, are what we have described. It would be un- Waters. The mighty river reproduces all
covered with a Russ pavement, the stones natural for her to become anything else. the noted streams bothof the Old” World
being closely jointed, and smooth on the The simple truth is, that unless women have and the New, and floating over its checkersuiface.
In the narrowest streets they are a routine of duty that diverts their thoughts ed surface I have often thought, ¢¢ This is
set level from side to side, and crowding from themselves, and gives them something the Hudson; that is the Juniata; see the
in those which are wider. Along one side, to think of besides dress and the exhibition Susquehanna ; observe the Missouri; here
and,sometimes on both, and about ten feet of it, they degenerate.
The only cure for is the St. Lawrence; there the Moselle;
apart, are gutter stones cut through to pass this that we know of is universal house- we have reached the Volga; we are
surface water or rain into conduits beneath. keeping. There is no man who can afford passing dowpq the Elbe; behold the Po;
The openings are but six inches long and to-pay a fair price for board, who can not and yonder is the Rhine !”
an inch wide, thus showing that the quan- afford to keep house; and house-keeping,
Itis remarkable how wuch travel freshtity of water which falls in the street is not though it be never so humble, is the most ens our geography.
Until I had begun to
large.
Great care is taken of these streets.
natural and the healthiest office to which study the Danube in the book of Nature,
They are swept clean daily, and so well woman is ever called. There is no one Ihad
well-nigh forgotten that it owes its
cared for that there are but few places in thing that would do so much to elevate the origin to the Brege and the Brigach, two
Venice where the air is not sweet and pure type of New York womanhood as a univer- small streams rising onthe eastern slope
—which is more than can be said of most sal secession from boarding-house and hotel ofthe Black Forest, in the Grand Duchy
large cities. It is doubtful whether the life, and a universal entrance upon separate of Baden, at an elevation of nearly twentyVenetians would have made broad streets,
homes. Such a step’ would increase the nine hundred feet above the sea. They
for climatic reasous, if they could have af- stock of happiness, improve health of body unite at the village of Donaueschingen;
forded the room. During a large part of and health of mind, and raise at once the aud in the court-yard of the handsome resthe year the rays of the sun are too pow- standard of morals and manners.
idence of Prince Furstenberg is the spring
erful to walk with safety in their glare.
The devil always finds work for idle hands which is declared to be the fountain-head
Venetians in exposed places habitually seek to do, whether the hands belong to men or of the great river.! The spring, inclosed
the shady side of the
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Summary.

A Mobile chicken caught a large
it untit it was killed,

MISCE LL ANEOUS.

James R. Spalding, Esq. founder of the New
York World and more recently an editor of the
New

York

Z'imes, died in this city last Thursday?

The striking bricklayers
gan to threaten violence.
:

in

Chicago

have

be:

:

Brigadier General Hartman.
Philadelphia Tuesday morning.

Bache

died

at
"

The health of Senator Sumner is reported to be
worse¢ rather than better than it was when he
sailed for Paris.
: Senator Patterson of New Hampshire has been
elected president of the Ohio Agric ultural and

4

|

Mechanical College.
Dakota has elected a democratic delegate to
Congress.
The 'Republicansfwere divided between two candidates, and the contest was purely

4

personal,

i

Quite a severe shock of earthquake was felt in
#

parts of Towa and Dakota
material damage was done.
The

;

liberal

delphia

6

were

republican’

broken

Q

on Wednesday.

No

headquarters in Phila-

up Thursday

by Colonel

" McClure, who gives up the contest and abandons
the field. The documents are said to have been
sent to the waste-paper shops and the furniture
to the aunetion-room.
The portraits of Greeley
and Brown painted on the windows have been
blotted out, and there remains no trace of the

once preténtious liberal party visible to the pedestrians in Chestnut street.
Professor Tyndall and the Marquis of Queensbury arrived in New York by the Russia on Tuesday.
A German biography of the late James Fisk
has been confiscated by the Austrianf Gbvernment.

Fifty dollars conscience money was received in
v
:
hb
Washington at the Treasury on Wednesday, from
an anonymous correspondent in Boston,

Thirty-two

thousand

seedfwere

and held

v

agents of a New Orleans distilling firm, to recover
$200,000 which it is alleged is due the Govern-

ment.

An Todings farmer
Gant for a gate post.

a

for introspection which bid you, after you have
retired to rest, review the day which has pass-

boxes, something like a three-square., I had
two galvanized iron boxes made, three-square,

“How to go to oe

has

———

purchased the Cardiff

Pere Hyacinthe’s American wife was formerly
a member of Henry Ward Beecher’s church.

Distrust,

then,

and

do

not

use,

those

ed, and examine your failure or your success,
It or nearly so, that just fit into that cavity, and
is a question, at the best, how frequent such an these are filled with broken ice, about the size
examination should be; probably, at the most, of a hen’s egg. These boxes are filled with ice,
ginia has entirely disappeared.
not more often than three times in a year, How- the butter put in and screwed down tight, about
hg
The students of a western agricultural college
ever this is to be, such an examination is never six o’clock in. the morning, in hot weather.
I
turned out one day recently and cut twelve acres
to be made after you have gone to bed.
When, meet the express train at West Brookfield at
of corn for a widow.
{ I come to show you the methods of sleep, I will | 20 minutes before eight, and my butter gets to
show why.
Distrust, again, all old saws about the'stall of Mr. Hovey at half past 11. He says
Olive Logan has a new translation of George
** six hours’ sleep for a maid, and seven hours’ that two-thirds of the ice is in the boxes, and
Sand’s poetic romance, ‘‘ Tiverino,” which she
sleep for a man,” and the like, which undertake the butter, T have been told, is apparently
as
entitles ** A Magnificent Vagabond.”
Edward Tompkins of San Francisco has given to regulate for you, as by some vermilion edict hard as when it started.”
This process of packing and transportation is
land valued at $50,000 to the Calitornia state Uni- of a Chinese empefor, your performance of this
absolute duty. You can find out for yourself, so easy and cheap that all persons may avail
versity, for the endowment of an Agassiz profes
at least with the assistance of your physician, themselves of it whenever they ean send by railsorship of Oriental languages and literature.
fter all, the grand requisites in butter
how many hours of sleep you require ; und,as we rou
A Wiseonsin girl became insane, lost command
live, it is much more likely that you require making are: 1. Absolute cleanlinessin the opof the English language, and immediately maninine hours of each twenty-four,than that you c¢an eration. 2. Work out, thoroughly, all the but~
fested a perfect familiarity with} German, speakmake
six answer. The rule for the decisionas termilk. 3. Pack 80 as to exclude the air as
ing the language fluently. to this duty for the night comes in the rule for much as possible., 4. As butter is an article exThe stream beneath the

A peach grower

natural bridge

calls a certain

variety of his

Mrs. Mary Clemmer Ames has prepared a memorial of Alice and Phebe Cary, in which will
be included the later poems of the lamented sis-

ters, together

with portraits

on steel.

The vol-

will be published by Hurd & Houghton,

A lame girl, who had not, for 14 years, once
left the third-story. back-room in which she lived, was among those who participated in the late
children’s excursions
in Philadelphia,
When
carried to the Park she asked what the grass and
trees were, and had to be told the names of the
most common objects.
She lay on the grass ull

and

sunshine, and was

chiefs at the Grand Central Hotel on Friday, the

Indians returning the visit in the evening.
All
the chiefs but one were very affuble with the little woman, but she, woman-like, set herself at
once to the task of acquiring the good will of this
one, in which she was successful. Medicine Bear
and Black Eye each gave her a claw of a grizzly
bear as memorials of her visit,

the duty

of the arrungment

for the day.

The

rule 18 this,as well stated by Thomas Drew:
that no man has any right in a single day to in
cur more fatigue than the sleep of the ensuing
night will recover from. No man has any right
to draw on the capital of his life, thatis; or,
more simply put, no man has any right to com-

mit suicide

by

inches.

Determine

for yourself,

tremely liable to be

affected

by

any

impurity

near it, always keep itin a pure atmosphere.
When these conditions are observed, good butter will be the rule, not the exception.

A Home-made

Aquarium.

then, how many hoursot sleep you need. - ReMy first attempt at an aquarium was to keep
member that the bedstead is built, the mattress
laid, the sheets and blankets spread, that you nineteen minnows in a large bowl on my winI took a world of comfort,with them;
may fulfill this duty, and for no other purpose. (dow=sill.
The bed is not a confessional, in which ‘you are | they got very tame, and would eat crumbs of
to tell the story of your sins to that exacting | bread from my fingers, but they had a trick of
The bed is not a Jittle cabinet,
| Hopping out ofthe bowl, and almost every
priest , yourself.
set off from your counting-room, in which you { morning I would find one or more of my pets
are to finish the calculations which were inter | dead or dying on the floor. So finally I gave
| what remained of them to little brother for his
rupted by the bores who came in at your office
| pond.
hours.
You go tp bed to sleep, and for nothing
4
A while after, when at a picnic, I found a
else.

For

similar

reasons

distrust

all the opening

choruses of * Somuambula,” and all the other
sentimental poetry, which teach you that early
rising is, of itself, a virtue and a praise, when
it:is mot based upon the legitimate conditions,

The rising of the sun is, indeed one of the

spec-

little pond" swarming with newts. With the
| help of the other girls, and two tin pails,I
caught sixteen, carried them home through a
thunder-shower, and put them in a-¢ash-bowl
half full of water, with a shell in it lig enough
for them to crawl upon, as newts, after they
lose their gills, can not live unless they come
gut of the water to breath. 1 covered - the
bowl with two panes of glass, leaving a little

in Colorado.

‘The

A ebrrespondent of the New York
7'#bune
writes as follows from Denver, ( Jolorado :

so accustomed to the cars that they pay no more
attention to them than the cattle grazing beside
the road. For fifty or seventy miles along the

well

this

IE
1

5
:

£1

;

find

Mous.deLaines

ent,

bitration at Geneva, has been congratulated by
the King of Italy for his contribution toward the

Danish

popular high

It is stated that three million persons have perished from the famine in Persia, which is about

one-fourth of the entire population.

The shop-keepers’ demonstration in Madrid on
Monday, after temporarily subsiding, grew
into
quell.

Nobody

was

military

was

called upon

More

than 328,000,000

persons,

exclusive of

season-ticket holders, traveled upon the railways

An official statement of the result of *‘ option ”
in Alsatia and Lorraine shows that 164,633 of the
inhabitants have declared in favor of retaining
° French citizenship, and 38,800 have emigrated to
France.

a riot, which the

settlement of the Alabama claims.

to

killed, and order is now re-

stored.

This is the last year for the gambling tables in

Belgium and Germany, and France and Russia
refusing to permit such’ establishments on their
territory the proprietors are in despair, :

The railway between St. John and Halifax is
to be opened in a fortnight, and the time for travelers between New York and Liverpool will then
be reduced to six or seven days.
The Cuban revolutionists
are investing the city
of Principe with a large force. They have made
. several captures of Spaniards recently, and have
been victorious in'a number of skirmishes, The
revolutionists are reported to have regeived fresh
supplies of arms and ammunition.
Prince Napoleon has received official notice

of England

and Wales

in 1871.

Out of this im-

mense number, incredible as it may seem, only
six people were killed by causes beyond their
their own control.
Mr. J.
that the
the tribe
no other

B. Barnett, a Hebrew scholar, contends
prophet Jeremiah, with the remnant of
of Judah, migrated to Ireland, and was
than the celebrated Irish reformer and

law-giver, Ollam Fola.
The Russian government is said to be preparing to publish a complete collection of all autograph letters, orders, memorandas, etc., of the
Czar Peter the Great, including those of a private as well as of a public character.
The Shah

and

of Persiais

preparations

on

about

to visit Europe,

a scale of truly

Oriental

magnificence are already making for the occagion. He will probably embark at Constantino-

ple early in the spring of 1873.
‘When the
cent visit

Czar of Alexander

to Berlin,

the

minister

wus

on his re-

of war

at St.

Petersburg, by his direction, took an important
step which indicates grave apprehensions a8 to
the future. He ordered the beginning of the
“ Mobilization’’ exercises of the Russian army,

from the French government that he will not be |
of the reserves.
to visit France,or take up his residente band the instant assembling
on French soil, as it was reported he intended to

do,

nut

A fleet of five German men-of-war is preparing

.

for a cruise around the world.

" States por yilhbe visited.

Several United

The

construction of ovens heated

by gas for

for the purpose of hatching eggs is now so perfect in France that the gas flame regulates its

own rate of combustion, and keeps the variations

of temperature in the oven within one degree.

ly, the mode of pucking and transporting it.
These are the two leading causes of poor butter.
There are others; such as the pastures, or other
food upon which the cow is fed, the season of
the year, the breed, and the individual character

and state of health

of the animal.

All these we

waive at present to speak of the first two.
The
disagreeable smell and taste of rancid butter are
owing to the chemical
decomposition of = the
caseine or curd which is left in the butter. This

must be excluded, or we can not have

good but-

—t

This favorite Newv Eagiand LUNG REMEDY has
gained a reputation which places it in the front a
of curative agents, though it has been in the market
but little over two years. It is recommended by the
best physicians, and does all that 1s claimed for it.

It cures COUGHS} COLDS, +CROUP,
BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION,

EASES

OF THE

AND

THROAT

ALL

FISH.

ter. Some persons work it out by wooden butter-workers,
some by the hands,
and
others
mainly by washing.
Although in a minute quantity, scarcely exceeding one pound in 100 pounds

of butter, usually, it is yet sufficient

to taint and

FLOUR AND MEAL.

AND

Almonds—FRUIT.

Figs common... 10 @.. 3 | eh i
000g ¢00
ABE ,vvurvoess 13 @.. iH {Cheese, ¥ Bb.
138..
14
Lemons, ¥boxé 00 @ 8 00
yookon 5
Ba. i

Oranges..... 0 00 @ 0 060
Raisins, bunch—
s..
Box
a ......
Layer

GRAIN.

ufacturers are

not likely ‘to respond, and

a dull

By excluding this caseine,

ly; rather than

or buttermilk,

slightest

‘disagreeable

flayor,

At

ome

of. the

meetings of the Massachussetts State Board of
Agriculture last year, Mr. J. T. Ellsworth, of
Barre, one of our best New "England farmers,

was called upon to state his mode of packing
and transporting butter which he sends to market.

He said:
;
“ My whole aim 1s to

keep it from

the air,

entertain

views

which

would

perhaps, bar the way. to an improvement.
During the latter part of the month there has
heen rather more movement in pulled wools, at

low rates. The stock of long wools is much reduced, and holders are stronger in consequence.
California wools continue to move slowly. Very
little has been done in spring clip, and fall clip is,
only in moderate demand. Prices are unimproy-

| ed. Texas wools
1 slowly, Receipts

I cover it

foreign wools

within a few weeks

quite largely,

from the air from the time it is sold until it is asthe sales reported show,at prices which it

soon as it can be, would be impossibleto replace them for; and
different sizes ot the probability is that as soon as trade improves
something like an holders will advance their prices. There
is a
holds four boxes good stock of ‘all kind offering, from’ which manof thirty pounds each. The shipping box is two ufucturers can’ now select at very moderate figboxes high and two boxes wide. They are the ures,
worked. . Then it is boxed as
and covered. I have three
boxes. Mj shipping box is
old-fashioned tool-chest, and

71

Poultry........

Wheat, esta)
R¥€sssses

|Eggs......

e.N

Welded

Cylinder

Boiler Tubes;

Boilers;

Quinn’s

Barlow’s

Patent

Patent

Expansion

Bag

Barley....... 138 110 | iorteGrane.. §50°83 1

Shorts ¥ ton00 00 @23 00 RedTop,¥bag, 4 50 @ 5 00
Fine Feed...23 00 24 00 Liuceed, Am,
3 &
Middlings...24

00

¢25

00

ANATY concen

(

Eastern and Northern

[C2%8ia,'¥ B gold 27 8.38

¥ Ton......30
00/28 00 [Ginger
[Lloves..........15}
@. 16
Hay—
sessnernsse 10 8. 114

Country

¥1001bs.... 175 @ 1 8 [Suttaege.
“h 3 =u
Straw, 1001s. .1 25 @ 1 50 (FEPPEr-...... . ig... NH
HIDES AND SKINS,
STARCH.
:
Calcutta Cow—

Slaughter...... 21 @..22
Green Salt ..... 16 @.. 17 |
B. Ayres,

dry..

27

Western,

dry..

wet......

Rio Grande....
Do.

@..

28

21

@..

2¢

11

§..

13}

26 8.. 27 |

Bast, ¥ Bb.

IRON

'Havana.—

Nos.Sto

130 00 g140 00

88
1

18t0

20. .

115 50 120

Do. sheet ¥ b..7

Orleans...

.

Pushed...

Russia, sheet..

‘

8.. EH

. 4

3

91g. 11}

TALLOW.

9 Rendered, ve

18 @.. 20

:
LEAD.
Pig gold........
e..
Sheet and Pipe
. @..
sessvessanne 5 4..
LEATHER.

i

00

@..

iV}

a8..11}

Huscovade-

®y Suter 100° dog103 0p Coffee crush....
Do. refined

90

10 @.

Nos.

New

Com.ass’d

12,:.

0

Nos, Sto 17..

Cuba

Swedish—

‘

uit idle
SUGAR.

|

Rough......:...

pa.

9%

5 @.. 6}

TEAS.
wder—
Toe
Ger~
0812
Impenial........50 @ 1 05
Lig
Te
J 8 i o

7G

1

6

2718.. 29

oung
Hyson..
:
Hyson Skin..... 328..

34 @..

40

Oolong. ......! 38100

pi a

|

gy TO

(
45

Orinoco ..... 26 @.. 27 Souchong......

22 @ 075

BK,»

8g1m

Oak

Sole

reas suns “86 @.. 38 Japans.........

Calf Skins. ¥b

Dry

Hide....00

WOOL.

@.. 00

In Rough... tS g.. 70 |
LUMBER.

Ohio & Pennsylvania—

|

Picklock. .... 2 8.

NR

{hioice

us

XX..

«81 7@..

30 00 @65 00 |
ine..
Shel Pine, 3 00 A 00 |
ShippingB’d 21 00 g24 00 |

X........ 5 @.. 66
Fine
Medinm...... id a.. o
ee RTT ow @..

Oak, ¥ ton.. 10 00 @15 00 |
. |
Clapboards 60 00 @..
Do.Spruce 40 00 @s0 00 |

Exirn. evieesees 60 §.. 65
Five...... aren 6 a. 64
65
Medium...... 62 g..

I

15 50 @17 70 |Miche

.Y. 8 Vout

Shingles,pine 2 00 @ 6 25 | Coarse........ 6 a. 63

3 50 | {California...... 35 8..%
rr
60.8...
70
:
@ 250 | do. combing

00 @

Do. cedar..3

Letra

Do. ‘Spruce e200

S.box shooks 3 00 a 400]
BRIGHTON

to

BEEF
— Extra
#800 Second

ity £4.75 to

CATTLE

MARKET.

:
0c1. 9. 1872
$8.25
to 8.7% First quality $7 7.
quality $625 to 7,00; Third ria

$6,00 ¥ cwt., on total weight of hide, far-

row, and dréssed beef.

WORKING OXEN—375
to $275 per pair, or
ing to their value as Beef.”
Handy Steers, $65
MiLCH Cows—§10to 890; extra good, $00
with or without calves, as may be agreed;
and ordinary, $15 to #25.

STORES—Yearling $4} to $5

$00;

three years old, inh

SHOTES—Wholesale,

two

accordto $125.
to $000
fartow

year old,#00

$00,

FAT HOGS— 54 to Sie.

6fc

to

9c;

Retail

6jc

to 00c

Hipes—Brighton 00¢ to 94c; Country lots, 9¢ te 04¢
TALLOW—6e to 6le] Country lots 5¢ to Sic.
PELTS—with wool 1 00 to $1,25 each; Country lots
1,00 to £0,00,

CALF SKINS—]60 to 18c.
‘NEW

YORK

MARKET.

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
Oar, 9, 1872,

APPLES.

OATS.

Dried. asssesv. 10 @.. 12 NewYork...

GreenWinter

..

200 @ 6 50 ‘Western .

BEANS.
Marrow......3

27

@ 8 » 'White........

Ex Medium..2 50 @ 2 7

8 00 .@10 00 Marrow..

Country do..14 00 @l4 00 |

BUTTER.

80

on

150815

Canada.....

Orange Co. #1 26 @..

oo Ber

PEAS.

BEEF.

ExMess¥bb

@..50

ONIONS.

00 @ 0 00

PORK.

000

@

©

Mess
¥ bbl... 13 00 a14 00
Prime..,....

11 00 @I2 50

State irk primed @.. 27 Ham, salted 14 00 @15 00
West ordinary

9

@..16

Hams smok’d 16 00 @17 00

*
CHEESE.
POTATOES.
Factory,ex. ¥1b11.@.. 3 (Mercers......
60 @
PAFMASy vases sll @a.. 1 2 [Peach Blows..0 00 @
Western.......
9¢@g.1
POULTRY.

CORN

Live Turkeys —

White West ., 57 @
Yellow.....s

:
EGOS.
Statessesss
«031

Western. ,

65] ¥h......0. . B @..
. 65 [Live

@

OG
32

+:

rill ve iss

FEATHERS.

Live Geese #185

@.. ¥0

FLOUR.

ExState¥ bar 6 3 @ 665
6 00 @

Ehiciens. . »

ress.

Tur

vm

en

.

Tim

RY

.

E.

REDS,
a

81112

@

8s

veesn 000 @ 8 30

Timothy. rust

[Flax per bu.. 1 00 a 1
TALLOW.

[Prime Cakes..
........

13

3:

12

@-

1

o

wil

HOPS.
014,1869,...¢,
10 @.. 20
LARD.
#b...,

GOLD

.. . 16

@:s

AND

5) Ww
1 00 @ 1 50

18leaersecnrssninncs

STOOK

so

@eeiee

MARKET.
oor. 2, 1872,

AMBRICAN GOLD des evseivasinivsiassisasvss 112%
U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES, 1867 .cvv0puris
vee dl
U.S.
YE
ENTIES OF, 1860. ¢vsuusesnisnses 115
U.8.
URTIBE eu rsasesssserss
os
U.8A
Ly 1881... Marrero 116}

Portable Steam Engines,
SHAFTING,
;
TOOLS

Free
to Book . ents.
AN ELEGANTLY BOUND. CANVASSING BOOK

for the best

of every description,
Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
Oastings, G08

ometers and Gas Works,
t146

and

cheapest

Family Bible

ever Jub.

lished, will be sent frea of charge to any book a;
It contains nearly 500 ane Seripture fHluptra Koy #

and agénts are meeting w' ith unprecedente
0088,
Address, stating experience, eto., and we will
show
ou what our agents are doin
Iti
NATIONAL PUBLISHING C0., Bhilada., Pa.

GWNTS, Hiern ait

ntee employment

for all, eit
$2
I ore a
A
New
orks
rs. n day on
Aged
others.
Su
Juort premiums gi A away. Money made rapidl
rofitable and legitimate. Anti cle needed in eve
sily
at
work
for
us.
Write
and
see,
Particu, Bells to
ost satisfaction. Ey
JE FER, | 8
nts wanted eve

SURE of SUCCESS where. Business high- |
a

H EMICAL

ANUFACTURING CO., Philade phia,
iseowsy

te

:

BBs

New York...:"\ 40 @.. 65

AND

Circular and Upright,) Tron and ‘Brass

we

SPICES.

“HAY.

STATIONARY

LATHES,

20 @.. 39

Clover,Northern,104
8. 1]
W
est & South. 10 @..

0

New

MACHINISTS?

18 @.. 28

...

T.Kegs «iu0us
@.: %
MAPLE SUGAR: _ |Sheep Pelts

TURNING

rf
pd

SEEDS.

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

are in full stock and move
are grownig lighter. Quota~

do not want any kind of air to reach it. Ifitis tions are unchanged, Owing to the lurge advance
pire air, it will abstract the sweet flavor;~if it at the London sales, buyers have taken hold of
is bad air it will do harm, of. course.

mx’d.

Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes for Print Works ; Lap

and

sa

: ¥ Jackiods..
s 2 Bn
3 1% [8Onions
new ¥ bbl
alas 0 00 @ 2 50)
008215

Southern yell . 13 @ . 4
Western

SKC. Na vi
: v Hoy

P

lar,

Flue

28

Small and ex. 3 50 @ 4 00

outlook for woolen goods is more favorable,manreaction will inevitably
result; therefore the
more prudent consignors will be likely to see
their interest in meeting the market moderate-

curd

6

cline to be firmer in their views, but unless the

in.

3 3 50
5

.vee 48 @..47 |MAFTOW...... 3 00 @ 3 25
Citron...
Pea Nuts....1 62 a3 w {Cranberries,buC 00 @ 0 00

AMSCOT

MACHINE COMPANY.

6] @

7 00|Baxrels

probably

tH

Soft Shell.... 00 @.. 00 se Smont cranes 20 g..
Shelled ..... . 28 @.. 34
Deans, ¥ bush,

Currants

LUNGS.

POSTERS,

do.new B bbl TW
da y hn,

"|

Canada......

will

x
»

(Hogs, dressed... kH .

765

holdefs

1450 @16 00

Pickled..... .

9 75310 50

Ohio & West.7 20 @

sales,

200.8

o
Prime...... 11 25 @13 00

Valves; Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu.

permit of free

oes

plan ily....

State sup....7. 30 @ 8 156
Ex Southern.750
@ 900

destroy all the good flavor of butter, and gréatly
reduce the price whichit woul
otherwise bring.
the butter will bring from five to fifteen cents
per pound more than it would if having the

Refined.

St. Lows, sup. d 00 J 8 00
Medium...
9 00 @10 00 Extra Clear. 1 2
whole extral00 28 s ys %
Mess, at’ 15 00 $i

DIS-

AMOS PAUL, AGENT,
SOUTH NEWMARKET, N. H,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

the present month

Putty..
AE
@..
PETROLEUM,
[omyge..........
8..

choice extra, 9 00 8 9 50 |
PRODUCE.
Rye Flour....5 00 @ » » (Apples; dried Bb 8 @.. 12
Corn Meal....3 50 @ 8 60 | - do. sliced.... 10 @. 13

bly, while receipts of western fleeces have largely increased during the past month.
Transactions are yet too meager to admit of other than
nominal quotations for domestic wools, although
in most«cases commission dealers are unhampered with restrictions or limits from consignors; 1
nevertheless, the demand has been so light that
few returns have been made, and. western shippers afe almost as much in the dark as ever, rePlain and Galvanized Wrought Iren Pipe;
garding the value of their consignments,
Steam and Gas Fittings of all kinds; Brass and Iren

Shou)d the demand during

..

Cod—largeqt.5 00 @ 5 35
|Aerosene....,. .. @.. 3v
ln
400@432 Naptha........ 19 @.. 21
Mackerel, bbl. : 50 @138 50
PROVISIONS,
Do. shore.6 08 50 | Beef—Mess,
Salmon, toe..3000 832 00 | Western. ...11 00 @12 00

choice extra,

Bringing Butter to Market.

the

00 @..

Carpetings—
Lowell sup. 3-ply @ 1 60
Extra Superfine.. @ 1 35
Superfine......... @ 120

Mich. and Indiana,

SW

all

14

b.... 9 @. 10
medium do. 0 @ 8 50 Lard toe,
«ei
choice do....9 00 g10 00 {Lard, bbl. b.... Fy
[Hams smoked. . 8: ig
Illinois and Ohio,

BUSINESS CARDS, &e.,

schools.

Groom I, ern
NO. TouisrsersildAy

ani, H 8up-.JT0087

«Bill Heads,

country, founding

Le Re Ath ns: Hd

est’rn sup..

T ob WwW ork

other southern sections have fallen off considera-

PAINTS,

13a fis

Heavy 44.,... 138.. Hs pas. Mite:
fy
Medium 4-4.....12a.. 12
Am ., @.. .
Drills, Brawn. Ble6. ISh pan Brown
nRed
¥ cwt 2 60 @ 3 to
n
“
Cotton Cloths
Flannel. Ww ce Wr Vermillion,...1 25 @ 1 30
Whiting—
Printee.ssse.sss 11 a. 12
Hooton, ise] 50 @2
Ticking ........00
@.. 00
Ginghams......00 a: % French Ye! low.

some farms cultivated without irrigation.
Passing the summit, we are on the head-water of the |
Fountain Bouille, where immense herds of cattle
and sheep are living happy, fat, and growing
lives. . At Colorado Springs, one man has 14,000
sheep, and other persons over 150,000 herds of
stock in the small valleys around.
This is really
the heaven for sheep, being high, dry, and cool.
n summer,and not injuriously cold in winter,and
having moisture $ enough to make the grass excel-

COS

Second-

80 @.. 82
rude
mm
138 @ 142
Do. Wh, le..
68 @.. 70

Sheetings and Shirtings— Zinc, ground in ofl—

flour $10, really a good argument to prove what
Colorado wheat can do. Leaving the Platte, we

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

imperfect manner in which it is made.

g.3
@.. 40,

Refined do.... 00 @.. 85
{Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20 @ 1 40

Low Middling. 20 @.. 21}
DOMESTICS,

AGENTS WANTED

. Count Sclopis, the president of the court of ar-

Fo

2%

Mid. to gd mid. 19}d..

do, flour is $14 per hundred pounds, and Eastern

BAPRIST:

He did much tor the education of the poor in his

b.....218..

Ordinary.
Good Olimaty

and Colorado farmers say they can prove it to be
the best wheat in ihe world.
In Denver, Colora-

follow the line of a small stream, where we

¢¥

St. Domingo...

year

THE

A

Java

Going from Denver to Colorado Springs, one
journeys through the Platte Valley, which has
the appearance of anold, healthy and rich coun-

promises

15 Cuba, C1
.
86 | do. Syed:
5
do. Muscovado30

, [Por
Rico ......
to 40 @..v6
00 0
.
OIL,
Anthracite... 700 g 7 50 Olive, ¥# gal
130@ 135
Lin
seed
—Eng.
@.: 74
COFFEE,

Others. by far the 1rrger number, have been turned into clean, white skeletons by the wolves.

Colorado wheat

FoR
]

Canal......
Picton..ovva

Whole heards died during the terrific snow of
last winter; some of them appear just as they
fell—mummified, as if it were, by the dry air.

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

4

Molds.vivnese
12 @.
Sperm. ..ieeis0 i835 @..

buffalo range the carcasses are slmost as thick in
some places as the bunches or grama grass.

try.

Markets.

Boston SH
Prvows,
For the week ending Ocr. 9, 1872,
CANDLES,
MOLASSES,

Buffalo ean be seen every day along the lines of
our far Western “railroads, They have become

in Vir-

stock ** Greeley’s peaches.”
He says he never
can tell beforehand how they are going to turn
out. That's always
the case
with
Greeley’s
speeches.

ume

Cattle Rising

tacles which never disappoints
one, and the
It is pleasant to take and warranted to cure,
freshness of morning has a glory which is all
Send for circulars with testimonials.
its own.
The instinets of life are then at their
crack between them for air, and put two stones
Sold by all Druggists.
truest; and in the open air, beneath that blush- on the giass to keep it in place.
The reconstruction of the Lindall Hotel in St.
ing sky, the man, new-born,. does know the vieThe next morning I was somewhat alarmed
Louis has begun.
It may not be generally known that the beauti-. tory of life as nowhere else, and at no other to find that they had all shed their- skins during
FISHERVILLE, N. H. ’
6mél
time.
But he must not think to enjoy the spec- the night, and were eating them. I thought they
James W. Cofforth, a leading lawyer and poliful little chromo of * Dolly Dimple,” published
tacle unless. he has earned it. If this banquet must be nearly starved,
tician of ‘California, dropped dead in Sacramento
by Williams and. Everett from a drawing by
and hastened to get
Wednesday.
Elizabeth Murray, 1s an actual portrait from life. is not spread for him, he must not taste; nay, them some angle-worms.
If you have
never
|
nor
even
look
on.
Let
him
never
dare,
by
any
The original is the daughter of a resident of
seen newts eat, you can have no idea what pigs
The Board of Health reports an increase of the
spasm of early rising, to usurp a throne which
North Conway, where she is an object of interthey are. They will snap at anything they see
small pox in Washington.
Many of the cases
est to many visitors of that attractive locality who is intended for other princes. His first duty is move, Two often get hold of the same worm,
prove fatal.
to
fill
out
the
hours
of
sleep
which
he
knows
he
have seen the copy of Mrs. Murray’s charming
and neither will let go, but both
will pull, roliForty thousand, ~Bilgsians threaten to settle in
»
neecs, before he attempts the duties of that day. ing over and over til! the poor worm breaks in
picture.
Nebraska.
When he has done so, let him arise from his bed two.
The Japanese girl students in Washington
with the majesty and promptness of a child of |.
The school census of Chicago shows a popula- ‘have been studying too hard, and one hus
I put my newtery out of doors under an apple
been
God, who is lord of his own movements.
Till tree, and left it there all summer.
tion of 367,396, an increase of 43,000 over a simiEvery mornso persistent in her applications as to contrast a
he has done so, let him never think to share ing I fed the newts and changed the water.
Jar eensus taken in June.
One
serious disease of the eve, which threatens her
the glories or the luxuries which are not his died, but the rest grew very fat. Every time
with total blindness. Indeed the difficulty is so own.
J. Milton Turner, United States minister to
they changed their skins, which was about once
serious that the Japanese minister has informed
Liberia, a colored man, was fatally stabbed durYou are a fool if you can not find out by a a week, their colors got
brighter; and
tifey
the unfortunate child that she will have to return
ing a political altercation in St. Louis Wednesday.
simple experiment how this matteris with you grew so tame that when I put my hand in the
to Japan, and another student sent in her place.
individually.
Do not ask even the doctor fora water they would crawl up oun it, and act as if
Official letters from Alaska report the seal fishThe name ot the sufferer is Rio Yoshenias, and
rule.
Ttis to be remembered that people often they liked to be handled,—all but one, which
eries in a most prosperous and flourishing condishe is uot only the eldest of the party, but parlie awake from hunger.
Hunger will keep you seemed to have a different disposition from the
tion. Theie are more seals there now than were
ticularly bright in intellect and noted for her
awake, Matilda, as thoroughly "as that indigesti- others, and would snap at me when I tried to
ever known before, and at the présent rate of inmany amiable qualities.
When the final decision
ble lobster salad did. It is to be remembered make friends with him.
crease it may become necessary to enlarge the
was made known to ber that she must return to
also, as Dr. Hammond says, that iiiost ‘Amer number to be taken,
The number is now limited
I should probably have had them nov, if the
Japan, she acquiesced without a word of comcan women, at least of the cities, are underfed. glass had not been accidentally broWen by an
to 100,000.
plaint; but her companions were greatly distressIn the life of large towns, they often live on apple falling on it. When I discovered it some
AF Notice CHAPEL EDITION, ot the * Hymns and
ed, and manifested their sorrow in the most slops instead of food;
In prosecutihg the New York riug ‘thieves
and they do not have op- hours later, the little good-for-nothings had tak- Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the ** Hymns only.”
touching manner,
$50,000 has thus far been expended.
portunities for healthy appetite.
Remembering en French leave ot me forever.
“ Fanny Fern,” the wife of James Parton, died
Most newspaper people of thirty years ago re- these two things, so often forgotten, I advise for
Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET.
Address,
Last fall we were going to have a little comon Thursday.
member a bustling little gentleman who used to sleepers who have not tried, to start carefully pany, and I wanted something to interest our
A. S. BARNES & COMPANY.
beset editors and puplishers for aid in furthering
on “a slight collation,” ‘as the Roman rubric guests, so I got a large plain glass tumbler, covNEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.
The President has appointed Thursday, No{1 his project of ‘a trans-continental railway from
eow27t2
says, before going to bed,—say a soda biscuit, ered the bottom with fine sand. put in a few
vember 38, as a day of nsitional thanksgiving.
the Atlantic to the Pacitic. It was pleasant tg that you can put in the saucer in your candle- small bright shells, and filled it with clear spring
THE GUIDING STAR,
Mayor Medill of Chicago has issued a proclalisten to his enthusiasm on the theme, but believstick as you go up -stairs; something of easy di- water. Then I put m two baby newts that had
the latest and the best Sabbath School Ringing Book.
mation to the police, directing them to enforce
ing, as many did, that the. consummation of the
gestion, that you may make sure that you are just been given me, a water-snail, a polliwog,
Price, Boards, 35 cts.; per 100, $30.00.
Sample copy
mailed for 25 cents.
the law forbidding the sale of intoxicating liquors
thing was not within the lifetime of any then liv- not kept awake by hunger. You will very soon two or three small minnows,
and half a dozen
HE SABBATH,
on Sundays.
ing, he became to be considered rathera bore, be able to say "how far this * slight collation’ fresh water clams, beautiful little white things the Greatest € bendy Music Book, will soon be ready. |
“THE
AMATEUR,
about
a quarter as Targe as your nail. My minmay be carried.
though the then editor and publishers of the
* The straight-out democrats had a small meeting
the best: Musical Monthly, only one dollar per year.
The best night cap of all is a fresh walk, of a iature aquarium attracted a great deal of attenBedger entertained his proposition favorably.
in Columbus, O., Thursday, and resolved to call
LEE & WALKER, Publishers, 922- Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
440
mile or two, with a lively companion, in the tion, and all seemed more interested in it than
That enthusiast, as he was then considered, was
a convention, to meet on the 22d of October, to
Mr. Asa
Whitney, whose death we noticed at open air. Come home from it in a glow, with in one another.—Qur Young Folks.
nominate O’Conor electors.
Washington some three weeks since. He was for- the feet and legs warm with exercise; take your
candle and your cracker, bid the rest good-night,
merly engaged in mercantile business in New
FOREIGN.
J
31 yi
and your chances are good, if you
have not
York, but has lived in Washington,
the past
Wool Matters.
worked the brain since five o’clock, of knowing
twenty. years.
He was about 75 years of age,
——
——
Five gambling saloons in a well-known German
nothing and regretting nothing till
morning.
and had lived to see accomplished the great deby
\
watering place have been closed.
From Walter Brown & Son’s Monthly Wool
This is on the supposition that you-have a winSRE VA A
sire of his life, and indeed much more than he
EVERY
Circular we make the following extract:
All classes of workmen in Brussells are exdow open in your bed-room, or some equally
at middle life ever dreamed of. One entire line
Also for CAMPAIGN GOODS.
Address
Owing to the continued. lack of demand from
pected to strike shortly.
efficient ventilation.
For people who prefer the
of railway across the continent has been for years
GOODSPEED’S EMPIRE PUBLISHING HOUSE,
consumers, the wool market throughout July reChicago,
Cincinnati,
St.
Louis,
New
Orleans
or New
asphyxia
of
to
carbonic
the
acid
sweet
sleep
of
The passport system has been established in
in successful operation, and two others are almained in the dull state which we have had to
York.
12w27
nature, have nothing to say. But grant these not
Alsace and Lorraine.
ready under way.
report for the past four months, and prices have
difficult conditions of well-considered
laziness:
The Pope, it is said, has finally abandoned his
The first installment of the French indemaity for the last five hours of the day; a brisk walk still further declined.
The greatly improved and buoyant tone of the
payment, amounting to twenty-two millions of
intention of leaving Rome.
under the stars with a near friend; food, not too
English markets has however, at the close of the
francs, filled a train of twenty-two cars.
much nor too little, and that easy of digestion;
Telegraphic tolls on despatches forwarded and
month, produced a better feeling among the
and, before Ella has read you the third stanza of
received at the expense of the British governTwo hundred men are employed in the work
trade, and manufacturers have evinced more disment on the subject of indirect claims amount to of restoring the great hall of Warwick Castle, that sweet manuscript poem of hers, you will not position to take up supplies at the present low Promptly and Neatly Done © this Establishment.
even know that ‘‘ zeplfyr ” rhymes with ¢ heif
$400,000.
¥Kngland, recently destroyed by fire.
range of values; consequently, the movement of
er;” you will know nothing and: regret nothing;
Forty men were killed by an explosion in a coal
stock during the past ten days has been large,
Ttis proposed at Berlin to annex the new provin which happy condition we will leave you
compared with the balance of the month.
Manmine at Morely, Eng., on Monday.
inces, Alsace and Lorraine, to the Grand Duchy
now,—Rev. E. E. Hale.
ufacturers generally, however, need to receive
of
Caden,
which
would
then
be
erected
into
a
Coal is advancing in price once more in Engbetter encouragement from the sale of their prokingdom.
land.
ductions before they arelikely to invest largely
|
Bismarck is a manuofacturer.
He owns, it is
There appears to be increased activity among
in the raw material, notwithstanding that it may
said, a paper-mill, a distillery, and a manufacto.
{ i.
:
the revolutionists in Cuba.
be their wisest course to purchase while prices
ry of beet-root sugar.
Respecting the transportation of butter the are Jow, as the anomalous difference which now
The amendment to the address to the King askNew Engpand Farmer says:
exists between home and foreign markets must
ing for the emancipation of slaves has been deEngland has 44 iron-clads, Russia 25 vessels-ofThat about
two-thirds of the butter which soon work a decided change in the policy of our
feated in the Cortes.
war of all kinds and Holland 17 monitors. France
manufacturers; either they will have to compete
has 50 iron-clads and a fleet of 332 vessels be- comes to the table in New England is a wretchBishop Grundtvig of Denmark, the most venfor the foreign staple or produce less goods,
edly
poor
article,
is
a
pretty
well
established
sides.
erable man of letters in Europe, died recently.
Foreign imports and receipts from Texas and
fact.
There are two causes for this.
First, the
The grand jury in Baltimore has indicted
Charles R. Henderson for the murder of Dr.
Merriman Cole in January last.
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rules

common round butter boxes,but the shipping box
is a square, box,with handles at each end. A rod
comes up at each end, and theve is.a thumbscresy outside on the cover.
Listing, su¢h as
comes on thie sides’of the cloth, is tacked around
the edge of the box.
When the cover is screw:
ed down the box is pretty tight. You will see
that there is some vacant space between the two

once ‘counted

Hon. Henry C. Deming, formerly a member of ||
seen to weep softly every little while from pure
Longress from Connecticut, died in Hartford
| joy.
Wednesday morning of apoplexy.
Far
Madame Pauline Lucca called on the Indian
A suit has been begun against’ the New York
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